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R.M.SAHAI,J.
Constitutional enigma of identifying 'backward 

classes' for 'protecting' or 'compensatory benefits' under 
constitutionally permissive discrimination visualised by 
Article 16(4) of the Constitution, except for scheduled castes 
and scheduled tribes, is as elusive today as it was when the 
issue was debated in the Constituent Assembly, or in 
Parliament in 1951, even after appointment of two 
commissions by the President under Article 340(1) of the 
Constitution, one, in 1953 known as Kaka Kalekar

Commission and other in 1979 which became famous as 
Mandal Commission, and furnished basis for reservation 
of appointment and posts for socially and economically 
bacl^ard classes (SEBQ in services under the Union, by 
Office Memorandum dated 13th August,^ 1990 amended 
further in September 1991^ adding, yet, one more class of 
economically backward. Nature of these orders, their 
constitutional validity, principle of their issuance & 
legal informity, Mandal Commission Report, its basis 
and foundation, scope of reservation, its length, width

O ffice  M em orandum  "Subject :Recom mendalions of the Second Backward Classes Commission (Mandal Report)— Reservation for Socially 
and Educationally Backward Classes in Services under the Government of India.
In a multiple undulating society like ours, early achievement of the objective of social justice as enshrined in-the C onstitution is a must. The 
Second Backward Classes Commission called the M andal Commission was established by the then Government w ith  this purpose in view, 
which submitted its report to the Governm ent of India on 31.12.1980.
2. G overnm enthavecarefully  considered the report and the recom mendations of the Commission in the present context regarding thebenefits 
to the extended to the socially and educationally backward classes as opined by the Commission and are of the c lear view that at the outlet 
certain weigh tage has to be provided to such classes in the services of the Union and their Public Undertakings. A ccordingly orders are issued 
as fo llow s:—
(i) 27% of the vacancies in civil posts and services under the Government of India shall be reserved for SEBC. (ii) T h e  aforesaid reservation 
shall apply to vacancies to be filled by direct recruitment. Detailed instructions relating to the procedures to b e  followed for enforcing 
reservation will be issued separately, (iii) Candidates belonging to SEBC recruited on the basis of m erit in an open cx>mpetition on the same 
standards prescribed for the general candidates shall not be adjusted against the reservation quota o f 27%.
(iv) The SEBC would corhprise in the first phase the castes and comm unities which are common to both the list in the report of the Mandal 
Commission and the State G overnm ents' lists. A list of such castes/com munities is being issued separately.
(v) The aforesaid reservation shall take effect from 7.8.1990. However, this will not apply to vacancies where the recruitment process has 
already been initiated prior to the issue of these orders.
3. Sim ilar instructions in respect of public sector undertakings and financial institutions including public sector banks will be issued by the 
D epartment of Public Enterprises and M inistry of Finance respectively.

S d /- (Smt. Krishna Singh) Joint Secretary to the Gpvt. of India"
O FFIC E M EM O R A N D U M  "Su b ject: Recom mendation of the Second Backward Classes Commission (Mandal Report)— Reservation for 
socially and Educationally Backward Classes in service under the Governm ent of India.
The undersigned is directed to invite the attention toQ .M . of even number dated the 13th August, 1990, on the above mentioned subject and 
to say that in order to enable the poorer sections of the SEBCs to receive the benefits of reservation on a preferential basis and to provide 
reservation for other econom ically backward sections of the people not covered by any of the existing schemes of reservation. Government 
have decided to amend the said M emorandum with immediate effect as follows :—
(i) W ithin the 27% of the vacancies in civil posts and services under the Governm ent of India reserved for SEBCs, preference shall be given 
to candidates belonging to the poorer sections of the SEBCs. In case sufficient number of such candidates are not available, unfilled vacancies 
shall be filled by  the other SEBC candidates, (ii) 10% of the vacancies in civil posts and services under the Governm ent of India shall be 
reserved for other econom ically backward sections of the people who are not covered by any of the existing schem es of reservation, (iii) (The 
criteria for determining the poorer sections o f the SEBCs or the other econom ically backward sections of the people who are not covered by 
any of the existing schem es of reservations are being issued separately.) The O.M. of even number dated the 13th August, 1990, shall be 
deemed to have been amended to the extent specific<l above. Sd/- (A.K. Harit) Dy Secretary of the Government of India"



and d^pth were subject matters of intensive debate in 
these I t̂Jblic Interest Litigations by members of the bar, 
representatives of various associations, and numerous 
interv^ibrs. Range of controversy was, both wide and 
narrow" touching various aspects sensible and sensitive. 
But before adverting to them it is imperative to thrash out, 
at the outset, if the issue of reservation of posts in services 
by the State is non-justiciable either because it is a political 
question or a matter of policy and even if justiciable then 
whether the rule of discretion requires to leave the field 
open for State activity to work it out by trial and error.

'A'

(1 )
Today the 'political thicket' has been entered with 

Baker vs.Carr^ and Davisvs. Bandetner,^ even, in America 
where the English shadow of 'King can do no wrong' 
was miost prominently reflected. The test now applied 
is if the controversy can be decided by 'judicially 
discernible and manageable standards'^® The political 
questions doctrine, however, does not mean, that any 
thing that is tinged with politics or even that any matter 
that might properly fall within the domain of the 
President or the Congress shall not be reviewable, for 
that would end the constitutional function of the court'^. 
Under our Constitution, the yardstick is not if it is a 
legislative act or an executive decision on policy matter 
but whether it violates any constitutional gurantee or 
has potential of constitutional repercussions as 
enforcement of an assured right, under Chapter III of 
the Constitution, by approaching courts is itself a 
fundamental right. The 'constitutional fiction' of 
political question, therefore, should not be permitted to 
stand in way of the court to, 'deny the Nation the 
guidance on basic democratic problems'.^ Avoidance of 
entering into a political question may be desirable and 
may not be resorted to, 'not because of doctrine of 
separation of power or lack of rules but because of 
expedienc/^ in large interest for public good but 
legislatures, too, have, 'their authority measured by the 
Constitution' therefore absence of norms to examine 
political question has rarely any place in the Indian 
Constitutional jurisprudence. The, Constitution being, 
'foremost a social document'® the courts cannot, 'retreat 
behind'^ whenever they are called upon to discharge 
their constitutional obligation as 'if the judiciary bows

to expediency and puts question in the political rather 
than in the justiciable category merely because they are 
troublesome or embarrassing or pregnant with great 
emotion, then the judiciary has become a political 
instrument itself'/^ TT\us,

Legislative or executive action reserving 
appointments or posts in services of the State is 
neither a political issue nor matter of policy.

'B'

(1 )
Mis-conception appears to be prevailing that the 

judiciary by exercising power of judicial review on 
matters which involve political considerations asserts 
superior capability thus violates the democratic 
m andate vested by the people in elected 
representatives. The judiciary derive their authority as 
much from 'the people' the ultimate sovereign as the 
legislature or the executive. Each wing is a delegate of 
the Constitution. Each stand committed'to be ruled 
under and governed by it. A legislature is elected by 
people to enact law in accordance with the Constitution, 
to work under and for it. By being people representative 
the mandate is to act in furtherance of ideals of 
democracy in accordance with provisions of the 
Constitution. No legislature or executive can enact a law 
or frame a policy against the dictates of the Constitution. 
'Popular support expressed through the ballot box 
cannot validate an ultra vires action '. Elected 
representatives are as much oath bound to uphold and 
obey the Constitution as the judges appointed by the 
President. Both derive their power and authority form, 
the same source. What the Constitution says, what it 
means, how it is to be understood and applied was 
entrusted to the judiciary as when, 'The People' of India 
resolved, to secure to all its citizens justice, social, 
economic and political, 'The judiciary was seen as an 
extension of the Rights, for it was the courts that would 
give the Rights force^ .̂ A declaration by a government 
to reserve posts in services may be a matter of policy or 
even a political issue but an order issued or a law made 
d irecting reservation can be sustained, only, if it is found 
to be constitutional. Judicial review in our Constitution 
has not 'grown' nor it has been 'assumed' or 'inferred'
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369 U.S. 186
and 4a) 54 USLW  4898 (1986)
Samuel Krislov— The Suprem e Court in the Political Process p. 96
C. Herm an Pritchett— T̂he American Constitution P. 154 (quoted in 'T he Judicial Review of Legislative A cts' by D r. Chakradhar Jha p, 355) 
Chari ess Gordon Post p. 129-130— The Suprem e Court Questions (quoted in T h e  Judicial Review of Legislative A cts' by Dr. Chakradhar Jha 
p. 351)
Gra nville Austin 's 'The Indian Constitution Cornerstone of a Nation'
Tagore Law Lecturc, From Marshall to Mukherjea 'Studies in American and Indian Constitutional Law' by William O. Douglas p. 38.
Ibid. 
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or 'implied' nor 'acquired by force' or 'stealthily' but it 
was provided for by the founding fathers. The higher 
judiciary has been visualised as 'an arm of the social 
revoluti î\'^ .̂ When our Constitution was framed the 
Wednesbnry principle^^ evolved by the English Courts 
and the division of power adopted by American 
Constitution was fully known yet the country did not 
opt for vague resolutions as were adopted at 
Philadephia Convention of United States in 1787 but 
decided to place the apex court as custodian of the 
Constitution by declaring that any declaration of law by 
it was binding under Article 141 of the Constitution, its 
decree and orders were enforceable under Article 142 
throughout the country, and all civil executive 
authorities are to act in furtherance of it under Article 
144. 'The range of judicial review recognised by the 
superior judiciary in India is perhaps the widest and 
most extensive known in the world of law'^ .̂ Unlike 
England or America its sweep extends to all other 
organs functioning under the Constitution. The Court 
discharged its constitutional obligation in such sensitive 
but constitutional matters as President's pardoning 
power/^ decision of speakers of legislative 
assemblies/^ President's power of dissolution of state 
legislative assemblies etc.^  ̂ Reliance on American 
decisions for very limited scope for interference was not 
of much assistance as judicial power of the United States 
Supreme Court to examine race conscious measures or 
affirmative action either in economic field or admission 
programme in educational institution was never 
doubted. The only difference was that the measures 
were tested either on what they described as 'close 
examination' or'exacting judicial scrutiny'. For instance 
in Bakke^  ̂ it was the latter test that was applied. It was 
observed, 'in order to justify the use of a suspect 
classification a State must show that its purpose of 
interest is both constitutionally permissible and 
substantial, and that its use of the classification is,
'necessary............ to accomplishment of its purpose for
the safeguarding of its interest'. Whereas in Fullilove it 
was observed that, 'programme that employs racial or
ethical criteria..........calls for closer examination'. It was
explained that when a programme employing a benign 
racial classification was adopted by an administrative

agency on the explicit direction of congress, the courts 
were 'bound to approach' the 'task with appropriate 
deference to the congress, to co-equal branch charged 
by the constitution with the power to provide for the 
"general welfare"^^' In M etro B roadcasting over 
Broadcasting Fullilove^ was reiterated and it was 
observed that, 'benign race conscious measure 
"mandated by the congress" even if these measures are 
not "remedial" in the sense of being designated to 
compensate victims of past-governmental or social 
discrimination—are constitutionally permissible to the 
extent that they serve im portant governm ental 
objectives within the power of congress and are 
substantially related to achievement of those objectives'. 
Suffice it to say that the observations were, made in 
different context for different purpose. The grant of 
broadcasting rights to minority was upheld by the 
majority as 'minority ownership programmes are 
critical means of promoting broadcasting diversit/. But 
even in this decision Justice Stevens who concurred 
with majority agreed with minority in Fullilove (supra) 
and observed, 'I remain convinced, of course, that racial 
or ethnic characteristics provide a relevant basis for 
desperate treatment only in extremely rare situations 
and that it is therefore "especially important that the 
reasons for any such classification be clearly identified 
and unquestionably legitimate".'

(2)
The sweep and width of judicial power and 

authority exercised by this Court is much extensive and 
deep as the constitutional provisions mandate it to be 
so. Test for interference is constitutional violation. Due 
regard to legislative measures or executive action 
directed towards welfare measure has never been 
disputed but when they are overshadowed with 
extraneous compulsior\s or are arbitrary then, 'judicial 
interpretation gives better protection than the political 
branches'^^. Even the most reactionaries of American 
President Thomas Jeferrson once said, 'The law of the 
land administered by upright judges would protect you 
from any exercise of power unauthorised by the 
Constitution of United States'. Faith in the judiciaty is 
of prime importance. Ours is a free nation. Among such
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'W ednesbury principles' is a convenient legal 'shorthand' used by lawyer?, to refer to the classical review by Lord Greene MR in the 
W ednesbury case of the circumstances in which the courts will intervene to quash as being illegal the e)<ercise of adm inistrative discretion. 
'W ADE— Administrative Law.
Kehar Singh and Anr. vs. Union of India and Anr. [1989 (1) SCC 204].
Supra (14)
Kihota Hollohon vs. Zachilhu [1992 (1) SCR 309)
Stale of Rajasthan and Ors. vs. Union of India [1977 (3) SCC 592]
University of Califorrnia Regents vs. Allan Bakke, 57 L.Ed 2d 750.
H. Earl Fullilove vs. Philip M. KJutznick, 65 L. Ed 2d 902
M etro Broadcastings Inc. vs. Federal Com m unications Com m ission 58 LW 5053 
The Court and the Constitution by A. Cox p. 372.



peop l̂c respect for law and belief in its constitutional 
interpfetation by courts require an extraordinary degree 
of tol^fance and cooperation for the value of democracy 
and survival of constitutionalism.

(3)
Afticle 16(1) is a right created constitutionally in 

favo^fof all citizens and anyone is entitled to approach 
the courts against violation of his right by the State and 
assail State's latitude in remedial measures or 
affirrnative action to improve conditions of weaker 
sections or improve, lot of the backward class, if they are 
not 'tailored' as not to transgress the constitutional 
permissible limits. Any State action whether 
'affirmative' or 'benign', 'protective' or 'competing' is 
constitutionally restricted first by operation of Article 
16(4) and then by interplay of Articles 16(4) and 16(1). 
State has been empowered to invade the constitutional 
guarantee of'all' citizens under Article 16(1) in favour 
of 'any backward class of citizens only if in the opinion 
of the government it is inadequately represented. 
Objective being to remove disparity and enable the 
unfortunate ones in the society to share the services to 
secure equality in, 'opportunity and status' any state 
actibnmust be founded on firm evidence of clear and 
legitimate identification of such backward class and 
their inadequate representation. Absence of either 
rendeis the action suspect. Both must exist in fact to 
enable State to assume jurisdiction to enable it to take 
remedial measures. Tower to make reservations as 
contemplated by Article 16(4) can be exercised only to 
make the inadequate representations in the services 
adequatjg'^. Use of expression, 'in the opinion of State' 
may result in greater latitude to State in determination 
of either backwardness or inadequacy of representation 
and sufficiency of material or mere error may not vitiate 
as State may be left in such filed to experiment and learn 
by trial and error with little interference from the court 
but if the principle of identification itself is invalid or it 
is in violation of constitutionally permissible limits or'if 
instead of carefully identifying the characteristics which 
could clothe the State with remedial action it engages in 
analysis which is illegal and invalid and is adopted not 
for remedial purposes but due to extraneious 
considerations then the court would be shirking in the 
their constitutional obligation if they fail to apply the 
corrective. States' latitude is further narrowed when on 
existence of the two primary, basic or jurisdictional facts 
it proceeds to make reservation as the wisdom and 
legality of it has to be weighed in the balance of equality 
pledged and guaranteed to every citizen and tested on 
anvil of reasonableness to 'smoke out' any illegitimate

use and restrict the State from crossing the clear 
constitutional limits. 'In framing a government which is 
to be administered by men over men, the great difficulty 
lies in this, you must first enable the government to 
control the governed, and in the next place oblige it to 
control itself'^. Judicial Review has come to be one of 
the ways of obliging government to control itself. A 
reservation for a class which is not backward wold be 
liable to be struck down. Similarly if the class is found 
to be backward but it is adequately represented the 
power cannot be exercised. Therefore, the exercise of 
power must precede the determination of these aspects • 
each of which is mandatory. Since the exercise of power 
depends on existence of the two, its determination too 
must satisfy the basic requirem ent of being in 
accordance with Constitution, its belief and thought. 
Any determination of backward class in historical 
perspective may be legally valid and constitutionally 
permissible. But if in determination or identification of 
the backward class any constitutional provision is 
violated or it is contrary to basic feature of Constitution 
then the action is rendered vulnerable.

(4)
Reservation being negative in content to the right of 

equality guaranteed to every citizen by Article 16(1) it 
has to 1^ tested against positive right of a citizen and a 
direct restriction in State power. Judicial review, thus, 
instead of being ruled out or restricted is imperative to 
maintain the balance. The court has a constitutional 
obligation to examine if the foundation for State's action 
was within constitutional periphery and even if it was, 
did the government prior to embarking upon solving 
the social, problem by raising, 'narrow bridge' under 
Article 16(4), to enable 'weaker sections of the people to 
cross the rubicon'^ discharged its duty of a responsible 
government by constitutional method so as to put it 
beyond any scrutiny by the 'eye and ear' of the 
Constitution. What comes out of the preceding 
discussion can be reduced thus :

(i) (a) Identification of backward class of 
persons and their inadequate representation in 
service are the basic or jurisdictional facts to 
empower the State to exercise the power of 
reservation.
(b) Either of the conditions precedent are 
assailable and are subject to judicial review.
(ii) Reservation of appointments and posts 
under Article 16(4) can be challenged if it is 
constitutionally invalid or even if it disturbs the

22 General M anager Southern Railway vs. Rangachari, [1962 (2) SCR 586]
23 Federalist No. 51 (extracted in American Constitutional l^vv by Alpheus T. M anson/D.G. Stephanson, Jr.
24 Chinnappa Reddy, J. in K.C. Vasantha Kumar vs. State of Karnataka [AIR 1985 SC 1495 at 1529]



balance of equality guaranteed under Article 
16Cl)for being unreasonable or arbitrary.

(iii) Burden to prove that reservation does not 
vioU te constitutional guarantee and is 
reasonable is on the State.

Our Constitution like many modern constitutions 
was also, 'a break with the past' and was framed with, 
'a need for fresh look'. Centuries of deliberate and 
concerted effort to deface the society by creating caste 
consciousness, exploiting religious sentiments was 
attempted to be effaced by 'The People' when they 
resolved to constitute the country into a secular 
democratic republic. Preamble of the Constitution, 
echoing sentiments of nation, harassed for centuries by 
foreign domination, 'to secure, to all its citizens justice, 
social economic and political. Liberty of thought, 
expression, belief, faith and worship ; Eqality of status 
and opportunity and to promote among them all 
Fratemily assuring dignity of the individual' was not a 
mere flourish of words but was an ideal set-up for 
practice and observance as a matter of law through 
constitutional mechanism. Communal reservations 
were outlawed both from goverance and 
adm inistration. States and governm ents were 
prohibited from practising race, religion or caste in any 
form by any Articles 15(1), 16(2) and 29(2). Classification 
made on religion, race and caste was held to be 'opposed 
to the Constitution and constitutes a clear violation of 
the fundamental rights'^. New ̂ ginning was made by 
abolishing untouchability, prohibiting exploitation and 
guaranteeing equality not only before law but in public 
services and employment both substantive and 
protective. Concern was shown for weaker sections of 
the s^iety and backward class of citizens. Article 16(4) 
was in keeping with this philosophy. Reservation for 
any' backward class of citizens in services of the State 

was visualised as an integral part of equality of 
opportunity as plege during freedom struggle was, 
equality not only of opportunity to be given to all but 

special opportunities for educational, economic and 
cultural growth must be given to backward group so as 

to catch up to those who are ahead of^ 
em'. Employment or appointment to an office in the 

tate constituted a, 'new form of wealth' on the date the 
institution was enforced, therefore equal opportunity

o all its citizens was constitutionally provided for

without any discrimination on religion, race or caste etc. 
But it would have been mere illusion if no provision was 
made to ensure similar opportunity to those citizens 
who remained backward either because of historically 
social reasons or economic poverty or poor quality of 
education or any other reason which could be 
determinative of backwardness. How the doctrine of 
equality, claimed to be 'the core of American democratic 
aspiration' was twisted, 'to relegate, racial minorities to 
inferior status by denying them, 'equal access to the 
opportunity enjoyed by others' under, cover of, 
'separate out equal' doctrine connmented by Justice 
Harlton in his dissenting opinion in Plessy vs. Ferguson^^ 
as 'pernicious' was well known. The American myth 
that it was a 'nation of equal and a classless so cie t/^  
had been exploded. Technically and even legally 
probably the interpretation could be within provision of 
constitutional guarantee of equality but it was 
abnoxious and destructive of social equality. 'The effort 
of the majority decision in Plessy (supra) was to 
subordinate them until then dom inant 
anti-discrim ination principle of the Fourteenth  
Amendment to the Court created doctrine of reasonable 
classification.'^^ Although the doctrine of Plessy was 
gradually abandoned finally but not before 1954 till 
Brown's case was decided. Therefore Article 16 while 
providing for equality of opportunity to all without any 
distinction and irrespective of forward or backward 
class of citizens took care to avoid recurrences or 
American experience by directing State to reserve posts 
for backward class if they were not adequately 
represented in services as, 'inequality does not harm 
only the unequals, it hurts the entire society'.

Thus Article 16(1) and (4) operate in same field. Both 
are directed towards achieving equality of opportunity - 
in services under the State. One is broader in sweep and 
expansive in reach. Other is limited in approach and 
narrow in applicability. Former applies to 'all' citizens 
whereas latter is available to 'a n /  class of backward 
citizens. Use of words 'all' in 16(1) and 'a n / in 16(4) read 
together indicate that they are part of same scheme. The 
one is substantive equality and other is protective equality. 
Article 16(1) is a fundamental right of a citizen whereas 
16(4) is an obligation of the State. The former is enforceable 
in a court of law, whereas the latter is 'not constitutional 
compulsion' but an enabling provision. Whether Article 
16(4) is 'in substance, an exception'^® or 'a proviso'^  ̂or> 
'emphatic way of putting the extent to which equality of
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op portunity could be carried' or 'presumed to exhaust 
all exception in favour of backward class'^  ̂or 'expressly 
designed as benign discrimination devoted to lifting of 
ba^Ward classes ',b u t if Article 16(1) is the, 'positive 
aspect of equality of opportunity' Article 16(4) is a 
cornplete code for reservation for backward class of 
citizens as it not only provides for exercise of power but 
also lays down the circumstances, in which the power can 
be exercised, and the purpose and extent of its exercise. 
One is mandatory and operates automatically whereas the 
other comes into play on identification of backward 
cla^sof citizens and their inadequate representation.

( 2 )
. Compensatory or remedial measures for lesser 

fortunate are thus not, ipso facto, violative of equal 
opportunity as our society was founded not on abstract 
theory that all men are equal but on realism of societal 
differences created by human methodology resulting in 
existence of the weak and the strong, poor and the rich. 
Preamble, the basic feature of the Constitution, 
therefore, promises equal opportunity and status and 
dignity to every citizen the actuality of which has been 
ensured by empowering the State to take positive steps 
under Articles 15(4) and 16(4). Forty years of recount 
dem onstrate flowering of principle of equal 
opportunity and encourage to intensify it for the 
deserving, past or present. Reverse discrimination, 
an expression coined by American courts and jurists 
commented upon, 'as sharpened edge of a sword'^^
as, 'it is as much as an evil as the discrimination it

36aims to overcome' as it violates, (a) formal justice
(b) consistency (c) equality of opportunity (d) due 
process of equality,^ are expressions of one sided 
thinking without grip of the constitutional goal set 
out by founding fathers that, 'equality of opportunity 
must be transformed into equality of results'. An 
enlightened society is one which takes care of the 
poor, the backward, the retarded, the handicapped as 
much as of the rich, the forward, the healthy and the 
gifted. Formal equality transforms into real equality 
when the d isad van tage arising out of social 
circumstances is levelled and the least and the best 
advantaged are so paired by the State activism that 
differences and distinctions arising out of ascribed 
identity get gradually lost. Various articles of the 
Constitution reflect this philosophy. Article 16 is a 
classic example, and probably unparallel in the

*30

co n stitu tion al history  of the w orld , where 
individualism advocated by West in eighteenth and 
nineteenth century co-exist with States predominant 
role in bridging the gulf between the needy and the 
affluent, the backward and the forward. It reflects 
modern and progressive thinking on Equality. As 
observed by Laski, 'By adequate opportunity we cannot 
imply equal opportunities in a sense that implies 
identity of original chance. The native endowments of 
men are by no means equal'.^® According to Ronald 
Dworkin, 'All human beings have a natural right to 
an equality of concern and respect, a right to an 
equality of concern and respect, a right they possess 
not by virtue of birth, but simply as human beings 
with the capacity to make plans and give justice.' 
Articles 39 and 46 are extension of this belief and 
thought. Any legislative measure or executive order 
reserving appointments or posts cannot be assailed as 
being beyond constitutional sanction. As far back as 
1951 it was held by a Seven Judges' Constitution 
Bench, of this court 'Reservation of posts in favour 
of any backward class of citizens cannot therefore be 
regarded as unconstitutional^^. N or, did the 
Constitution makers restricted the period of its 
continuance as was done for Anglo-Indians by 
Article 336 as an enlightened and progressive state 
a responsible government of a w^elfare country must 
decide itself periodically on prevalent social and 
econ om ic co n d ition s and not on political 
consideration or extraneous com pulsion if the 
protective umbrella has to be kept opened, for 
whom and for how long.

(3)
Before proceeding further it may be mentioned that 

many decisions were cited of American Courts dealing 
with affirmative action for Negroes and a parallel was 
attempted to be drawn from it for justifying reservation 
for other backward classes. But this ignores that unlike 
the United States our Constitution itself provides for 
reservation for backward classes, therefore, it is 
unnecessary to derive inspiration from decisions given 
by American court on equal protection clause. They 
may be relevant for classification and nexus test under 
Article 14 or even forjudging if the provision by being 
arbitrary was violative of equality doctrine but they 
cannot furnish relevant guideline for interpreting 
Article 16(4). How equality was distorted and how

32 M alhew in Supra (28) p. 956
33 Beg J., in Supra (28) p. 960
34 Krishna Iyer J., in Supra (28) p. 969 & 978
35 Reservation Policy & Practice in India, by Anirudh Prasad
36 Supra (34) p. 318
37 ??? Inequalities and the Law.
38 Liberty & Equality by Harold Laski (A Gram mar of Politics published in 'Inequality and Justice' by Rainwater)
39 B. Venkataram ana vs. The Slate of Madras & Anr. (A.I.R. 1951 SC 229)



Blacics were made to suffer by biased and narrow 
construction of the concept of equality for nearly 
hund red years is a matter of history. To derive parallel 
from classification developed by American courts to 
support reservation on any ground for other backward 
classes would be constitutionally unjust and legally 
unsure. Whether American Constitution was or is 
colour blind or not but when our Constitution was 
fram^sdcaste was in, 'bad odour'. Deliberate 'Divide and 
Rule' policy of Britishers by perpetuating caste was in 
full glare, therefore, the founding fathers while 
guaranting equality prohibited discrimination on the 
ground of religion, race or caste etc. Unfortunate 
American experience of, 'separate but equal' doctrine 
legitin\atised in Plessy vs. Ferguson resulting in 
segregating negroes and keeping them at distance from 
American prosperity was avoided by making the State 
responsible both for am eliorative measures or 
affirmative action and protective steps. The doctrine of, 
'compelling State interest' developed by American 
Courts to support classification for even race conscious 
measures particularly in economic field or business 
regulation have no relevance as the State has been 
constitutionally empowered to remedy the social 
imbalance. From 'separate but equal' in Plessx/ to, 
'freedom of choice' developed by Brown and Brown 

to, 'just schools' without label of white or Negro in 
Green to elimination of segregation 'root and branch' 
in Swann"̂  ̂ may be a fascinating development for 
America but our constitutional provisions being more 
pragmatic and realistic to problem of equality in public 
employment it appears unnecessary and risky to derive 
any inspiration from Am erican decision for 
interpreting. Article 16(4) as,

'In its Com pensatory Program m es for
depressed classes, India, has gone much further

than the egalitarian western societies such as 
the United States'.^

The conclusion, thus, is that

(1) Articles 16(1) and 16(4) operate in the same 
field.

(2) Article 16(4) is exhaustive of reservation.

(3) No period for reservation has been provided 
but every State must keep on evaluating 
periodically if it was necessary to continue 
reservation, and for whom.

'D '
( 1 )

Thus the real issue is not the reservation but 
identification. Who, then, are the, 'backward class of 
citizens' ? What is the meaning of the word 'backward', 
'class' and 'citizens' individually and taken together. 
How are they to be identified. By their caste, occupation, 
status, economic condition etc. Although the issue of 
reservation has been agitated before this Court, time 
and again, the occasion never arose to lay down any 
principle or test for determination of other backward 
classes. Rajendran^^, Parimoo^^ Thomas^^, and Soshit 
Karamchari^^ were no doubt concerned with Article 16 
but there were cases of SC/ST who are constitutionally 
recognised as, backward class of citizens, Champakan 
(Supra), Tikku^ ,̂ Trilokanath^® and Parriakaruppan^^ 
were concerned with reservation based on caste or 
religion. Balaji^ ,̂ Janardhan^^ Rajendran^, Sagar^^ 
Balram^ Pradeep^^ Tandon, Chitralekha^ and 

e were concerned with reservation under 
Article 15(4). Except for Vasantha Kumar^^ no exercise
Jayshree^
Article 1
was undertaken to lay down any principle for

40 Brown vs. Director Board of Education, 347 US 483 (1954)
41 Brown vs. Director Board of Education 349 US 294 (1955)
42 Green vs. Country School Board, 391 US 430 (1968)
43 Swann vs. Charlotte, Mecklenburg Board of Education, 402 US 1 (1970)
44 Glen M. and Johnson Sipra Bose, 'Social M obility Among Untouchables', in Cohesion and Conflict in Modern India
45 C.A. Rajendran vs. Union of India & Ors. ((1968) 1 SCR 721]
46 Janaki Prasad Parim oo vs. State of J & K ((1973} 3 SCR 236]
47 State of Kerala & Ors. vs. N.M. Thomas & Ors. ((1976) 1 SCR 906]
48 Karamchari Sangh vs. Union of India ((1981) 2 S C R 185]
49 Trilokihath Tikku vs. State of J & K ((1967) 2 SCR 265]
50 Triiokinath & Ors. vs. State of J & K ((1969 (1) SCR 103]
51 A. Perriakaruppan, etc. vs. State of Tamilnadu (1971 (2) SCR 430]
52 M.R. Balaji & Ors. vs. State of M ysore (1963 Supp. 1 SCR 439]
53 j-Ieggade Janardhan Subbarye vs. State of Mysore (1963 Supp. 1 SCR 475]
54 P. Rajendran vs. State of Madras [(1968) 2SC R  786]
55 State of Andhra Pradesh & Ors. vs. P. Sagar (1968 (3) SCR 595]
56 State of A.P. vs. U.S.V. Balaram 1972 (3) SCR 247
57 Stale of Uttar Pradesh vs. Pradeep Tandon (1975 (2) SCR 761]
58 R, Chilralekha vs. State of Mysore ((1964) 6 SCR 368]
59 Km. KS Jayshree vs. Slate of Kerala ((1977) 1 SCR 194]
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deterTTiination of backward class. Reason lor absence of 
any c^'scussion appears to be that this Court while 
expla idling the word 'backward' in Balaji observed that 
backv^srd classes intended to be covered in Article 15(4) 
were ^^omparable to SC/ST which was accepted and 
appli^ti while deciding backward class under Article 
16(4) ^ Swell. But the kind of comparability 'Whether of 
statu^/ of disabilities suffiered, of econom ic or 
educational conditions or of representation in 
goverf»itient service' was not elaborated nor it was 
undertaken even in Balram when the Court extended it 
to, 're t̂lly backward' even though not, 'exactly similar 
in all respects', as they were dealing with SC/ST.

( 2 )
The expression, 'any backward class of citizens' is 

of v ery  vide importance. Its width and depth shall be 
fully cawprehended when significance of each word and 
the purpose of its use is explained. To preface the discus
sion on this vital aspect, on which divergence extended to 
extremes both legally and sentimentally, it may be 
stated that in certain decisions given by this Court due 
weight was not, given to the words, 'class' and 'citizens'. 
Latter is explained in Chapter II of the Constitution. Any 
person satisfying those conditions is a citizen of this 
country irrespective of race, religion or caste. Member 
of every community Hindu, Muslim, Christian, Sikh, 
Budh, Jain etc. who are citizens of this country and are 
backward and are not adequately represented in 
services are to be brought into National stream by 
protective or benign measures. Provisions of the 
Constitution apply to all equally and uniformly. 
Yardstick of backwardness must necessarily, therefore, 
has to be of universal application.

'Class' has been linked with the word, 'backward' 
and has been read as one word, 'backward class' thus 
occasioning the debate that it should be understood as 
'backward caste'. Whether such reading is permissible 
is another aspect which shall be adverted to, presently, 
but if the word, 'class' is read individually or in 
conjunction with words 'of citizens' then its plain 
meaning and purpose is to exclude any reservation for 
individual. In other words reservation contemplated is 
for group or collectivity of citizens who are backward 
and not for any individual. The expression 'any  
backward class of citizen' thus is capable of being 
construed as class of backwards, backward among any 
class of citizens, backward class etc. depending on for 
whom the reservation is being made and why.

Backward may be relative such as professional or 
occupational backwardness or it may be economic, 
social, educa tional or it may be racial such as in America 
or caste based as in Hindu social system or it may be

natural such as physically handicapped or even of sex. 
Article 16 of the Constitution deals with equality of 
opportunity in services under the State. The meaning of 
the word 'backward' therefore, has to be understood 
with reference to opportunity in public employment. 
Since this is a constitutional issue it cannot be resolved 
by cliches founded on fictional mythological stories or 
misdirected philosophies or odious comparisons 
without any regard to social and economic conditions 
but on pragmatic, purposive and value oriented 
approach to the Constitution as it is the fundamental 
law which requires careful navigation by political set up 
of the country and any deflection or deviation 
disturbing or threatening the social balance has to be 
restored, as far as possible, by the judiciary. 
Backwardness in such a vast country with divergent 
religions, culture, language, habits social and economic 
conditions arising out of h istorical reasons, 
geographical locations, feudal system, rigidity of caste 
is bound to have regional flavour. For instance place of 
habitation and its environment was held in Pradeep 
Tandon (supra) to be determinative for social and 
educational backwardness in hills of U.P. Interaction of 
various forces have been responsible for backwardness 
in different parts of the country. A caste backward in 
one State may be advanced in another. That is why Dr. 
Ambedkar while quelling misgivings of members in the 
Constituent Assembly Debate had stated, that 
backwardness was being, 'left to be detemiined by the 
local government'^\ probably, with hope and belief tha t 
once the problem was tackled by the State and 
backward citizens were adequately represented in State 
services the problem at the National level shall sand 
resolved automatically.

Individual backw ardness in social sense is 
prim arily econom ic. Article 16(4), however, is 
concerned with class backwardness. In technical sense 
as explained by sociologists it is a problem of 'social 
stratification' arising out of, as said by Max Weber, due 
to political, social or economic order. Class or group 
backwardness may arise due to exclusion of the entire 
collectivity as a result of combined or individual 
operation of any of these reasons. For instance in 
America as slavery receded after Civil War it was 
succeeded, 'by a caste system embodying white 
supremacy. Various "Jini Crow" laws, or segregation 
statutes, lent the sanction of the law to a racial ostracism 
found in churchcs and schools, in housing facilities, in 
restaurants and hotels, in most forms of public 
transportation, on the job, in universities and colleges, 
and ultimately in morgues and cemeteries. In addition, 
black Americans were long denied the right to vote, to 
serve on juries, and to run for public o ff ic e .T h e  SC

60 Supra (24).
61 Consliluenl A ssem bly Debates Vol. VII p. 701 (1948-49)
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and Sr in our country bore a dose parallel to it except 
th at their exclusion or segregation was mainly social. 
Thetis why the constitutional protection was provided 
for them. For granting similar benefit on backwardness 
to other group or collectivity the State must be satisfied, 
tha they were subjected to at least similar if not same 
treatment or were excluded from services for any of the 
reasons social, economic or political individually or 
col lectively and continue to be excluded before they can 
be identified as backward class for purposes of Article 
16(4). Article 340 is, however, concerned with social and 
educational backwardness. Since the impugned orders 
ha ve been passed on identification of backward class by 
a Commission appointed by the President in exercise of 
po^er under this provision it will have to be examined 
if the Commission acted within the scope of its reference 
and how this expression has to be understood.

( 3 )
Can the word 'class' be understood as caste ? What 

does the word 'class' mean ? According to distionary it 
means 'division of society according to status, rank, 
caste, merit, grace or quality'^^. Burton defines it, as 
'category, classification  ̂ breed, caste, group, order, 
rank'. In Webster it is defined as, 'm em to  or body of 
persons with common characteristics, social rank or 
casle'^ .̂ Whereas Oxford defines caste as, 'race, leinage, 
pure stock or breed'. English historians have defined 
caste as, 'hereditary classes into which Hindu society is 
divided'. Sociologists describe it as, 'ascribed status'. 
Class is thus wider and may mean caste. Is it so for 
Article 16 ? In Hindi version of the Constitution the 
word is 'varg' that is group and not 'jati' that is caste or 
community. The word class cannot and was not used as 
caste as it was constitutionally considered to be 
destructive of secularism. In our country caste system is 
peculiar to Hindus. It is unknown to Muslims, 
Christians, Sikhs, Buddhists and Jains. The Constitution 
was framed not for Hindus only. Provision was made 
for a society hetregenous in character but seculiar in 
outlook. 'It was a compromistic formula', a positive 
effort to equalise one and all. Even among Hindus 
where caste system is an, 'institution most highly 
developed' the society is divided into large number of 
separate groups mostly functional or tribal in origin. By 
20th Century the, 'lowest classes of Hindu society', 
came to be identified as depressed class' or 'untouchable 
a name of comparatively recent origin'. Rigidity 
developed over years was partly due to Hindu

orthodoxy and partly due to British exploitation. 
Whatever reason but scheduled castes and scheduled 
tribes were undoubtedly, 'truly', 'relativel/ or 'really 
backward'. When the Constitution was framed the 
framers were aware of preferential treatment on 
religion, race and caste. In Southern States communal 
reservation in services was in vogue. Yet Dr. Ambedkar 
while defending the use of word 'backward' by drafting 
committee explained that, 'it was to enable other 
communities to share the services which for historical 
reasons, has been controlled by one community or a few 
community'. The word 'community' has been defined 
in Webster Comprehensive Dictionary as, 'The people 
who reside in one locality and are subject to the same 
laws, have the same interests, the public or society at 
large'. And according to Oxford it means 'the quality of 
appertaining to all in common, common ownership, 
common character'. Class was thus used in a wider 
sense and not in the restricted sense of caste.

( 4 )
Both the words 'backward' and 'class' thus are of 

very wide import. Assuming the two words as one and 
reading it as, 'backward class' the question is can it be 
understood as cluster of backward Hindu caste ? Or in 
the broad and wide sense as extending and including 
'any' backward class of citizens irrespective of race, 
religion or caste ? Which construction would be in 
keeping with the constitutional purpose ? Taking up the 
narrower construction, it may be stated that to interpret 
a constitutional provision its history, circumstances in 
which it was adopted as well as the events immediately 
surrounding its adoption are ??? the purpose and 
objective of its use. The word 'backward class' had 
started acquiring meaning at the end of 19th Century 
with commencement of enrolment on caste basis in 
1981, recognition of special treatment to some and 
communal representation to some and communal 
representation to others in early 20th Century. The Fort 
St. George Gazette No. 40 of November 1985 mentions 
grants-in-aid to schools for the untouchable^^. In 1921 
backward community in Mysore meant, 'all other 
communities other than Brahmins'^^. In Bombay in 1925 
backward classes were all except, 'Brahmin, Prabhus, 
Marwaris, Parsis, Banias and Christians' . Indian 
Statutory Commission (Hatlong Committee) defined 
Backward Classes in 1928, 'castes or classes which are 
educationally backward^^ They include the'depressed 
classes, aborginals, hill tribes and criminal tribes'. The

62 'Equality ju stice  and R ectification 'by  Derek L. Phillips, P. 289-290
63 Oxford IDictionary
64 Legal Treasurer W illiam C. Burton
65 W ebster Dictionary
66 Exatracted in 'C om peting  E qualities'by  M arcG alanter
67 Ibid
68 ibid
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United Province Hindu Backward Classes League 
founc:Jed in 1929 suggested Hindu Backward as, "all of 
the li^t«d communities belonging to non-dwijya (that is 
tw ic^ born) or degenerate or Sudras classes of 
Hind us' . Travancore in 1935 passed resolution on 
report of Justice Nokes on communal lines including all 
classes ^ Madras Provincial Backward Classes League 
was founded in 1939 for securing separate treatment for 
'forv/aJd non-brahmin communities'^^. It thus did not 
have a definite meaning. Somewhere it was everyone 
except Brahmin and others for the so-called Sudras. All 
depending on social and economic conditions 
prevailing in a particular State. In any case it 'never 
acquired a definite meaning at the all India level. There 
has been no attempt to define it or employ it on the 
national level'^ .̂ The statement of Dr. Ambedkar in the 
Constituent Assembly for determ ination of 
backwardness at local or State-level was thus not causal 
but an outcome of practical reality and historical truth.

(5)
Historically, therefore, what started as social 

upliftment measure for the down-trodden amongst 
Hindus in some princely States gradually developed 
into formation of various associations in different States 
encouraged by the social caste consciousness created by 
the Britishers to demonstrate backwardness for 
claiming preferential treatment injected in the society by 
communal representation. The Constitution makers 
were aware of this background. It is vividly reflected in 
the Constituent Assembly Debates. Therefore a very 
vital, question arises if the expression, 'backward class' 
used in Article 16(4) has to be read and understood as 
extending or applying to backward Hindu Castes only. 
Meaning of the word 'backward' and 'class' have 
already been explained. Language of the expression 
does not warrant reading of the expression as backward 
caste. When two words one wider in import and 
broader in application and other narrower were 
available and the Constitution makers opted for one the 
other, on elementary principle of construction, should 
be deemed to have been rejected. What was avoided by 
the framers of the Constitution, for good reasons and, to 
achieve the objective they had set up for the governance 
of the country cannot be brought back either by 
government or courts by interpretation on construction 
unless the consequences of accepting the literal or the 
normal meaning appears to be so unreasonable that the

Constitution makers would have never intended. 
'Although the spirit of an instrument especially of a 
constitution is to be respected not less than its letter yet 
the spirit is to be collected chiefly from its words'^^. For 
this reason alone any suggestion of accepting the 
expression as interchangeable as caste cannot be 
accepted. Even the spirit behind use of the expression 
was not to provide for cluster of castes, known as Sudras 
of the Hindu hierarchy before the Constitution, but for 
groups or class of different communities following 
different religions, as right fundamental or otherwise 
have been guaranteed to members of every confununity 
irrespective of religion, race, caste or birth. Article 340 
empowers President to appoint a Commission to 
investigate the conditions of socially and educationally 
backward classes within the territory of India. Such 
classes may belong to any community. Preferential 
treatment accorded to various communities before 1950 
on basis of religion, race or caste was done away with. 
Promise was to take care of minorities as well. Article 
335 ensured claim of SC/ST in services. Other backward 
citizens irrespective of race, religion were to be taken 
care of as, 'The Constitution was framed with grand 
compromise. A splendid compromise between formal 
equalitarian justice and compensatory justice through 
benign or protective discrimination was devised so 
beautifully that that was to serve the purpose of 
assimilation, integration and equal partnership in 
national building by making equal contribution in the 
main stream of life'^  ̂ If Article 16(4) is confined to 
backward classes of Hindu hierarchy by narrowing it 
down to caste it would be doing violence to the 
language of the provision and the spirit in which the 
expression was used leading to injustice, no provision 
in the Constitution indicates that the expression has to 
be understood in such narrow sense. Reading it 
otherwise may lead to contradiction. Normal and 
natural meaning of an expression can be, disregarded 
only if it is found that the framers of the Constitution 
did not intend to use it in that sense and 'absurdity and 
injustice of applying the provision would be so 
monstrous that all mankind would, without hesitation, 
unite in rejecting the application'^^. When the 
Constitution was framed the founding fathers were 
aware of the meaning and understanding of the word 
'backward'. They were also aware that hereinafter 
members of all community were to be treated alike. The 
state was made responsible, therefore, for 'any'

69 Ibid
70 Ibid
71 Ibid
72 Ibid
73 Compeling Equalities by M arcG alanler
74 Justice M arshall instu rgcs vs.Crow ninshield (1819) quoted in Encyclopaedia of the American Constitution, Vol. 1 by  Levy, Karst & Mahoney
75 Reservation Policy and Practice in India by Dr. Anirudh Prasad
76 Supra (73)
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backward class of citizens coming from whatever 
caH^munity, caste or religion. State, therefore, cannot 
discriminate, while identifying backward class on race, 
religion, caste or birth.

( 6 )
True the discussions in the Constituent Assembly 

Debates centred round caste and community. Even Dr. 
Afl^bedkar said, 'what are called backward classes 
a r e . . .  nothing but a collection of certain castes'. That 
hovvever cannot be conclusive for construing the 
expression as, the historical background and perhaps 
what was accepted or what was rejected by the 
Constituent Assembly while the Constitution was being 
framed may be taken into account, 'but not to interpret 
the Constitution'^. What emerged out of shared 
understanding by consensus was not backward caste 
but backward class, an expression of elasticity capable 
of expanding depending on the nature and purpose of 
its use. Motivation for use of expression 'backward 
class' might have come from a feeling to accommodate 
and benefit those who were deprived of entering into 
services due to social and economic conditions amongst 
Hindus. But what is being interpreted is a Constitution, 
a document, an instrument which is good not for a 
season or a session but for centuries during the course 
of which even the most stable society may undergo 
social, economic, political and scientific changes 
resulting in transformation of values. Are the values in 
the society same today as they were in 1950 or 1900 ? 
Words or expressions remain the same but its meaning 
and application with passage of time changes. When the 
framers of the Constitution deliberately used an 
expression of expansive nature then as said by Justice 
Frenk Furter, 'they should be left to gather meaning 
from experience. For they relate to whole domain of 
social and economic fact and statesman who founded 
this nation knew too well that only a stagnant society 
remains unchanged'. This Court is being asked to 
interpret the provision in 1990. It cannot ignore the 
present by going into past.

"The law, even as sit honours the past, must reach 
for justice of a kind not measured by force, by the 
pressures of interest groupvS, nor even by votes, but only 
by what reason and a sense of justice say is right. Brown 
was 'law/ in 1954, even though the 'separate but equal' 
doctrine had half a century of precedent and practice 
behind it. Continuity is essential to law as a whole, but 
the continuity must be creative."^®

( 7 )
'Caste is a reality'. Undoubtedly so are religion and 

race. Can they furnish basis for reservation of posts in

services ? Is the State entitled to practice it in any form 
for any purpose ? Not under a constitution wedded to 
secularism. State responsibility is to protect religion of 
different communities and not to practice it. Uplifting 
the backward class of citizens, promoting them socially 
and educationally taking care of weaker sections of 
society by special programmes, and policies is the 
primary concern of the State. It was visualised so by 
framers of the Constitution. But any claim of achieving 
these objectives through race, conscious measures or 
religioulsy packed programmes would be uncharitably 
to the noble and pious spirit of the founding fathers, 
legally impermissible and constitutionally ultra vires. 
Deriving inspiration from the American philosophy 
that, 'just as the race of students must be considered in 
determining whether a constitutional violation has 
accrued so also must race be considered in formulating 
remedy' without any regard to the Preamble of our 
Constitution and provisions like Articles 15(1), 16(2) 
and 29(2) would be plunging our Nation into disaster 
not by what was adopted and promised as principle for 
governance for our people on our soil but from what has 
been laid down in a country which is yet far away from, 
'equality of result' or 'substantive equality' so far Black 
or Brown are concerned.

Brown vs. Board o f Education (supra) which is 
considered as 'turning the clock back' on racial 
discrimination was given much after Vankataramana. 
Provisions like Article VI were introduced in America 
in 1964 only. When Bakke (supra) was delivered Justice 
Marshal lamented, 'this Court in the Civil Rights cases 
and Plossx/ vs. Ferguson destroyed the movement 
towards complete equality. For almost a century no 
action was taken, and thus non-action was with the 
approval of the Court. Then we had Brown vs. Board of 
Education and the Civil Rights Acts of Congress, 
followed by numerous affirmative action programmes. 
Now, we have this Court again stepping in, this time to 
stop affirmative action programs of the type used by the 
University of California'. The lament was because of 
failure to bring the Negroes in the mainstream, 'in light 
of the sorry history of discrimination and its devastating 
impact on the lives of Negroes is to ensure that America 
will forever remain a divided society'. But to avoid any 
risk of keeping ours as a divided society, the 
Constitution makers provided ample safeguards for 
Scheduled Castes and Scheduled Tribes (SC/ST) the 
only category of backward class which could be 
compared to the Negroes in America. American 
philosophy developed by courts that discrimination 
having arisen due to race consciousness the remedy too 
should be race based, appears to have been inspired by 
our constitutional provisions which takes every

77 I.e . Golak Nalh vs. Stale of Punjab [AIR 1967 SC 1643]
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preca*Jtion to remedy the caste related evil of SC/ST by 
caste biased reservation. But the same can not be adopted 
for otl^er backward classes as it would be distortion of 
constitiJtional interpretation by importing a concept 
whicl^ was deliberately and purposely avoided. 
Insistence, for claiming reservation for the remaining or 
for all others who were in so-called broader category of 
SudraS i\ot because they were really backward without 
any regard to social and economic conditions, would be 
unfair to history and unjust to society. What is 
constitutionally provided has to be adhered to in spirit 
but not on assumption that all amongst Hindus who fell 
in the broader category of Sudras were subjected to 
same treatment as untouchable in India or Negroes in 
America. History, social or political, does not bear it out. 
Reservation for other backward class is no doubt 
constitutionally permissible, on social and economic 
conditions which prevailed in the country and are still 
prevailing and not on benign steps for Negroes upheld 
by foreign courts. Judicial activism has no doubt in 
America been remarkable in absence of any 
constitutional protection for the Negroes but our courts 
are not required to undertake the exercise as our 
constitutional statesmanship has no parallel in the 
world where to achieve egalitarian society truly and 
really it devised mechanism of treating the backward 
class of citizens, 'differently' by Article 16(4) and 15(4) 
to bring them at par with others so that they could be 
treated equally. The policy of official discrimination is,

"unique in the world both in the range of benefits 
involved and in the magnitude of the groups eligible for 
them."^

( 8 )

Caste has never been accepted by this Court as 
exclusive or sole criteria for determ ination or 
identification of backward class. That is why the 
communal Government Order in Champakam and 
reservation, except for SC/ST and Hindu backward, in 
Venkatramana^^ were invalidated. Caste based evil was 
so repugnant that even when communal Government 
Order issued by the State of Madras a legacy of caste 
based reservation practised in Madras since thirties and 
forties was struck down and the Constitution was 
amended and Article 15(4) was added the basic 
philosophy against the caste was neither eroded nor 
mitigated and am eliorative steps were made 
state-responsibility for socially and educationally 
backward castes. Balaji adopted test of, comparability of 
backward classes with Scheduled Caste and Scheduled 
tribe as a result of combined reading of Article 340(1) 
and Article 38(3). Two major drawbacks were noticed in

identifying backward class with caste, one, 'it may not 
always be legal and may perhaps contain the vice of 
perpetuating the caste', and other 'if the caste of the 
group of citizens was made th e sole basis for 
determining the social backwardness of the social 
group, the test would inevitably break down in relation 
to many sections of Indian society which do not 
recognised caste in the conventional sense known to 
Hindu society'. In Chitralekha the Court observed that 
'caste is only a relevant circumstance in ascertaining the 
backwardness of a class and there is nothing in the 
judgment of this Court (Balaji) which precludes the 
authority concerned from determining the social 
backwardness of a group of citizens if it can do so 
without reference to caste'. P. Rajendran too did not 
differ vvith Balaji nor it carved out any new path. The 
Court accepted the determination of backward class as, 
the explanation given by the State of Madras had not 
been controverted by an rejoinder affidavit. The Court 
observed, 'that though the list shows certain caste the 
member of those castes are classes of educationally and 
socially backward citizens'. In Sagar the Court was 
concerned with the list where backwardness was 
determined amongst other on caste taking it as one of 
the relevant test for determination of backwardness. 
Therefore, the Court agreeing with Balaji observed, 'in 
determining whether a particular section forms a class 
caste cannot be excluded altogether. But in the 
determination of a class a test solely based upon caste 
or a com m unity cannot also be accepted '. In 
Pen-iakarupjjan it was observed that, 'a caste has always 
been recognised as a class'. Support for this was sought 
{vomRajendran and it was observed that it was authority 
'for the proposition that the classification of backward 
classes on the basis of caste is within the purview of 
Article 15(4) if those castes are shown to be socially and 
educationally backward. But Rajendran was decided as 
the caste included in the list were in fact socially and 
educationally backward. Balram, too, followed the same 
and relying on Rajendran, Sagar and Perriakaruppan 
upheld the test as entire caste was found to be socially 
and economically backward. 'Caste, ipso facto, is not 
class in secular state' was said in Soshit Karamchari. In 
Jayshree it was held that caste could not be made the sole 
basis for reservation. Ratio in Rajendran, Sagar, Balram 
and Perriakaruppan are w rongly understood and 
erroneously applied. All these decisions turned on facts 
as the Court in each case upheld the classification not 
because it was done on caste but those included in the 
list deserved the protection. Different streams of 
thought may appear from various decisions but none 
has accepted caste as the sole criteria for determination 
of backwardness.

79 Duskin, Lelah, "Scheduled Casle Politics", Untouchables in India
80 B. V cnkatram ana vs. Stale of Madras (AIR 1951 SC 229]
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(9 )
'backward class' in Article 16(4) thus cannot be read 

as backward caste. What is the scope then ? Is it social 
backv<9rdness, educational backwardness, economic 
backv^ardness, social and economic backwardness, 
natur^lbackwardness etc. ? In absence of any indication 
expressly or impliedly any group or collectivity which 
can be legitimately considered as, 'backward' for 
purposes of representation in service would be included 
in the expression 'backward class'. Word 'any' is 
indicative of that the backward class was not visualised 
in singular. When Constitution was framed the anxiety 
was to undo the historical backwardness. Yet a word of 
wider import was used to avoid any close-door policy. 
For instance, backwardness arising out of natural 
reasons was never contemplated. But today with 
developments of human right effort is being made to 
encourage those on whom nature has not been so kind. 
Do such persons not form a class ? Are they not 
backward ? They cannot, obviously compete on equal 
level with others. Backwardness which the Constitution 
makers had to tackle by making special provision, due 
to social and economic condition, was different but that 
does not exclude backwardness arising due to different 
reasons in new set up.

Although dictionarily the word 'any' may mean one 
or few and even all yet the meaning of a word has to be 
understood in the context it has been used. In Article 
16(4) it cannot mean all as it would render the whole 
article unworkable. The only, reasonable, meaning that 
can be attributed to it is that it should be the States' 
discretion to pick out one or more than one from 
amongst numerous groups or collectivity identified or 
accepted as backward class for purposes of reservation. 
Whether such picking is reasonable and satisfies the test 
of judicial review is another matter. That explains the 
rationale for the clause being discretionary
and no mandatory. A State is not bound to grant 
reservation to every backward class. In one State or at 
one place or at one point of time it may be historical and 
social backwardness or geographical and habitational 
backwardness and at another it may be social and 
educational or backwardness arising out of natural 
cause.

(10 )

From out of various backward class of citizen who 
could be provided protection under Article 16(4) the 
President has been empowered by Article 340 to appoint 
a Commission to investigate the conditions of socially 
and educationally backward classes within the territory 
of India. What does the expression 'socially and

educationally backward classes' connote ? How it 
should be understood ? Is it social backwardness only ? 
Is the educational backwardness surplus-age ? Article 
340(1) of the Constitution reads as un d er:

"The President may by o rd er appoint a 
Commission consisting of such persons as he 
thinks fit to investigate the conditions of 
socially and educationally backward classes 
within the territory of India and the difficulties 
under which they labour and to make 
recommendations as to the steps that should be 
taken by the Union or any State to remove such 
difficulties and to improve their condition and 
as to the grants that should be made for the 
purpose by the Union or ainy State and the 
conditions subject to which such grants should 
be made, and the order appointing such 
Commission shall define the procedure to be 
followed by the commission."

A bare reading of the Article indicates that the 
avowed objective of this provision is to empower the 
President to appoint a Commission to as certain the 
difficulties and the problems o f the socially and 
educationally backw ard classes and to make 
recommendations so that steps may be taken by the 
Union and the States to solve their problems, remove 
their difficulties and improve their conditions. Since 
backwardness has been qualified by the words 'social 
and educational' the ambit of the expression is not as 
wise as backward class in Article 16(4). What does it 
mean then ? A social class, 'is an aggregate of persons 
within a society possessing about the same status'.®  ̂
How to determine backwardness of such a class. The 
yardstick of backwardness in any society is, primarily, 
economic. But Indian society, 'has made caste as the sole 
hierarchy of social ranking and uses the caste system as 
the basic frame of reference'.®^ Expert Panel of Mandal 
Commission described it as ascribed status, that is, 
status of a person determined by his birth. The social 
backwardness in pre-independence period, no doubt, 
arose because of caste stratification. Members of caste 
other than Brahmans, Thakurs and Vaishyas were 
socially backward. But with foreign domination, 
enlightened m ovem ents both social and 
religious,acquisition of wealth and power a gradual 
caste mobility took place not only to consolidate but 
even to asset a higher social status. 'The struggle 
launched by these backward castes as a subaltern in the 
pre-independence period, changed its course in the post 
independence period'®  ̂ due to vested interest in 
reservation, 'It is well known that upto year 1931, the

81 The New Encyclopaedia Brilannica, Micropaedia Vol. 10 p. 919
82 'The Caste System in India' by Rajendra Pandy

83 Pradeep Kumar Bose - Mobility & Conflict putlishcd in Caste, Conflict and Reservation
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last cefisus year for which castes are recorded/ there 
were several castes applying for changing their names 
to thos-e indicative of higher caste status. In that period 
name indicated status. The trend now is to claim 
backwardness both among the Hindus and Muslims by 
claimir»g the same caste status by various devices as 
those who are legally considered as backward caste'®'̂  
are beneficiaries of reservation. While determining 
social backwardness, therefore, one cannot loose sight 
of the type of society, the social mobility, the economic, 
conditions, the political power. Even the Expert Panel 
noticed few of these but then it got lost in ascribed 
status. The social backwardness in 1990 for purposes of 
employment in services cannot be status by birth but 
backwardness arising out of other elements such as 
class, power etc. Dr. Pandey in his book [The Caste 
System in India] after an elaborate study has concluded,

"1. Class, independent of caste, determines 
social ranking in Indian Society in certain 
domins;

2. Analysis of caste alone is not sufficient to 
provide the real picture of stratification in India 
to-day;

3. A proper study of stratification in modem 
India must concern with other dimensions, viz., 
class, status and power."

While explaining power he has observed in, 'past 
power was located in the dominant caste'. But it is now 
changing in two senses, 'first, power is shifting from one 
case (or group of castes) to another. Secondly, power is 
shifting from caste itself and comes to be located in more 
differentiated political organs and institutions. This has 
been empirically found by Beteille, and others on the 
basis of his studies of Kammas and Reddis of Andhra 
Pradesh. Harrison writes: "This picture of political 
competition between the two caste groups is only a 
modern recurrence of an historic pattern dating back to 
the fourteenth century. Srinivas' analysis of politics in 
Mysore gives a central place to rivalries between the 
dominant castes: "As in Andhra, the Congress is 
dominated by two leading peasant castes, one of which 
is Lingayat and the other Okkaliga. Lingayat Okkaliga 
rivalry is colouring every issue, whether it be 
appointment to government posts or reservation of 
seats in colleges, or election to local bodies and 
legislatures." BothHarrison's study in Andhra Pradesh 
and Srinivas' in Mysore depict the rise to power of the 
two pairs of non-Brahmans". Any determination of 
social backwardness, therefore, cannot be valid unless 
these important aspects are take into consideration.

Educational backwardness to was not added just for 
recitation. No word in Statute, more so in a Constitution, 
can be read as surplus-age. In none of the decisions of 
this Court under Article 15(4) it has been held that 
educational backwardness was irrelevant. In Balajt 
declaration of minor community as educationally 
backward was not accepted as correct since the student 
community of 5 per thousand was not below the State 
average. In Balram the Court approved acceptance by 
the government of criteria adopted by the Commission 
fordetermining social and educational backward ness of 
the citizen, namely,

"(i) the general poverty of the class or 
community as a whole;
(ii) Occupations pursued by the classes of 
citizens, the nature of which must be inferior or 
unclean or undignified and unremunerative or 
one which does not carry influence or power;
(iii) Caste in relation to Hindus ; and
(iv) Educational backwardness."

In the hoary past the education amongst Hindus 
was co' fined to a particular class, that is, the Brahmins, 
but with advent of Muslim rule and British regime this 
barricading fell down, considerably, and the education 
spread amongst other classes as well. But even in those 
times there was a section of society which was kept 
away, deliberately, from education as they were not 
permitted to enter the schools and colleges. That has 
been done away with by the Constitution. Yet the 
education with all efforts has not filtered to certain 
classes p articu larly  in rural areas and many 
traditionallyeducationallybackward still suffer from it. 
At the same time many groups or collectivity did not 
opt for education for various reasons, personal or 
otherwise. Therefore, a Commission appointed under 
Article 340 cannot determine only social backwardness. 
Any class to be backward under Article 340 must be 
both socially and educationally backward.

Two things emerge from it, one, that the backward 
class in Article 16(4) and socially and educationally in 
Article 340, being expressions with different 
connotations they cannot be understood in one and 
same sense. The one is wider and includes the other. A 
socially and educationally backward class may be 
backward class bit not vice versa. Other is that such 
investigation cannot be^caste based. Meaning of 
expression 'socially and educationally backward' class 
of citizens was explained in Pradeep Tandon as under :

"The expression 'classes of citizens' indicates a 
homogenoius section of the people whose are

84 Should the caste be the basis for recognising the backwardness - l.P. Desai (extracted from Caste, Conflict and Reservation)
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g rouped together because of (a) certain likeness 
a nd common traits and who are identified by 
s<)me common attributes. The homogeneity of 
tlie class of citizen is social and educational 
backwardness. Neither caste nor religion nor 
place of birth will be uniform element or 
common attributes to make them a class of 
citizens'.

Even when the report of first Backward Class 
Commission was submitted to the Government of India 
the memorandum prepared by it, and presented to the 
Parliament, emphasised that, efforts should be made, 'to 
discover some criteria other than caste, which could be 
of practical application in determining the backward 
classes'. Three of the members of the Commission, 'were 
opposed to one of the most crucial recommendations of 
the Report, that is, the acceptance of caste as a criteria 
for social backwardness and reservations of posts in 
government service on that basis'. One of the reasons 
given for it by the Chairman in his letter was that 
adopting of caste criteria was, 'going to have a most 
unhealthy effect on the Muslim and Christian sections 
of the nation'.

When Second Backward Class Commission was 
appointed by the President under Article 340 it was 
required, 'to determine the criteria for determining the 
socially and educationally backward classes' and,

"to examine the desirability or otherwise of 
making provision for the reservation of 
appointm ent or posts in favour of such 
backward classes of citizens which arc not 
adequately represented in public services and 
posts in connection with the affairs of the Union 
or of any State"
The order further outlined the procedure to be 

followed by the Commission as required by Art. 340 by 
directing it to

"examine the recom m endations of the 
Backward Classes Commission appointed 
earlier and the considerations which stood in 
the way of the acceptance of its 
recommendations by Government"
The Commission thus was required to undertake 

the exercise so as to avoid repetition of due to which the 
report of first Commission could not be implemented. 
The Commission was not oblivious of it as in paragraph
1.17 of the report it observed,

"Though the above failings are serious, yet the 
real weakness of the Report lies in its internal 
contradictions. As stated in para 1.5 of this 
Chapter, three of the Members were opposed to 
one of the most crucial recommendations of the 
Report, that is, the acceptance of caste as a 
criterion for social backwardness and the

reservation of posts in Government services on 
that basis."
Yet the Commission undertook extensive exercise 

for ascertaining social system and opined that,
"12.4 In fact, caste being the basic unit of social 

organisation of Hindu society, castes are the only 
readily and clearly "recognisable and persistent 
collectivities".

Having done so it determ in ed social and 
educational backwardness in paragraph 11.23 as under:

"11.23 As a result of the above exercise, the 
Commission evolved eleven 'Indicators' or 
'criteria' for determining social ad educational 
backwardness. These 11 'Indicators' were 
grouped under three broad heads, i.e.. Social, 
Educational and Economic. They are:
A. Social
(i) C astes/C lasses considered as socially 
backward by others.
(ii) Castes/Classes which mainly depend on 
manual labour for their livelihood.
(iii) Castes/Classes where at least 25% females 
and 10% males above the State average get 
married at an age below 17 years in rural areas 
and at least 10% females and 5% males do so in 
urban areas.
(iv) Castes/Classes where participation of 
females in work is at least 25% above the State 
average.
B. Educational

(v) Castes/C lasses where the number of 
children in the age group of 5-15 years who 
never attended school is at least 25% above the 
State average.

(vi) Castes/Classes where the rate of student 
drop-out in the age group of 5-15 years is at least 
25% above the State average.

(vii) C astes/C lasses am ongst whom the 
proportion of matriculates is at least 25% below 
the State average.

C. Economic
(viii) Castes/Classes where the average value 
of family assets is at least 25% below the State 
average.
(ix) Castes/Classes where the number of 
families living in Kuccha houses is at least 25% 
above the State average.
(x) Castes / Classes where the source of drinking 
water is beyond half a kilometer for more than 
50% of the households.
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(:?<i) Castes/Classes where the number of 
hfAseholds having taken consumption loan is 
a t  least 25% above the State average,

1114 As the above three groups are not of equal 
ifinportance for our purpose separate weightage 
yvas given to 'Indicators' in each group. All the 
social 'Indicators' were given a weightage of a 
3 points each/ Educational 'Indicators' a 
vV€ightage of 2 points each and Economic 
'Indicators' a weightage of one point each. 
Economic, in addition to Social and Educational 
Indicators, were considered important as they 
directly flowed from social and educational 
backwaredness. This also helped to highlight 
tlie fact that socially and educationally  
backward classes are economically backward 
also.

11.25 It will be seen that from the values given 
to  each Indicator, the total score was upto 22.
A ll these 11 Indicators were applied to all the castes 
covered by the survey for a particular State. As a 
result o f this application, all castes which had a score 
o f  50 per cent (i.e., 11 points) or above were listed as 
socially and educationally backward and the rest 
were treated as 'advanced'.

[Emphasis supplied] 
In paragraph 12.2 of the Report the Commission 

observed,

"As the unit of identification in the above 
survey is caste, and caste is a peculiar feature of 
Hindu society only, the results of the survey 
cannot have much validity for non-Hindu 
communities. Criteria for their identification 
have been given separately."

The Commission, thus, on own showing identified 
socially and educationally backward class amongst 
Hindus on caste. The criteria for identifying  
non-Hindus backward classes was stated in paragraph 
12.18 :

(i) All untouchables converted to any 
non-Hindu religion; and
(ii) Such occupational communities which are 
known by the name of their traditional 
hereditary occupation and whose Hindu 
counterparts have been included in the list of 
Hindu OBCs. (Example Dhobi, Teli, Dheemar,
Nai, Gujar, Kumhar, Lohar, Darji, Badhai, etc.)

Caste was thus adopted as the sole criteria the 
determining social and educational backwardness of 
Hindus. For members of other communities test of 
conversion from Hinduism was adopted. The 
Commission, even, though noticed that the first

Com m ission suffered from inherent defect of 
identifying on caste proceeded, itself, to do the same.

In preceding discussion it has been examined, in 
detail, as to why caste cannot be the basis of 
identification of backward class. The constitutional 
constraint in such identification does not undergo any 
change because different groups or collectivity 
identified on caste are huddled together and described 
as backward class. By grouping together, the cluster of 
castes does not loose its basic characteristic and 
continues to be caste.

No further need be said as whether the commission 
acted in terms of its reference and whether the 
identification was constitutionally permissible and 
legally sound, before it could furnish for any exercise, 
legislative or executive, was to be undertaken by the 
government.

Use of expression, 'nothing in the Article shall 
prevent Parliament' in Article 16(4) cannot be read as 
empowering the State to make reservation under Article 
16(4) on race, religion or caste. It would result in 
regenerating the communal representation in services 
infused by Britishers by different orders issued from 
1924 to 1946. How such an expression should be 
interpreted need not be elaborated. Both the text books 
and judicial decisions are full of it. To comprehend the 
real meaning of the provision itself, the setting or 
context in which it has been used, the purpose and 
background of its enactment should be examined, and 
interpretational exercise may be resorted to only if there 
is a compelling necessity for it. In earlier decisions 
rendered by the Court till sixties Article 16(4) was held 
to be exception to Article 16(l).But from 1976 onwards 
it has been understood differently. Today Article 16(1) 
and 16(4) are understood as part of one and same 
scheme directed towards promoting equality. Therefore 
what is distrutive of equality for Article 16(1) would 
apply equally to Article 16(4). The non-obstante clause 
was to take out absolutism of Article 16(1) and not to 
destroy the negatism of Article 16(2).

Rule of statutory construction explained by jurists 
is to adopt a construction which may not frustrate the 
objective of enactment and result in negation of the 
objective sought to be achieved. Rigourof its application 
is even more severe in constitutional interpretation as 
unlike statute its provisions cannot be amended or 
repealed easily. Accepting race, religion and castQ as the 
remedy to undo the past evil would be against 
constitutional spirit, purpose and objectives. As stated 
earlier this remedy was adopted by the framers of the 
Constitution for SC/ST. What was not provided for 
others should be deemed, on principle of interpretation, 
not to have been approved and accepted. Even if two 
constructions of the provisions could have been 
possible, 'the Court must adopt that which will ensure
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smooth harmonious working of the Constitution 
and esch^'^ the other which will lead to absurdity and 
given ris^ practical inconvenience'. Since acceptance 
of caste, ■̂flce or religion would be destructive of the 
entire cor»sHtutional philosophy and would be contrary 
to the Pr^ainble of the Constitution it cannotbe accepted 
as legal rt^ethod of identification of backward classes for 
Article l6(4).

Would the Consequences be different if race, 
religion o r caste etc. are coupled with some other factors 
? In other words, what is the effect of the word, 'only' in 
Article l6(2). In the context it has been used it operates, 
both, as permissive and prohibitive. It is permissive 
when State action, legislative or executive, is founded 
on any ground other than race, religion or caste. 
Whereas itis prohibitive if it is based exclusively on any 
of the grounds mentioned in Article 16{2). Javed's^^

Today if Article 16(2) is construed as justifying 
identification of backward class by equalizing them 
with those castes in which the customary marriage age 
is lower ormajority of whom are living in kuccha houses 
or a sizeable number is working as manual labour then 
tomorrow the identification of backward class amongst 
other communities where caste does not exist on race or 
religion coupled with these very considerations cannot 
be avoided. That would result in making rpservation in 
public services on communal considerations. In 
interpretation or construction resulting in such 
catastrophical consequences must be avoided.

Backward used in Article 16(4) is wider than 
socially and educationally used in Article 15(4) and 
weaker sections used in Article 46. SC/ST are covered 
in either expression. But same cannot be said for others. 
Backward, cannot be defined as was, wisely, done by 
the Constitution makers. It has to emerge as a result of 
interaction of social and economic forces. It cannot be 
static. Many of these who were Sudras in 17th and 18th 
Centuries ceased to be so in 19th and 20th Century due 
to their educational advancem ent and social 
acceptability. Members of various backward

communities, both, in South and North who were 
moving upwards even before 1950 compare no less in 
education, status, economic advancement or political 
achievement with any other class in society. The average 
lower middle classes of Muslim or Christian may not be 
better educationally or economically and in many cases 
even socially than the intermediate class of backward 
class of Sri Naik's list. For instance the bhisties (the 
water carriers in leather bags) among Muslims. Does 
Article 340 empowering President to ascertain  
educational and social backwardness of citizens of this 
country not include those poor socially degraded and 
educationally backward. Are they not citizens of this 
country ? Could backwardness of Muslims, Christians 
and Budhists be recognised for purposes of Article 16(4) 
only if they were converts from Hinduism or such 
backwardness for preferential treatment be recognised 
only if a group or class was Hindu at some time or was 
occupationally comparable to Hindus. That is if 
members of other community carry on occupation 
which is not practised by Hindus, for instance bhisties 
amongst Muslims, then they cannot be regarded as 
backward class even if it has been their hereditary 
occupation and they are socially, educationally and 
economically backward. Connmission appointed under 
Article 340 by the President is not to identify Hindu 
backward only but the backward class within the 
territory of India which includes Hindu, Muslim, Sikh 
or Christian etc. bom and residing in India within 
meaning of Article 5 of the Constitution. The expression 
is not only backward class but backward class of 
citizens. And citizen means all those who are mentioned 
in Articles 5 and 10 of the Constitution.

Thus neither from the language of Article 16(4) nor 
the literal test of interpretation nor form the spirit or 
purpose of interpretation nor the present day sodal 
setting, warrants construction of the backward
class as backward caste. Consequently what comes out 
of exam ination from different aspects leads to 
conclusion that:

85 Javed  N/flz Beg <& Anr. vs. Union o f  India & Anr. (AIR 1981 SC 794) case furnishes best illustration of the former. A notification discriminating 
between candidates of North Eastern States, Tripura, M anipur etc?on the one hand and others for IAS exam ination and exem pting them 
from offering language paper com pulsory for everyone was upheld on linguistic concession. When it comes to any State action on race, 
religion or caste etc. the w ord, 'o n l/  mitigates the constitutional prohibition. That is if the action is not founded, exclusively, or merely, on 
that which is prohibited then it m ay not be susceptible to challenge. W hat does it mean ? Can a State action founded on race, religion, caste 
etc. be saved under Article 16(2) if it is coupled with any factor relevant or irrelevant. W hat is to be remembered Is that the basic concept 
pervading theConstitution cannot be permitted tobediluted by taking cover under it. U seo f w o rd ,'o n l/ w as to avoid any attack on legitimate 
legislative action by giving it colour of race, religion or caste. At the same time it cannot be utilised by the State to escape from the prohibition 
by taking recourse to such m easures which are race, religion or caste based by sprinkling it with something other as well. For instance, in 
Stale o f  Rajasthan vs. Pradeep Singh (AIR 1960 SC 1208] w here exemption granted to M uslims and Harijans from levy of cost for stationing 
additional police force was attempted to be defended because the notification was not based, 'o n l/  on caste or religion but because persons 
belonging to these comm unities were found by the State not to have been guilty of the conduct which necessitated stationing of the police 
force it was struck down as discriminatory since it could not be shown by the State that there w ere no law abiding persons in other 
communities. Sim ilarly identification of backward class by such factors a s^ p e n d e n c e  of group collectivity on manual labour, low er age of 
marriage, poor schooling, living in kuccha house etc. and applying it to that would be violative of Article 16(2) not only for being caste based 
but also for violation of A rlicic 14 because it, excludes other comrinunities in which same factors exist only because they are not Hindus. 
I'urther the group or colicctivily, thus, determined would not be caste coupled with other but on caste and caste alone.
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(1) Backward class in Article 16(4) cannot be 
read as backward caste.
(2) Expression 'backward class' is of wider 
import and there being no ambiguity or danger 
of unintended injustice in giving its natural 
meaning it should be understood in its broader 
and normal sense.
(3) Backward class under Article 10(4) is not 
confined to erstwhile Sudras or depressed 
classes or intermediate backward classes 
amongst Hindus only.
(4) Width of the expression includes in its fold 
any community Hindu, Muslim, Chiristian, 
Sikh, Budha, or Jain etc. as the expression is 
'backward class of citizens'.

Reason for backw ardness or inadequate 
representation in services of backward Hindus prior to 
1950 were caste division, lack of education, poverty, 
feudalistic frame of society, and occupational 
helplessness. All these barriers are disappearing. 
Industrialisation has taken over. Education, though 
State effort and due to awareness of its importance, 
both, statistically and actually has improved. Feudalism 
died in fifties itself. Even the Mandal Commission 
accepts, this reality Any identification of backward 
class for purposes of reservation, therefore, has to be 
tested keeping in view these factors as the exercise of 
power is in presentii. Importance of word 'is' in Article 
16(4) should not be lost of. Backwardness and 
inadequancy should exist on the date the reservation is 
made. Reservation for a group which was 
educationally, economically and backward before 1950 
shall not be valid unless the group continues to be 
backward today. The group should not have suffered 
only but it should be found to be suffering with such 
disabilities. If a class or community ceases to be 
economically and socially backward or even if it is so it 
is adequately represented then no reservation can be 
made as it no more continues to be backward even 
though it may not be adequately represented in service 
or it may be backward but adequately represented.

Ethical justification for reverse discrimination or 
protective benefits or ameliorative measures emanates 
from the moral of compensating such class or group for 
the past injustices inflicted on it and for promoting 
social values. Both these aspects are fully borne out from 
the Constitutional Assembly Debates. Anxiety was to 
uplift the backward classes by enabling them to

participate in administration as they had been excluded 
by few who had monopolised the services. Objective 
was to change the social face as it shall advance public 
welfare, by demolishing rigidity of caste, promoting 
representation of those who till now were kept away 
thus providing status to them, restoring balance in the 
society, reducing poverty and increasing distribution of 
benefits and advantages to one and all. The 
compensatory principle implies that like individual a 
group or class that has remained backward^ for 
whatever reason, should be provided every help to 
overcome the shortcomings but once disadvantage 
disappears the basis itself must go. For instance there 
may be four groups of different nature deserving such 
protection. Some of it may improve and come up in the 
social stream within short time. Can it be said that since 
they were kept excluded for hundred years the 
compensation by way of protective benefits should 
continue for hundred years. That would be mockery of 
protective discrimination. The compensation principle, 
'makes little sense unless it is involved in connection 
with assertion that the malienant effects of prior 
deprivation are still continuing The social utility of 
preferential treatment extended to the disadvantage 
and weaker too should not be pushed too far on what 
happened in the past without looking to the present. 
Such construction of Article 16(4) arises not because of 
what has been said by some of the American judges but 
on plain and simple reading of the word, 'is' in the 
Article.

An egalitarian society or welfare state wedded to 
secularism does not and cannot mean a social order in 
which religion or caste ceases to exist. 'India is a secular 
butnot ananti-religious®®state. Article 25 is pride of our 
democracy. But that cannot be basis of state activities. 
May be caste is being exploited for political ends. 
Chinnappa Reddy, J. has very graphically described it 
in Karnataka Third Backward Class Commission (1990),

"And, we have political parties and politicians 
who, if anything, are realists, fully aware of the 
deep roots of caste in Indian society and who, 
far from ignoring it, feed the fire as it were and 
give caste great importance in the choice of their 
candidates for election and flaunt the caste of 

' the candidates before the electorate. They 
preach against caste in public and thrive on it 
in private".
Even Mandal Commission observed that what, 

'caste lost on ritual front it gained on political front'. In 
politics caste may or may not play an important role but 
politics and constitutional exercise are not the same. A

86 "5 .2  Caste restrictions have loosened considerably as a result of the rule of law introduced by the British, urbanisation, industrialisation,
spread of mass education and, above all, the attainment of Independence and the introduction of adult franchise."

87 'Equal Protection of the Laws' by Polyvious G. Polyviou
88 Seervai -  Constitutional Law of India p807
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candid may secure a ticket on caste considerations 
but if He or his agent or any person with his consent or 
his ag^^t's consent appeals to vote or refrain from 
voting On ground of religion, race or caste then he is 
guilty of corrupt practice under Section 123(3) of the 
Representation of People Act and its election is liable to 
be set ^side. Thus caste, race or religion are prohibited 
even in political process. What cannot furnish basis for 
ex e rcise  of electoral right and is constitutionally 
prohibited from being exercised by the State cannot 
furnish valid basis for constitutional functioning under 
Article 10(4). Utilization of caste as the basis for purpose 
of determination of backward class of citizens is thus 
constitutionally invalid and even ethically and morally 
not permissible. Existence of caste in the past and 
present its continuance in future cannot be denied but 
insistence that since it is being practised or observed for 
political purpose even though unfortunately it should 
l5e the basis for identification of backwardness in 
services is not only robing the Constitution of its fresh 
look it promised and guaranteed but would result in 
perpetuating a system under ugly weight of which the 
society had bent earlier.

Thus, (i) backwardness and inadequacy of 
representation in service must exist on the date 
the reservation is being made.

(ii) Any past injustice which entitles a group for 
protective discrimination must non principle of 
compensation or social, justice be continuing on 
the date when reservation is being made.

'It is easier to give power but difficult to give 
wisdom'. Dr. Ambedkar quoted this Durke's thought in 
the Constituent Assembly Debate and exhorted 'let us 
prove by our conduct that we have not only the power 
but also the wisdom to carry with us all sectors of the 
country which is bound to lead us to unity'. How to 
effectuate this wisdom? For Article 16(4) how to 
determine who can be legally considered to be 
backward class of citizens? The answer is simple. By 
adopting, constitutionally, permissible methodology of 
i(^entification irrespective of their race, religion or caste. 
The d ifficulty, however, arises in finding out the criteria. 
Although the work should normally be left to be 
undertaken by the State as the courts are ill equipped 
for such exercise due to lack of data, necessary expertise 
and relevant material but with development of role of 
courts from mere, 'superintend and supervise' to 
legitimate consiitutional affirmative decision, this court 
is not only duty bound but constitutionally obliged to 
lay down principles for guidance for those who are

entrusted with this responsibility, with a sense of duty 
towards the country as the occasion demands never 
more than now, but with remotest intention to interfere 
with legislative, or executive process. What the Nation 
should remember is that the basic values of 
constitutionalism guaranting judicial independence is 
to enable the courts to discharge their duty without 
being guided by any philosophy as judicial 
interpretation.

"gives better protection than the political 
branches to the weak and outnumbered, to 
minorities and unpopular individuals^ to the 
inadequately represented in the political 
process.

Before doing so it is necessary to be stated/ at the 
outset, that identification of backward classes for 
purposes of different States may not furnish safe and 
sound basis for including all such group or collectivity 
for reservation in services under the Union. Reason is 
that local conditions play major part in such exercise. 
For instance habitation in hills of U.P. was upheld as 
valid basis for identifying backwarciness. Same may not 
be true of residents of hills in other States. Otherwise 
entire population of Kashmir may have to be treated as 
backward. In Kerala State most of the Muslims are 
identified as backward. Can this be valid basis for other 
States. Even the Mandal Commission noticed thatsome 
castes backward in one state are forward in others. If 
State list of every State is adopted as valid for central 
services it is bound to create confusion. One of the 
apparent abuse inherent in such inclusion is that it is apt 
to encourage paper mobility of citizens from a State 
where such class or caste is not backward to the State 
where it is so identified. This apart, such inclusion may 
suffer from constitutional infirmity. Many groups or 
collectivity in different States are continuing or have 
been included in the State list due to various 
considerations political or otherwise. State of Karnataka 
is its best example. Commission after commission 
beginning from Gowda Commission, Venkataswamy 
Commission and Havanur Commission (Respite having 
found that some of the castes ceased to be backward 
they continue in the list due to their political pressure 
and economic power Ghanshyam Shah^ in 'Social 
Backwardness and Politics of Reservations', has pointed 
out, 'Among the sudras there are peasant castes, artisan 
castes and nomadic castes. Subjective perception of 
one's position in the 'varna' system varies and changes 
from time to time, place to place and context to context. 
For instance, the Patidars of Gujarat were considered 
sudras a few decades ago, but now they call themselves 
vaishyas, and are acknowledged as such by others. It is

C o x-T h e Court and the Constitution
90 'Fxonomic and Political W eekI/  Vol. 26 (1991) p. 601
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,significant that they are not have-nots. Similar is the 
case of Vokkaligas and Lingayats of Karnataka, Reddies 
ind Kammas of Andhra Pradesh, M arathas of 
!4aharashtra and to some extent Yadavas of Bihar' Yet 
these castes or group have been identified as backward 
class in their State. Whether such inclusion on political, 
economic and social condition is justified in State list or 
not but inclusion of a group or collectivity in list of 
Socially and educationally backward classes, which is a 
term narrower and different than backward class for 
Services under the Union without proper identification 
Only on State list may not be valid. For services under 
the Union, therefore, some principle may have to be 
evolved which may be of universal application to 
members of every community and which may be 
adopted by States, as well, after adjusting it with 
prevalent local conditions.

Ours is a country com prising of various 
communities. Each community follows different 
religion. Centuries of historical togetherness has 
influenced each other. Caste system which is peculiar to 
Hindus infiltrated even amongst Muslims, Christians, 
Sikhs or others although it has no place in their religion. 
The Encyclopedia American a International Edition 
describes the development thus.

''All important communities, including the 
Muslims,. Christians, and Sikhs, have some sort 
of caste scheme. These Schemes are patterned 
after the Hindu system, since most of these 
people originally came from Hindu stock. The 
large-scale conversions that have been going 
on for centuries have modified Indian caste 
society. Thus traditional Hindu commensal and 
connubial rituals and emphasis on inherited 
social status or rank though generally rejected 
in the Islamic or Christian religious ethic, 
nevertheless operate on social plain in these 
societies in India. In India social rites and 
customs varyirom region to region rather than 
from religion to religion. Among the Muslims, 
the Gayids, Sheikh, Pa than, and Momin, among 
others, function as exclusive endogamous caste 
groups. The Christians are divided into a 
number of groups, including the Chaldean 
Syrians, Jacobite Syrians, Latin Catholics, 
M arthom  Syrians, Syrian Catholics and 

• Protestants. Each of these groups practices 
endogomy. Among the Catholics, the Syrian 
Romans and the Latin Romans generally do 
not interm arry. The Christians have not 
wholly discarded the idea of food restrictions 
and pollution by lower caste members. 
When lower caste Hindus were converted to

Christianity a generation or two ago, they 
were not allowed to sit with high caste 
Christians in church, and separate churches 
were erected for them."

On the social plain therefore there has been lack of 
mobility from one group to other. Amongst Hindus it 
has been more marked, /n êr—sediscrimination has been 
worse. Untouchables prior to 1950 have been victims of 
social persecutions not only by the twice born but even 
the so called intermediate backward classes. But what 
appears to be common in each community is that the 
caste divide is more or less occupational based. A 
washerman or a barber, a milkmen or an agriculturist, 
are all known among Hindus by castes and amongst 
others by occupation. In fact they are all occupational. 
Very genesis of Chatur Vama was occupational.

"According to Kroeber, castes are special form 
of social classes, 'which in tendency at least are 
present in every society. Castes differ from 
social classes, however, in that they have 
emerged into social consciousness to the point 
that custom and law attempt their rigid and 
permanent separation from one another'
.......'The jatis which developed later and which
continued to grow in number have their 
economic significance; they are for the most 
part occupational groups and, in the traditional 
village economy, the caste system largely 
provides the machinery for the exchange of 
goods and services'^^

But these rigid stratifications are breaking today. 
The social inter-se barriers are rapidly disappearing. 
Values are fast changing. In fact many of the backward 
classes as observed by Sri Naik in his separate note to 
the Mandal Commission Report 'co-existed Since times 
inunemorial with upper castes and had therefore some 
scope to imbibe better association and what all its 
connotes'. Take for instance the list of the 'Intermediate 
Backward Class' where traditional occupation, 
according to Sri Naik has been, 'agriculture, market 
gardening, beatle-leaves growers, pastoral activities, 
village industries like artisans, tailors, dyers and 
weavers, petty business-cum-agricultural activities, 
heralding, temple service, toddy selling, oil mongering, 
combating, astrology etc. etc. Their backwardness has 
been primarily economic or educational. Mobility, too, 
occupational or professional has not been very rigid. An 
agriculturist or an artisan, a dyer or weaver had the 
occupational freedom of moving in any direction. 
Consideration for marriage or social customs may be 
different. But that prevails in every strata of society. One 
sect of a caste or community Hindu or Muslim, or even

91 T he Caste System  in India by Rajendra Pandey,
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Christian, forward or backward does not prefer 
marrying in another sect what to say of caste. But these 
cor^siderations are not. relevant for identifying 
backward class for public employment. Black of 
edUC4tion, at least among so called intermediate 
bacl^vard classes, was more due to personal volition 
thaii social obstracisation. H istorical social 
bacJ^vardness has already been taken care of by 
pro>'iding reservation to and confident to includes any 
occ«jpation or collectivity found to be suffering from 
sucli disability. Same yardstick cannot be applied for 
socially and educationally backward class for whom the 
President has been empowered to appoint a 
Commission and who only after identification are to be 
deemed to be included as SC and ST by virtue of Article 
338(10). From the preceding discussion it is clear that 
identification of such class cannot be caste based. Nor it 
can be founded, only, on economic considerations as 
'Mere p o v e rt/”"- cannot be the test of backwardness. 
With these two negative considerations stemming out 
of constitutional constraints two positive  
considerations, equally important and basic in nature 
flow from principle of constitutional construction one 
that the effort should, primarily, be directed towards 
finding out a criteria which must apply uniformly to 
citizens of every community, second that the benefit 
should reach the needy. Various combinations 
excluding and including caste as relevant consideration 
have been discussed in different decisions which need 
not be mentioned as occasion to examine social and 
educational backwardness in public services and that 
also in union services never arose.

In Sub-paragraph (ii) of paragraph 12.8 extracted 
earlier the M andal Commission recom m ended  
occupational identification for non-Hindus if the 
community was traditionally known to carry on the 
hereditary occupation of their counteipart amongst 
Hindu and included in the test of OBC. The Commission 
thus recognised occupational divide among Hindus. If 
occupation am ongst Hindus can be basis for 
identification of backwardness among non-Hindus 
then why cannot it furnish basis for identification 
amongst Hindus itself.

Ideal and wise method, therefore, would be to mark 
out various occupations, which on the lower level in 
many cases amongst Hindu be the caste itself. Find out 
their social acceptability and educational standard. 
Weight them in balance of economic conditions. Result

would be backward class of citizen needing genuine 
protective umbrella. Group or collectivity which niay 
thus emerge may be members of one or the other 
com m unity. A dvantage of occu p atio n al based  
identification would be that it shall apply uniformly 
irrespective of race, religion and. caste. Reason for 
accepting occupation based identification is that prior 
to 1950 Sudras amongst Hindus v^ere all those who were 
not twice bom. Amongst them there was vertical and 
occupational divisions. Similar hierarchy existed 
amongst Muslims. Same is true of other communities.

Sri Naik narrated a list of, 'intermediate backward 
classes' and 'depressed backward classes'. It may not be 
exhaustive. But it is indicative that different categories 
of persons are, normally, known by occupation they 
carry. 'Castes, therefore, are special form of classes 
which in tendency are present in eveiy society^. ̂  It was 
said by Lord Bryce long back for America that classes 
may not be divided, for political purposes into upper 
and lower and richer and poorer, "but according to their 
respective occupation they follov̂ .̂̂  ̂Class according to 
Tawney may get formed due to various reas6rts;^war, 
the institution of private p rop erty , biological 
characteristic, the division of labour'. And, 'Even today, 
indeed though less regularly than in the past class tends 
to determine occupation rather than occupational class'. 
So is the case in our society. It is immaterial if caste has 
given rise to occupation or vice versa. In either case 
occupation can be the best starting point 
constitutionally permissible and legally valid for 
determination of backwardness.

For instance, priests either in Hindus or Mullahs in 
Muslims or Bishops or Padris amongst Christians or 
Granthi in Sikhs are considered to be at the top of 
hierarchical system. They cannot be considered to be 
backward in any community not because of their 
religion but the nature of occupation. Similarly the 
untouchables became outcaste due to nature of the job 
they performed. On lower level whether it is barber or 
tailor, washerman or milkman, agricultural class or 
artisan they are a group or class who can be identified 
in any community. Identifying them by caste may mean 
that a Muslim or Christian who for generations has been 
carrying on same occupation as his counterpart 
amongst Hindus cannot be identified as backward class. 
And if it is done then for Hindus it would be caste based 
whereas for other occupational. How far that would be 
legal and constitutional is one matterbut if the yardstick

92a Supra (45)
92 "12.13 There is a notion o hierarchy among the M uslims, though it is hard to say how far the criterion of the ranking among them can be said

to conform  to the Hindu m o d e l.....It is clear that castes exist as a basis of sociai relations am ongst them (M uslim s) but its form has been
greatly  weakened and modified as it differs from the Hindu model in ccrtain details." - Dr. Im tiaz Ahmed.
"1211  There is no doubt that social and educational backw ardness among non-Hindu com m unities is more or less of the same order as am ong 
Hindu com m unities. Though caste system is peculiar to Hindu society yet, in actual practice, it also pervades the non-Hindu communities 
in India in varying degrees."
Encyclopaedia of Sodal Sciences Vol. 3 
'Equality ' by R.H. Tawney.
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of occupation is applied to every community the 
itlentification would be uniform without exclusions of 
any. For instance weavers or washerman. They may be 
both Hindus and Muslims. It would be unfair to include 
Hindu Washerman and exclude Muslim Washerman.

Having adopted occupation as the starting point 
next step should be to ascertain the social acceptability. 
A lawyer, a teacher and a doctor of any community 
whether he is a teacher of a primary school or 
University, a Vaid or Hakim practising in the village or 
a professor in Medical college always commands social 
respect. Similarly social status amongst those who 
perform lower job depends on the nature of occupation. 
A person carrying on scavenging became an 
untouchable whereas others who were as lower as 
untouchable in the order became depressed. For 
instance cobbler. Same did not apply to those who 
carried on better occupation. Person having landed 
property and carrying on agricultural occupation did 
not in social hierarchy command lesser respect than the 
one carrying on same occupation belonging to higher 
caste. But backwardness should be traditional. For 
instance only those washerman or tailor should be 
considered backward who have been carrying on this 
occupation for generations and not the modern dry 
cleaner or fashion tailors. If the collectivity satisfies both 
the test then apply the test of education. What standard 
of education should be adopted should be concern of 
the State. Existence of, both, that is social and 
educational backwardness for a group or collectivity is 
indicated by Article 15(4) itself. Use of such expression 
was purposive. Mere educational or social 
backwardness would not have been sufficient as it 
would have enlarged the field thus frustrating the very 
purpose of the amendment. That is why it was observed 
in Balalji that the concept of backwardness was 
intended, 'to be relative in the sense that any class who 
is backward in relation to the most advanced classes 
should be included in it. And the purpose of 
amendment could be achieved if backwardness under 
Article 15(4) was understood as comprising of social 
and educational backwardness. It is not their social or 
educational, but it is both social and educational;'. 
Reading the expression disjunctively and permitting 
inclusion of either socially or educationally backward 
class of citizens would defeat the very purpose. For 
instance some of the so called higher castes who by 
nature of their occupation or caste have been accepted 
by society to be socially advanced may enter because of 
t̂he group or collectivity having been educationally 
backward. Many agricultural occupationalists both in 
South and North have chosen to remain educationally 
backward even though by virtue of their landed 
property they have always compared to any higher

class. Can such persons be permitted to take benefit of 
such being measures. Not on the language, purpose and 
objective of these provisions.

After applying these tests the economic criteria or 
the means test should be applied. Poverty is the prime 
cause of all backwardness. It generates social and 
educational backwardness. It generates social and 
educational backwardness. But wealth or economic 
affluence cuts across all. A wealthy man irrespective of 
caste or community needs no crutches. Not in 1990 
when money more than social status and education 
have become the index. Therefore, even if a group of 
collectivity is not educated or even socially backward 
but otherwise rich and affluent then it cannot be 
considered backward. There is no dearth of class or 
group who by the nature of their occupation have been 
pursuing are economically well off. Including such 
groups would be doing injustice to others. Thus 
occupation should furnish the starting point of 
determination of backward class. And if in ultimate 
analysis any Hindu caste is found to be occupationally, 
socially, educationally and economically backward it 
should be regarded as eligible for benefit under Article 
16(4) because it would be within constitutional sanction.

Identification alone does not entitle a group or class 
to be entitled for protective benefits Such group or 
collectivity should ^  inadequately represented. Use of 
such words as adequate or inadequate are no doubt 
wide and vague and their meaning has to be gathered, 
'largely on the point of view from which the facts may 
be proved are reconsidered'.^^ But from the purpose 
and objective of Article 16(4) a collectivity or group 
which is found to be backward cannot qualify for as 
well. If that itself ceases to exist the power cannot be 
continued to be exercised. Where power is coupled with 
duty the condition precedent must exist for valid 
exercise of power. Mere identification of collectivity or 
group by a Commission cannot clothe the government 
to exercise the power unless it further undertakes the 
exercise if such group or collectivity is adequately or 
inadequately represented. The exercise is Mandatory 
not in the larger sense alone but in the narrower sense 
as well.

'G'
(1 )

More important than determination of backward 
class is the proportion in which reservation can be done 
as it is not only a social or economic problem or the 
question of empowering but a constitutional and legal 
issue which calls for serious deberation. Although 
political statesmanship of the framers of the constitution 
intended t confine it to 'minority of seats' the judicial 
pragmatism raised it to 'broadly and generally to less

96 1909 Ch. Dn. Vol. 11 Re. Halschek's Patents
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97than 5(79 in Balaji and not beyond that in devadason. 

Being included if it is adequately represented. Word 
'a n /  h^i great significance. In wider sense it extends 
and inc:l»<des all group or collectivity, which is as much 
'a n /  backward class as any singularity. In the larger 
sense c:otnprising of entire plurality it continues and 
may continue but in the limited sense and group may 
keep on getting in and out depending on continuance 
of those conditions which entitled it to be determined as 
backward. Government of a state or the Central 
Government may on evaluation after five or ten years 
direct a  group or collectivity to be excluded from the list 
of backwa rd classes if it finds it adequately represented. 
What is adequate representation is of course the 
primary concern of the government. But the exercise 
should be objective. For instance in some states it was 
found by Com m issions appointed by their 
governments that certain castes were adequately 
represented. Yet because of extraneous reasons the 
government had to bow and include them in the list of 
backw^ard classes. Such inclusion is a fraud of 
constitutional power. Any citizen has a right to 
challenge and court has obligation to strike it down by 
directing exclusion of such group from the backward 
class. Inadequacy provides jurisdiction not only for 
exercise of power but its continuance effect of these two 
decisions was that the reserved and non-reserved seats 
both or purposes of admission in educational institution 
under Article 15(4) and for appointment and posts in 
Article 16(4) were divided in half and half. But once the 
reservation climate spread in the country's environment 
it took over the political set up of different states to 
provide for reservation for different groups for different 
reasons. And legal justification forsuch reservation was 
provided for by the courts, either on the touchstone of 
Article 14 being a reasonable classification or under 
Article 16(1) as preferential treatm ent for 
disadvantaged groups. If in Chitra Ghosh the 
provision for government nominees in medical colleges 
was upheld, as the government which bears the 
financial burden of running medical colleges' could not 
be. 'denied the right to decide from what source the 
admission will be made' then Chanchala did not find 
it unreasonable to extend the principle of preferential 
treatment, of socially and educationally backward in 
Article 15(4), to children of political sufferers as 'it 
would not in any way be improper if tha t principle were 
to be applied to those who are handicapp(^!¥felt do not 
fail under Article 15(4)'. The reservation in favour of

wards of defence personnel was upheld as a reasonable 
classification in Subhashini as the reservation was in 
national interest. Result of such extensions and 
justification was multiplication o f categories and 
withdrawal of more and more seats and posts from 
open competition. And when observations were made 
in Thomas that 50% was, "a rule of caution" and, 
'percentage of reservation in proportion to population 
did not violate Article 16(4)', a virtual go by was given 
by various states to the balancing equality created by 
courts and reservations were made much beyond 50% 
and the High Courts had no option but to uphold them. 
Thus the combined effect of these principles, developed 
by Balaji and devadason, on the one hand and Chitra 
Ghose, Chanchala and Thomas on the other was the 
reservation upto 50% under Articles 15(4) and 16(4) and 
upto 'reasonable extent' under Article 16(1). Under one 
it became SC/ST and SC and under other wards of 
Military and Defence personnel, political 
Sufferers, Sportsman,^® and DSIR. Dentenue etc. is this 
sound either constitutionally or legally or socially ?

( 2 )
Article 16(1), (2) and (4) is extracted below:
"16. Equality of opportunity in matters of public 
employment.--
(1) There shall be equality of opportunity for all 
citizens in matters relating to employment or 
appointment to any office under the State.
(2) No citizen shall, on grounds only of religion, 
race, caste, sex, descent, place of birth, residence 
or any of them, be ineligible for, or 
discriminated against in respect of, any 
employment or office under the State.
(4) Nothing in this article shall prevent the State 
from making any provision for the reservation 
of appointments or posts in favour of any 
backward class of citizens which, in the opinion 
of the State, is not adequately represented in the 
services under the State."
Originally this Article as introduced in the 

Constituent Assembly was Article 10 and its subarticle
(3) identical to subarticle (4) of Article 16 provided for 
reservation, 'in favour of any class of citizens'. It was the 
Drafting Committee which qualified the expression, 
'class of citizens' by adding the word 'backward' before 
it. Effect of this addition was that clause got narrowed 
and the reservation could be made only for those class

97 T. Devadason V. Union of India [(1964) 4 SCR 680]
98 Chitra Ghosh & Anr. V. union of India [AIR 1970 SC 35]
99 D.N. Chanchala V. State of M ysore [AIR 197] SC 1762]
100 Subhashini v. State of M ysore [AIR 1986 M ysore 40]
101 Jagdish Rai V. State of Haryana [AIR 1977 Haryana 56]
102 Supra (94)
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o i  citizens who could grouped as backward. Putting it 
th»e other way the framers of the Constitution decided 
against expansive reservation which under original 
proposal could have extended to any class of citizens, 
vs/hat was thus cor\sciously and deliberately given up 
b y  exercising the option in favour of orUy those class of 
citizens who could be identified as backward then 
reservation in favour of any other class of citizens 
cannot legitimately and legally be accepted as valid. 
E?<tending it to other class of citizens under cover of 
reasonable classification would be constitutional 
distortion. What should be deemed to be prohibited in 
the light of historical background cannot be brought 
back from the backdoor on principle developed by the 
A merican courts under Equal Protection Clause as they 
had to rise to the occasion due to absence of a provision 
like Article 16(4), and the fractured interpretation put in 
the slaughter house cases^^ ,̂ which eroded the very 
foundation for Equal Protective clause 'mainly intended 
for the benefit of Negro freedom'.

Reservation co-related with population was not 
accepted even by the Constituent Assembly. On plain 
construction inadequacy of representation cannot be the 
measure of reservation. That is creative of jurisdiction 
only. In fact Dr. Ambedkar's illustration while 
persuading all sections to accept the drafting committee 
proposal is very instructive,

"Supposing, for instance, reservations were 
made for a community or a collection of 
communities, the total of which came to 
something like 70 per cent of the total posts 
under the State and only 30 percent are retained 
as the unreserved. Could anybody say that the 
reservation of 20 percent as open to general 
competition would be satisfactory from the 
point of view of giving effect to the first 
principle, namely, that there shall be equality of 
opportunity? It cannot be in my judgment. 
Therefore the seats to be reserved, if the 
reservation is to be consistent with subclause (1) 
Article 10, must be confined to a minority of 
seats. It is then only that the first principle could 
find its place in the Constitution and effective 
in operation."
Even otherwise if the framers would have intended 

to provide for reservation to extent of backwardness of 
the population it would have been simpler to use the 
expression, 'in proportion to it' after the words 
'backward class of citizens' and before is 'not' 
adequately represented. Article 16(4) then would have 
read as under:

"Nothing in this Article shall prevent the State 
from making any provision for the reservation 
of appointments or posts in favour of any 
backward class of citizens in proportion to it is 
not adequately represented in the services 
under the State".

No rule of interpretation in absence of express or 
implied indication permits such substituted reading.

In Thomas^^\ Mathew, J., introduced concept of 
proportional equality from two American decisions 
Griffin^^^and Harper ®^None of the decisions were 
concerned with affirmative action. The one related to 
payment of charges for translation of manuscript in 
appeal and other v^th levy of poll tax at uniform rate 
indiscriminately. In view of clear phraseology and the 
background of enactm ent of Article 16(4) any 
interpretation of it on ratio of American decisions 
cannot be of any help, our constitution does not approve 
of proportional representation either in services or even 
in Parliament as is illustratedi by Article 331 of the 
Constitution which em powers the President to 
nominate not more than two members of the Anglo 
Indian community to the House of People, irrespective 
of their population, if they are not adequately 
represented. Same is the theme of Dr. Ambedkar's 
speech, in Constituent Assembly, extracted earlier. For 
the same reasons the observation'of Fazal Ali, J. in 
Thomas (supra),

"..... Decided cases of this Court have no doubt
laid down that the percentage of reservation 
should not exceeded 50%. As I read the 
authorities, this is,, however, a rule of caution 
and does not exhaust all categories,. Suppose 
for instance a State has a laige num ^r of 
backward classes of citizens which constitute 
80% of the population and the Government, in 
order to give them proper representation, 
reserves 80% of the job« for them, can it be said 
that the percentage of reservation is bad and 
violates the permissible limits of clause (4) of 
Article 162. The answer must necessarily be in 
the negative."
cannot be accepted as correct construction of Article 

16(4). True as observed by Krishna Iyer, in Soshit 
Karamchari ( supra ) and and Chinnappa R^ddy, J., in 
Vasanbh^^umor (supra) that there is no constitutional 
provision restricting reservation to 50% but with 
profound respect, the debates in the Constituent 
Assembly, the provisions in the Constitution do not 
support the construction of Article 16(4) as empowering

103 Slaughterhouse cases 16 W all. (8 3  U .S .) 36. 21 L Ed . 394 (1873)
104 Supra (46)
105 Griffin v .Illiono is 351 US (12)
106 Harper v. Virginia Board of Educations 383 US 663 (1966).
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government to reserve posts for backward class of 
citizens in proportion to their population. Any 
construction of Article 16(4) cannot be divorced without 
taki ng into account Article 16(1). Equality in services has 
beefi balanced by providing equal opportunity to every 
citizen at the same time empowering the State to take 
protective measure for the backward class of citizens 
whcare not adequately represented. This balancing of 
equality cannot be lost sight of while interpreting these 
proA'isions. Since there is no clear indication either way 
the role of the courts become both important and 
responsible, by interpreting the provision reasonably 
and with common sense so as to carry out the objective 
of its enactment. And the purpose was to enable the 
backward class of citizens to share the power if they 
wefe not adequately represented but not to grant 
proportional representation, a typical British concept 
rejected by our Founding Fathers.

( 4 )
Equality has various shades. Its understanding and 

application have been shaped by social, economic and 
political conditions prevailing in the society . The 
reigning philosophy since 18th century has been the 
State's responsibility to reduce disparities amongst 
various sections of the population and promoting a just 
and social order in which benefits and advantages are 
evenly distributed. To achieve this basic objective 
various theories have been advanced from time to time. 
The formal equality advanced by Aristole that equal 
should be treated equally and unequals unequally was 
as much result of social and economic conditions as the 
Rawls theory of justice or the Dworkin's concepts of 
right of all to treatment as equals. Liberty and right to 
equality taken individually may appear to pull in 
different directions. But viewed as part of justice and 
fairness the two are the primary tenets of modern 
egalitarian society. The real difficulty is translating them 
into practical working. The American concept of 'equal 
but separate' doctrine is the est illustration of distance 
between theory and practice of equal protection. The 
recognition and realisation that neither all men are 
equal nor are the circumstances in which they are bom 
or grow are same gave rise to classification and 
grouping of persons similarly situated and extending 
them equal or same treatment. But the classification has 
to be reasonable and rational bearing a just relation with 
the legislative purpose and should not b6 invidous or 
arbitrary. In our constitutional scheme the classification 
in matters of employment or Appointment in the 
services has ben done constitutionally. From the entire 
class of all citizens any backward class has been 
classified for beneficial or benign treatment. The 
legislature or executive therefore cannot transgress it.

Since the Constitution treats all citizens alike for 
purposes of employment except those who fall under 
Article 16(4) any further classification or grouping for 
reservation would be constitutionally invalid. No 
legislative exercise can transcedent the constitutional 
barrier. For valid classification legislature or executive 
measures must be co— related with legislative purpose 
or objective. Once the Constitution itself unfolded the 
purpose of achieving the goal of equality by permitting 
reservation for backward classes, only any further 
reservation being beyond constitutional purpose would 
be impermissible and per se invalid.

A bstract equality is n either the theme nor 
philosophy of our Constitution. Real equality through 
practical means is the avowed objective.

Atoning for the past injustices on backward classes 
through Constitutional mechanism was normality 
raised to legal plain. Admonition to State not to deny 
equality before law or equal protection of laws found on 
sound public policy, is in reality the measure of 
fundamental right which every person enjoys. But, 
principle of the equal protection of law does not mean 
that, 'every law must have universal application to all 
persons who are not bv nature, attainm ent or 
circumstance, in the same position' and the varying 
needs of different classes of persons require special 
treatment. Principle of reasonable classification was 
developed by theorists and courts to enable State to 
function effectively by classifyii^ reasonably but the 
theory developed by Tussman and Breck that Equal 
Protection clause really dealt with the problem with the 
relation of two classes to each other one of individuals 
possessing the definite trait and the other of individuals 
trained by the mischief at which the law aims said to be, 
'the first comprehensive analysis of the Equal Protection 
Clause' may be applicable while considering the scope 
of Article 14 but once the constitution makers treated 
employment in services separately by creating 
fundamental right in favour of all citizens in pursuance 
of the ideal of Preamble to secure to all its citizens 
equality in opportunity and status then it has to be 
understood in its own perspective. Various 
Sub—articles of Article 16 specially clause 4 indicates 
constitutional classification and creation of two classes 
one dealt in Article 16(1) and other in Article 16(4). 
Principle of reasonable classification for purposes of 
creating another class or planting one class in another 
would be constitutionally inform.

All the same the legislative anxiety of affirmative 
action by preferential treatment to disadvantaged 
group lagging behind may not be doubted. Difference 
between reservation and preferential treatment is that 
in one a group or class or collectivity is separately

107 Dhirendra Kum ar M andal v. TheSupdt.& R em em borance of Legal Affairs to the Govt, of W est Bengal &  Anr. [ 1955 (1) SC R 224
108 "The Equal Protection of the Laws" 37 California Rev. 341.
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provided for and the competition is amongst them only. 
Whereas in preferential treatment the collectivity is part 
of the same group but it is permitted some weightage 
due to social, economic or any justifiable reason. For 
purposes of achieving equality by result Article 16 
creates two compartments, one general and the other 
reserved and then both are paired together. But 
preference is available in the same compartment, 
l^alidity of one depends on constitutional sanction 
vhereas the second has to stand on test of 
reasonableness. For instance the reservation of 
backv^ard class cannot be assailed as being violative of 
constitutionalguarantee w^hereas preferential treatment 
can be upheld only if it is reasonable with the nexus it 
Seeks to achieve. Article 16 unlike Article 14 is a positive 
right of equal opportunity. Therefore, any preferential 
treatment shall have to be tested in the light of the 
constitutional objective the Article seeks to achieve. 
That is what is its natural, operation and effect. 
Reservation made for backward class of citizens 
achieves the constitutional goal of achieving equality of 
opportunity of all. Same cannot be said for others. Any 
reservation for any other class would be, as already 
explained, contrary to constitutional objective thus 
invalid. Wards of military personnel or political 
sufferers or any other class cannot be extended the 
benefit of benign discrimination as that would be 
violative of equality of opportunity. In absence of any 
objective or purpose discernible from the Contitution 
the State action would be liable to be struck down for a 
sence of necessary co-relation between constitutional 
purpose and its means. Nexus such as national purpose 
or principle contained in Article; 15(4) would not justify 
such action. Even preferential treatment by way of 
weightage may be permissible in very limited cases and 
any such measure would be liable to strict judicial 
scrutiny. Principle of Article 14 of reasonable 
classification may be relevant only to a limited extent as 
to whether it is backed by reason and is justified but 
since it has to be tested further on touchstone on Article 
16(1) the reasonable classification must be so tailored as 
not to contravene the right to equal opportunity.

No provision of reservation or preference can be so 
vigorously pursued as to destroy the very concept of 
equality. Benign discrimination or protection cannot 
under any constitutional system itself become principal 
clause. Equality is the rule. Protection is the exception., 
Exception cannot exhaust the rule itself. True no 
restriction was placed on size of reservation. But reason 
for such consensus understanding that it was for 
minority of seats. That apart the reservation under 
Article 16(4) cannot be taken in isolation. Article 16(1)

and Article 16(4) being part of same objective and goal, 
any policy of reservation must constitutionally  
withstand the test of inter action between the two. In this 
perspective reservation cannot be except for, 'minority 
of seats'. Our founding fathers were aware that such 
policies were bound to have political overtones. Various 
considerations may result in influencing the political 
decision. That is why their validity in the constitutional 
framework was left to the courts. Observations by Dr. 
Ambedkar in Constituant Assembly Debates are quite 
pertinent,

"If the local Government included in this 
category of reservations such a large number of 
seats; I think one could very well go to the 
federal Court and the Supreme Court and say 
that the reservation is of such a magnitude that 
the rule regarding equality of opportunity has 
been destroyed aind the court will then come to 
the conclusion whether the local Government 
or the State G overnm ent has acted in a 
reasonable and prudent manner."
Since this Court has consistently held that the 

reservation under Article 15(4) and 16(1) should not 
exceed 50% and the States and the Union have by and 
large accepted this as correct it should be held as 
constitutional prohibition and any reservation beyond 
50% would liable to be struck down. Therefore,

(/) Reservation under Article 16(4) should in no 
case exceed 50%.
(/V) No reservation can be made for any class 
other than backward class either under Article 
16(1) or 16(4).
(iit) Preferential treatm en t in shape of 
weightage etc. can be given to those who are 
covered in Article 16(1) but that too has to be 
very restrictive.

'R'
Promotion is the most sensitive branch of service 

jurisprudence. Although its purpose is manifold but the 
principal objective is, 'to secure the past possible 
incumbents for the higher positions while maintaining 
the morale of the whole organisation^®  ̂as it not only, 
'serves the public interest' but is founded on the
inherent principle that the higher one moves the greater 
is the responsibility he assumes.

Manner and method of promotion is usually linked 
with the nature of posts, if it is selection or non-selection. 
Reservation, for SC/ST, has been extended, to both, by 
this Court in Rangachari and Soshit Karamchari

• 111 117respectively reiterated inHira Lai and Jagannathan .

109 Introduction to the Study of Public Administration by Leonard D. W hite page 380.
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112 Comptroller and Auditor General o f India, Gian Prakash vs K.S. Jagannathan & Anr. [1988 (2) SCR 17]
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In Itangachariit was held, 'The condition precedent may
refer either to numerical inadequacy o f  representation
in tlie services or even to the qualitative inadequacy of
representation'. In the context the expression,
'adi^quately represented imports consideration of size
as ^eil as values, numbers as v̂ ell as the nature of 11̂appointments'

But, inadequacy of representation is creative of 
jurisdiction only. It is not measure of backwardness. 
That is why less rigorous test or lesser marks and 
competition amongst the class of unequals at the point 
of entry has been approved both by this Court and 
Ainerican courts. But a student admitted to a medical or 
engineering college is further not granted relaxation in 
passing the examinations. In fact this has been explained 
as valid basis in American decisions furnishing 
justification for racial admissions on lower percentage. 
Rationale appears to be that every one irrespective of the 
source of entry being subjected to same test neither 
efficiency is effected nor the equality is disturbed. After 
entry in service the class is one that of employees. If the 
social scar of backwardness is carried even, thereafter 
the entire object of equalisation stands frustrated. No 
further classification amongst employees would be 
justified as is not done amongst students.

Constitutional, legal or moral basis for protective 
discrimination is redressing identifiable backward class 
for historical injustice. That is they are today, what they 
would not have been but for the victimisation. 
Remedying this and to balance the unfair advantage 
gained by others is the constitutional responsibility. But 
once the advantaged and disadvantaged the so-called 
forward and backward, enter into the same stream then 
the past injustice stands removed. 'And the length of 
service, the seniorty in cadre of one group to be specific the 
forward group is not as a result of any fustorical injustice 
or undue advantage earned by his forefather or 
discrimination against the backward class, but because of 
the years of service that are put by an employee, in his 
individual capacity. This entitlement cannot be curtailed 
by bringing in again the concept of victimisation.

Equality either as propagated by theorists or as 
applied by courts seeks to remove inequality by, 'parity 
of treatment under parity of condition'^^1 But once in 
'order to treat some persons equally, we must treat them 
differently' '̂® has been done and advantaged and 
disadvantaged are made equal and are brought in one 
class or group then any further benefit extended for 
promotion on the inequality existing prior to be brought 
in the group would be treating equals unequally. It

would not be eradicating, effects of past discrimination 
but perpetuating it.

Constitutional sanction is to reserve for backward 
class of persons. That is class or group interest has been 
preferred over individual. But promotion from a class 
or group of employees is not promoting a group or class 
but an individual. It is one against other. No forward 
class versus backward class or majority against 
minority .'It would, thus, be contrary to the Constitution. 
Brother Kuld ip Singh; for good and sound reasons has 
rightly opined, that, Rangachari cannot be held to be 
laying down good law.

'I'

Reservation, for, 'economically backward sections 
of the people who are not covered by any of the existing 
schemes of reservation', again, raises an important 
issue. De fa c to  difficulties in determining such 
backwardness stands established by failure of the 
government to evolve any workable criteria even after 
lapse of one year since, 25th September, 1991, the date 
on which the order dated 23rd August 1990 directing 
reservation for backward class was amended and it was 
announced that, 'the criteria for determining the poorer 
sections of the SEECs or the other economically 
backward sections of the people who are not covered by 
any of the existing schemes of reservations are being 
issued separately.' But the dejure  hurdles appear, even, 
greater. Any reservation resulting in curtailing right of 
equal opportunity is to withstand the test of equal 
protection or benign discrimination. Latter has been 
permitted fora class which had suffered injustices in the 
past and is suffering even now. It is an atonementof past 
segregation and aiscrimination such as Negroes in 
America and SC/ST of our country. And is being 
extended even to those who could legitimately be 
considered to be backward class. Since Article 16(4) has 
a constitutional purpose and is to operate only so long 
the goal is not achieved economic backwardness does 
not qualify for such protective nneasure. As even if such 
a class or collectivity is held to fall in the broader concept 
of the expression backword class of citizens it would not 
be eligible for the benefit as it would be incapable of 
satisfying the other mandatory requirement of being 
inadequately represented in services without which the 
State cannot have any jurisdiction to exercise the power. 
Art. 16(4) thus by its nature, and purpose cannot be 
applicable to economically backwards, except probably 
when a proper methodology is worked out to determine 
inadequacy of representation of such class.

113 Kangachari (supra)
114 C.J. Ray in Thom as (supra)
115 Justice Black Burn in Baklce (supra) page 844
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Is it possible to reserve under Art, 16(1) ? Detailed 
reasons have been given, earlier, against any reservation 
ur»<̂ er cover of doctrine of reasonable classification. 
Er^»<lication of poverty v̂ ĥich, 'is not to be exalted or 
praised, but is an evil thing ŵ hich must be fought and 
st^niped out'^^  ̂ is one of the ideals set out in the 
Pr^ainble of the Constitution as it postulates to achieve 
ecoromic justice and exhorts the State under Article 
38(2) to, 'minimise the inequality of income'. All the 

can the State for this purpose reserve posts for 
economically backward in service. Right to equal 
protection of laws or equality before law in, 'benefits, 
a n d  burdens' by operation of law, equally, amongst 
eqtJ4ls and unequally amongst unequals is firmly 
rooted in concept of equality developed by courts in this 
country and in America. But any reservation or 
affirmative faction on economic criteria or wealth 
discriminatiojn cannot be upheld under doctrine of 
reasonable classification. Reservation for backward 
class seeks to achieve the social purpose of sharing in 
services which had been monopolised by few of the 
forward classes' To bridge the gap, thus, created the 
affirmative actions have been upheld as the social and 
educational difference between the two classes 
furnisheci reasonable basis for classification. Same 
cannot be said for rich and poor. Indigence cannot be 
rational basis for classification for public employment.

Any legislative measure or executive action 
operating unequally between rich and poor has been 
held to be suspect. A provision requiring a person to pay 
for trial manuscript before filing criminal appeal was 
struck down in Griggin^^  ̂as it amounted to denial of 
right of appeal to poor persons. In Harper^ poll tax for 
voting was invalidated as, 'wealth, like race, creed or 
colour, is not germane to one's ability to participate 
intelligently in the electoral process.' Protection was 
given to the appellants on effect or consequence of equal 
protection clause. Duty of State to protect against 
depreviation due to poverty should not be confused 
with States obligation to treat everyone uniformly and 
equally without discrimination. Protection against 
application of law due to difference in economic 
condition, cannot be equated with classification based 
on disproportion in wealth. Former is in realm of justice 
and fairplay whereas latter is equal protection to which 
every one is entitled. In the former unjust application of 
law may be cured by removing the offending part thus 
apply the law uniformly to rich and poor. Whereas in 
latter the classification has to be justified on the nexus 
test. Poverty may have relevance and may furnish valid 
justification while dealing with social and economic 
measure. Any legislation or executive measure

undertaken to remove disparity in wealth cannot be 
suspect but a classification based on economic 
conditions for purposes of Article 16(1) would be 
violative of equality doctrine.

More backward and backward is an illusion. No 
constitutional exercise is called for it. What is required 
is practical approach to the problem. The collectivity or 
the group may be backward class but the individuals 
from that class may have achieved the social status or 
economic affluence. Disentitle them from claiming 
reservation,. Therefore, while reserving posts for 
backward classes, the departnnents should make a 
condition precedent that every candidate must disclose 
the annual income of the parents beyond which one 
could not be considered to be backward. What should 
be that limit can be determined by the appropriate State. 
Income apart provision should be made that wards of 
those backward classes of persons who have achieved 
a particular status in society either political or social or 
economic or if their parents are in higher services then 
such individuals should be precluded to avoid 
monopolisation by the services reserved for backward 
classes by a few. Creamy layer, thus, shall stand 
eliminated. And once a group or collectivity itself is 
found to have achieved the constitutional objective then 
it should be excluded from the list of backward class.

(1) No reservation can be made on economic 
criteria.
(2) It may be under Article 16(4) if such class 
satisfied the test of inadequate representation.
(3) Exclusion of creamy layer is a social 
purpose. Any legislative or executive action to 
rem ove such persons individually or 
collectively cannot be constitutionally invalid.

T
Various infirmities were highlighted in the report of 

the Second Backward Class Commission and the 
consequent invalidity of the government orders issued 
on it. Attack on the report varied from the reference 
being beyond Article 340 to manner and method of 
ascertaining backwardness by issuing questionnaire to 
hardly one percent of the population, interviewing 
interested and biased persons only, relying on obsolete 
material such as caste census of 1931, importing 
personal knowledge, re-writing Hindu Varna by 
adding intermediate or middle caste between twice 
born and sudra, working out backward population 
erroneously as in 1931 only 67% of the population was 
Hindu and if 22% were SC and 43% backward then the 
remaining were 2.7, inflating backward class by

116 jaw aharlal Nehru, quoted from , Dorothy, Norman (ed.) Nehru. '
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coniecMr«s and assumptions as First Commission 
identifie-d 2399 whereas the Second determined it at 
3743 anc  ̂the AnthropologicalSurvey of India published 
a project report identifying only 1057 backward classes, 
and adĉ P îng caste as the sole and the only criteria for 
identifybackw ardness etc. Action of the Govt, in 
accepting the report and issuing the Government order 
was challenged for exhibition of sudden alarcity not on 
objectiv'e consideration but for extraneous reasons, 
acceptaf'Ce of the report without any discussion or 
debate it\ the Parliam ent which was the least 
considering the far-reaching consequences of such 
report, acting by executive order instead of legislative 
measure, when reservation for backward class was 
being made in Union services for the first time, 
propriety of basing the action on a report rendered 10 
years earlier without any regard to social and economic 
changes in the meantime when such period is normally 
considered sufficient for review and re-assessment of 
continuance of such actions, etc.

Ma ny of these challenges appear to be well founded 
but any discussion on it is unnecessary for two reasons, 
one failure of any objective consideration of the report 
by the Government before issuing the orders and other 
some of the basic infirmities have been dealt with while 
dealing with the issue of identification of backward 
classes. Above all what is not provided in the 
.Constitution, what was not accepted by the 
Government in 1956 what has not been approved by this 
Court even for backward classes in Article 16(4) was 
adopted by the Commission as the basis in its report 
submitted in 1978 for 'socially and educationally 
backward classes', an expression narrower and 
different than 'backward classes' and implemented in 
1990 by the Government without even placing it before 
the Parliament or any objective consideration by it. An 
order reserving posts can no doubt be made even by the 
executive but the decision being of utmost importance 
as reservation was being made in services under the 
Union for the first time the propriety demanded that it 
should have been placed before the Parliament. For 
growth and development of healthy conventions and 
traditions no provision in the Constitution or statute is 
needed. It may, however, not be out of place to mention 
that where rules framed under rule 309 exist no 
executive order in violation of it can be passed.

Vital issues, by agreement of both sides, relating to 
reservation and preferential treatment in services have 
been discussed. On many of these this Court, to use the 
words of the Constitution Bench, has not spoken with, 
'one voice'. Therefore, these public interest petitions, 
filed in unfortunate circumstances which are not 
necessary to be narrated, were referred to be heard by a 
larger bench of nine judges, 'to finally settle the legal 
positions relating to reservations'.

Finality, is necessary not only for courts or tribunal 
but for the guidance of the affirm ative action 
ameliorative or preferential by the Legislature or the 
Executive. What should not be lost sight of is if history 
of discrimination and segregations of the SC/ST and the 
socially, educationally and economically backward is 
the darkest chapter of our social history, with no parallel 
any where in the world, then constitutional therapy to 
eradicate it root and branch too is unparalleled and even 
most developed and dem ocratically  advanced 
democracies, cannot match the socially oriented effort 
to achieve an egalitarian society. Practical equality or 
equality by result is the approach. Effort is to usher in a 
progressive society by bridging the gap between the 
forward and backward by demolishing the social 
barriers and enabling the lowest to share the power to 
remove inferiority and infuse feeling of equality. But 
without sacrificing efficiency and disturbing the 
equality eqalibrium by confining it to minority of posts 
and treating them preferentially for such length of time, 
as a self operating mechanism, coming to an end once 
the constitutional objective of enabling them to stand on 
their own is fulfilled. Whyreservation policy in services 
or the benefits of welfare measures pursued by different 
States for the weaker sections of the society have not 
percolated to the needy and deserving at the rock 
bottom is more a political issue than constitutional or 
legal. But no effort can succeed unless the policy makers 
eschew extraneous considerations and tackle the 
problem sincerely and with understanding. So long the 
identification of the backward class is not made 
properly and practically it would serve the vested 
interest only. And the 'haves' among Sudra or the 
intermediate backward classes shall not permit it to reach 
the have-nots the real and genuine backward classes.

No exception can be taken to the recommendations 
of the Mandal Commission for reservation for 
backward class of citizens in services by the Union. But 
commissions are only fact finding bodies. The 
constitutional responsibility of deserving posts rests 
with the government. Unfortunately neither in 1990 nor 
in 1991 this duty was dischai^ed constitutionally or 
even legally. Whether the report was within the term of 
reference and if the Commission in identifying socially 
and educationally backward class repeated the same 
mistake as was done by the first Commission and if the 
Commission could adopt two different yardsticks for 
determining backwardness am ong Hindus and 
non-Hindus were aspects which were required to be 
gone into by the Government before issuing any order. 
The exercise of power to reserve is coupled with duty to 
determine backward class of citizens and if they were 
adequately represented. If the Government failed to 
discharge its duty then the exercise of power stands 
vitiated. No further need be said except to extract 
following words of William O. Douglas—
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"Judicial Review gives time for the sober
second thiought"

Conclusions
Both the impugned orders issued by the respective 

governments in 1990 and 1991 reserving appointments 
and posts for socially and educationally backward class 
of citizens, without discharging their constitutional 
obligation of examining if the identification of 
tickward class by the Commission was in consonance 
''vith constitutional principle and philosophy of the 
bisic feature of the constitution and if the group or 
collectivity so identified was adequately represented or 
î ol which is the sine qua non for the exercise of the power 
v»i\der Article 16(4), are declared to be unforceable.

(1) Reservation in public services either by 
legislative or executive action is neither a matter of 
policy nor a political issue. The higher courts in the 
country are constitutionally obliged to exercise the 
power of judicial review in every matter which is 
constitutional in nature or has potential of 
constitutional repercussions.

(2) (a) Constitutional bar under Article 16(2) against 
State for not discriminating on race, religion or caste is 
as much applicable to Article 16(4) as to Article 16(1) as 
they are part of the same scheme and serve same 
constitutional purpose of ensuring equality. 
Identification of backward class by caste is against the 
Constitution.

(b) The prohibition is not mitigated by using the 
word, 'only' in Article 16(2) as a cover and evolving 
certain socio-economic indicators and then applying it 
to caste as the identification then suffers from the safne 
vice. Such identification is apt to become arbitrary as 
ŵ ell as the indicators evolved and applied to one 
conr\munity may be equally applicable to other 
community which is excluded and the backward class 
of which is denied similar benefit.

Identificatio;! of a group or collectivity by any 
criteria other than caste, such as, occupation cum social 
cum educational cum economic criteria ending in caste 
may not be invalid.

(c) Social and educational backward class under 
Article 340 being narrower in import than backward 
class in Article 16(4) it has to be construed in restricted 
manner. And the words educationally backward in this 
Article cannot be disregarded while determining 
backwardness.

(3) Reservation under Article 16(4) being for any 
class of citizens and citizen having been defined in 
Chapter II of the Constihition includes not only Hindus 
but Muslims, Christians, Sikhs, Budhs, Jains etc. the 
principle of identification has to be of universal application 
so as to extend to every community and not only to those 
who are either converts from Hinduism or some of whom 
to carry same occupation as some of the Hindus.

(4) Reservation being extreme form of protective 
measure or affirmative action it should be confined to 
minority of seats. Even though the Constitution does 
not lay down any specific bar but the constitutional 
philosophy being against proportional equality the 
principle of balancing equality ordains reservation, of 
any manner, not to exceed 50%.

(5) Article 16(4) being part of the scheme of equality 
doctrine it is exhaustive of reservation, therefore, no 
reservation can be made under Article 16(1).

(6) Reservation in promotion is constitutionally 
im perm issible as, once the advantaged and 
disadvantaged are made equal and are brought in one 
class or group then any further benefit extended for 
promotion on the inequality existing prior to be brought 
in the group would be treating equals unequally. It 
would not be eradicating,, effects of past discrimination 
but perpetuating it.

(7) Economic backwardness may give jurisdiction 
to state to reserve provided it can find out mechanism to 
ascertain inadequacy of representation of such class. But 
such group or collectivity does not fall under Article 16(1).

(8) Creamy layer am ongst backward class of 
citizens must be excluded by fixation of proper income, 
properly or status criteria.

Reservation by executive order may not be invalid 
but since it was being made for the first time in services 
under the Union, propriety demanded that it should 
have been laid before Parliament not only to lay down 
healthy convention but also to consider the change in 
social, economic and political conditions of the country as 
nearly ten years had elapsed from the date of submission 
of the report, a period considered sufficient forevaluation 
if the reservation may be continued or not.

Valuable assistance was rendered by Shri K.K. 
Venugopal and Shri H.A. Palkhi wala, the learned senior 
counsel, who led the arguments and placed one view. 
They were ably supported by Shri P.P. Rao and Smt. 
Shyamala Pappu, senior advocates. Arguments were 
also advanced by Smt. Hingorani, Mr. Mehta, Mr. K.L. 
Sharma, Mr. S.M. Ashri, Mr. Vishal Jeet. Shri K.N. Rao 
and Col. Dr. D.M. Khanna appeared in person as 
interveners and were of assistance.

Shri Ram Jethmalani, the learned senior advocate 
appearing for the State of Bihar was equally helpful in 
projecting the other view. Shri K  Parasaran, the learned 
senior counsel for the Union of India while supporting Shri 
Jethmalani placed a very dispassionate view of the entire 
matter. Shri Rajiv Dha wan was also very helpful. Shri. R.K. 
Garg, Shri Shiv Pujan Singh,. Shri S. Siva Subramaniam, 
Shri Poui, Smt. Rani Jethmalani also made submissions. 
Shri Avadhesh Narain Singh argued in person,.

................. S d /.................... J.
(R. M. SAHAI) 

New Delhi 
November 16, 1992.
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KULDIP SINGH, J.

The Government action on the Mandal Report 
evoked spontaneous reaction all over the country. The 
controversy brought to fore important constitutional 
issues for the determination of this Court. Nine-Judge 
Bench, specially constituted, has had a 
marathon-hearing on various aspects of Article 16 of the 
Constitution of India. There are five judgments, from 
Brother Judges on Mandal-Bench, in circulation. I have 
the pieaifure of carefully reading these erudite 
expositions on various facets of Article 16 of the 
Constitution of India. I very much wanted to refrain 
from v/riting a separate judgment but keeping in view 
the importance of the issues involved and also notbeing 
able to persuade myself to agree fully with any of the 
judgments I have ventured to express myself separately. 
1 may, however, say that on some of the vital issues I am 
in complete agreement with R.M. Sahai, J. the historical 
background and the factual-matrix have been succinctly 
narrated by Brother Judges and as such, it is not 
necessary for me to cover the same.

I propose to deal with the following issues in 
seriatim: *

A. W hether "class" in Article 16(4) of the 
Constitution means "caste"? Can caste be adopted as a 
collectivity to identify the backward classes for the 
purposes of Article 16(4) ?

B. Whether the expression "any backward class of 
citizens" in Article 16(4) means "socially and 
educationally backward classes" as it is in Article 
15(;4)?

C. What is meant by the expression "any backward
of citizens..........not adequately represented in the

Services under the State" in Article 16(4) ?

D. Whether Articlie ,16(4) permits reservation^of 
.appointments or pos,ts at the stage of initial entry ir̂ ô 
Government Services or even in the procbss' pf 
pix)motidn?

E.. Whether Article 16(4) is exhaustive of the 
State-power to provide job-reservations ?

F. If Article 16(1) does not pemnit job-reservations, 
can protective discrimination as a compensatory 
■measure permissible, in any other form under Article

G.' To what extent reservations are perniissiijle 
under Article 16(4) ? Below 50% or to any extent ?

H. When a "backward class" has been identified,
can a means-test be applied to skim-off the affluent 
section of the "backward class" ? ^

L Can poverty be the sole criterion for identifying 
the."backward class" under Article 16(4).

' J. Is it mandatory to provide reservations by a 
legislative Act or it can be done by the State in exeitise 
of its executive power ? '

K. Whether the identification of 3743 castejs^as a 
"backward classes" by M andal Comn;\issipn is 
constitutionally valid ?

Mr. Ran. Jethmalani appearing for the State of,Bihar 
has advanced an extreme argument that the 'class' 
under Article 16(4) means 'caste'. Mr. P.P. Rao on the 
other hand vehemently argued that the Constitution of 
India, with secularism and equality of opportunity as its 
basic features, does not brook an argument of the type 
advanced by Mr. Jethmalani. According to him caste is
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a d<5sed door. It is not a path-even if it is-it is a prohibited 
pat^ under the Constitution.

V/e may pause and have a fresh-look at the 
soC^io-political history of India prior to the 
independence of the country.

Caste-system in this country is sui-generis to Hindu 
religion. The Hindu-orthodoxy believes that an early 
hymn in the Rg-Veda (the Purusasukta :10.90) and the 
much later Manava Dharma Sastra (law of Manu), are 
the Sources of the caste-system. Manu, the law-giver 
cites the Purusasukta as the source and justification for 
the c ŝte division of his own time. Among the aryans 
the priestly caste was called the Brahmans, the warriors 

»werecalled the kshatriyas, the common people divided 
to agriculture, pastoral pursuits, trade and industry 
were called the Vaishyas and the Dasas or non-Aryans 
and people of mix-blood were assigned the status of 
Shudras. The Chaturvama-system has been gradually 
distorted in shape and meaning and has been replaced 
by the prevalent caste-system in Hindu society. The 
caste system kept a large section of people in this 
country outside the fold of the society who were called 
the untouchables. Manu required that the dwellings of 
the untouchables shall be outside the village-their 
dress, the garments of the dead-their food given to them 
in a broken dish. We are proud of the fact that the 
Framers of the Constitution have given a special place 
to the erstwhile untouchables under the Constitution; 
The so called untouchable-castes have been named as 
Scheduled Castes and Scheduled Tribes and for them 
reservations and other benefits have been provided 
under the Constitution. Even now if a Hindu-caste 
stakes its claim as high as that of Scheduled Castes it can 
be included in that category by following the procedure 
under the Constitution.

The caste system as projected by Manu and 
accepted by the Hindu society has proved to be the 
biggest curse for this country. The Chaturvarna-system 
under the Aryans was more of an occupational order 
projecting the division of labour. Thereafter, in the 
words of Professor Harold A. Gould in his book "The 
Hindu Caste System", the Brahmins "sacralized the 
occupational order, and occupationalised the sacred 
order". With the passage of time the caste-system 
became the cancer-cell of the Hindu society.

Before the invasions of the Turks and establishment 
of Muslim rule the caste-system had brought havoc to 
the social order. The Kshtriyas being the only fighters, 
three fourth of the Hind u society was a mute witness to 
the plunder of the country by the foreigners. Mahmud 
Ghazni raided and looted India for seventeen times 
during 1000 AD to 1027 AD. In 1025 AD Mahmud 
Ghazni raided the famous temple of Somanath. How 
had plundered the shrine is a matter of history. 
Therefore between 1175 AD and 1195 AD Mahmud 
Ghazni invaded India several times. According to the

historians one of the causes of defeat of the Indians at 
the hands of Turks was the prevalent social conditions 
especially the caste system of Hindus.

Mr. L.P. Sharma in his book 'Ancient History of 
India' writes that the prevalent social conditions, 
practice of untouchability and division of society by the 
caste-system among others were the causes of defeat of 
Rajputs at the hands of Turks. Mr. Sharma quotes 
various other historians in the following words :

"Dr. K. A. Nizami, has also pointed out that 
the caste system weakened the Rajputs 
militarily because the responsibility of fighting 
was left to the particular section of the society 
i.e. the Kshatriyas. He writes, "The real cause of 
the defeat of the Indians lay in their social sys
tem and their invidious caste distinctions, 
which rendered the whole military organisa
tion rickety and weak. Caste taboos and dis
criminations killed all sense of unity-social or 
political." Dr. K.S. Lai also writes that, "It was 
very much easy for the Muslims to get traitors 
from a society which was so unjustly divided. 
This was one of the reasons why all important 
cities of north India were lost of the invader 
(Muhammad of Ghur) within fifteen years." Dr.
R.C. Majumdar writes, "No public upheaval 
greats the foreigners, nor are any organised 
efforts made to stop their progress. Like a 
paralysed body, the Indian people helplessly 
look on, while the conquerors march on their 
corps."

The Hindu did not learn lesson from the invasions 
of the Turks and continued to perpetuate the caste 
system. In the middle of 15th century major pa rt of north 
India including Delhi came to be occupied by the 
Afghans of Lodi. Ultimately Babar established the 
Moghul rule in India in 1526. After the Mughals the 
Britishers came and ruled their country till 1947.

This country remained under shackles of slavery for 
over one thousand years. The reason for our inability to 
fight the foreign-rule was the social degeneration of 
India because of the caste-system. To rule this country 
it was not necessary to divide the people, the 
caste-system conveyed the message "Divided we are- 
come and rule us".

It was only in the later part of 19th century that the 
national movement took birth in this country. With the 
advent of the 20th century Mahatma Gandhi, Jawahar 
Lai Nehru alongwith other leaders infused national and 
secular spirit among the people of India. For the first 
time in the history of India caste, creed and religion were 
forgotten and people came together under one banner 
to fight the British rule. The caste-system was thrown to 
the winds and people from all walks of life marched 
together under the slogan of 'Quit-India'. It was not the
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kshatrbas alone who were the freedom fighters-whole 
of the <:ountry fought for freedom. It was the unity and 
the integrity of the people of India which brought 
freedcfHi to them after thousand years of slavery. The 
Constitution of India was drafted in the background of 
the freedom struggle.

Secularism is the basic feature of the Indian 
Constitution. It envisages a cohesive, unified and 
castel^ss society. The constitution has completely 
obliterated the caste-system and has assured equality 
before law. Reference to caste under Articles 15(2) and 
16(2) is  only to obliterate it. The prohibition on the 
ground of caste is total, the mandate is that never again 
in this country caste shall raise its head. Even access to 
shops on the ground of caste is prohibited. The progress 
of India has been from casteism to egalitarianism-from 
feudalism to freedom.

The caste system which has been put in the grave 
by the framers of the Constitution is trying to raise its 
ugly head in various forms. Caste poses a serious threat 
to the secularism and as a consequence to the integrity 
of the country. Those who do not learn from the events 
of history are doomed to suffer again. It is, therefore, of 
utmost importance for the people of India to adhere in 
letter and spirit to the Constitution which has moulded 
this country into the sovereign, socialist, secular 
democratic republic and has promised to secure to all 
its citizens justice, social economic and political, 
equality of status and of opportunity.

Caste and class are different etymologically. When 
you talkof caste you never mean class or the vice-versa. 
Caste is an iron-frame into which people keep on falling 
by birth. M. Weber in his book 'The Religion of India' 
has described India as the land of 'the most inviolable 
organisation by birth'. Except the aura of caste there 
may not be any common thread among the caste-fello ws 
to give them the characteristic of a class. On the other 
had a class is a homogeneous group which must have 
some live and visible common traits and attributes.

Professor Andre Beteille, Department of Sociology, 
University of Delhi in his book "The Backward Classes 
in Contemporary India" has succinctly brought-out the 
distinction between 'caste' and 'class' in the following 
words :

"Which ever way we look at it, a class is an 
aggregate of individuals (or, at best, of 
households), and, as such, quite different from 
a caste which is an enduring group. This dis
tinction between an aggregate of individuals 
and an enduring group is of fundamental sig
nificance to the sociologist, and, I suspect,to the 
jurist as well. A class derives the character it has 
by virtue of the characteristics of its individual 
members. In the caste of caste, on the other 
hand, it is the group that stamps the individual

with its own characteristics. There are some 
affiliations which an individual may change, 
including that of his class; he cannot change his 
caste. At least in principle a caste remains the 
same caste even when a majority of its in
dividual members change their occupation, or 
their income, or even their relation to the means 
of production; it would be absurd from the 
sociological point of view to think of a class in 
this way. A caste is a grouping sui-generis, very 
different from a class, particularly when we 
define class in terms of income or occupation."
Article 16(2) of the Constitution of India in clear 

terms states that "no citizen shall, on grounds only of 
religion, race, caste, sex-descent, place of birth, 
residence or any of them, be ineligible fo r , or 
discriminated against in respect of, any employment or 
office under the State." In Juxtaposition Article 16(4) 
states that "nothing in this Article shall prevent the State 
from making any provisions for the reservations of 
appointments or posts in favour of any backward class 
of citizens which, in the opinion of the State, is not 
adequately represented in the services under the State". 
On a bare reading of the two sub-clauses of Article 16 it 
is obvious that the Constitution forbids classification on 
the ground of caste. No backward class can, therefore, 
be identified on the basis of caste.

We may refer to some of the judgement of this 
Court on the subject.

In R. Chitralekha & Anr. Vs. State o f Mysore & Ors. 
(1964) 6 SCR 368 this Court observed as under :

"The important factor to be noticed in Art. 15(4) 
is that it does not speak of castes, but only 
speaks of classes. If the makers of the Constitu
tion intended to take castes also as units of 
social and educational backwardness, they 
would have said so as they have said in the case 
of the Scheduled Castes and the Scheduled 
Tribes.-Though it may be suggested that the 
wider Expression "classes" is used in cl. (4) of 
Art. 15 as there are <i:t)mmunities without castes, 
if the intention was to equate classes with cas
tes, nothing prevented the makers of the Con
stitution from using the expriession "backward 
classes or castes", the juxtaposition of the ex
pression "backward class' and "Scheduled Cas
tes" in Art. 15(4) also leads to a reasonable 
inference that they expression "classes" is not 
synonymous with castes......  This interpreta
tion will carry out the intention of the Constitu
tion expressed in the aforesaid Articles........ If
we interpret the expression "classes" as "castes", 
the object of the Constitution will be frustrated 
and the people who do not deserve any adven
titious aid may get it to the exclusion of those 
who really deserve. This anomaly will not arise
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if, v/ithout equating caste with class, caste is 
take r»as only one of the considerations to ascer
tain ’'Whether a person belongs to a backward 
clas^ Or not. On the other hand, if the entire 
sub'Caste, by and large, is backward, it may be 
included in the Scheduled Castes by following 
the ^appropriate procedure laid down by the
Constitution.........But what we intend to em-
pha^i^e is that under no circumstance a "class" 

can t>e equated to a "caste”, though the caste 
of an  individual or a group or individual may 
be considered along with other relevant factors 
in putting him in a particular class. We would 
also lilce to make it clear that if in a given situa
tion caste is excluded in ascertaining a class 
within the meaning of Art. 15(4) of the Constitu
tion/ it does not vitiate the classification if it 
satisfied other tests."
InTrilokt Nath and Anr. Vs. State o f Jammu & Kashmir 

(1969) 1 SCR 103 this Court observed as under :

"Article 16 in the first instance by Cl. (2) 
iprohibits discrimination on the ground,, inter 
alia/ of religion, race, caste, place of birth, 
residence and permits an exception to be made 
in the matter of reservation in favour of back
ward classes of citizens. The expression "back
ward class" is not used as synonymous with 
"backward caste" or "backward com
munity......In its ordinary connotation the ex
pression "class" means a homogeneous section 
of the people grouped together because of cer
tain likenesses or common traits, and who are 
identifiable by some common attributes such as 
status, rank,, occupation, residence in a locality, 
race, religion and the like. But for the purpose 
of Art. 16(4) in determining whether a section 
forms a class, a test solely based on caste, com
munity, race, religion, sex, descent, place of 
birth or residence cannot be adopted, because it 
would directly offend the Constitution."

In State of Uttar Pradesh Vs. Pradip Tatidon & Ors.
(1975) 2 SCR 761 the following observations of this 
Court are relevant:

"The expression 'classes of citizens' indicates a 
homogeneous section of the people who are 
groupeci together because of certain likeliness 
and common traits and who are identifiable by 
some common attributes. The homogeneity of 
the class of citizens is social and educational 
backwardness. Neither caste nor religion nor 
place of birth will be the uniform element of 
common attributes to make them a class of 
citizens."

Finally in Kuwari K.S. Jayasree &Anr. Vs. The State of 
Kerala & Am. (1977) 1 SCR 194 this Court held as under:

"It is not necessary to remember that special 
provision is contemplated for classes of citizens and not 
for individual citizens as such, and so though the caste 
of the group of citizen may be relevant, its importance 
should not be exaggerated. If the classification is based 
solely on caste of the citizen, it may not be logical. Social 
backwardness is result of poverty to a very lai^e extent. 
Caste and poverty are both relevant fo r  determining the 
backwardness.

It is, thus obvious that this Court has firmly held 
that 'class' under Article 16(4) cannot mean 'caste'. 
Chitralekha's case is an authority on the poirtt that caste 
can be totally excluded while identifying a 'backward 
class'. This Court in Pradip Tandon's case has held that 
caste cannot be the uniform element of common 
attributes to make it a class.

Secular feature of the Constitution is its basic 
structure. Hinduism, from which the caste-system 
flows, is not the only religion in India. Caste is an 
anathema to Muslim, Christians, Sikhs, Buddhists and 
Jains. Even Arya Smajis, Brahmo Smajis, Lingyats and 
various other denominations in this country do not 
believe in caste-system. If all these religions have to 
co-exist in India can class under Article 16(4) mean 
'caste' ? Can a caste be given a gloss of a 'class'? Can 
even the process of identifying a 'class' begin and end 
with 'caste'? One may interpret the Constitution from 
any angle the answer to these questions has to be in the 
negative. To say that in practice caste-system is being 
followed by Muslim, Christians, Sikhs and Buddhists in 
this country, is to be obvious to the basic tenets of these 
religions. The prophets Of these religions fought against 
casteism and founded these religions. Imputing 
caste-system in any form to these religions is impious 
and sacrilegious. This Court in M.R. Balaji & Ors. Vs. 
State of Mysore (1963) Supp. 1 SCR 439 held as under :

"..... Besides, if the caste of the group of citizens
was made the sole basis for determining the 
social backwardness of the said group, that test 
would inevitably break down in relation to 
many sections of Indian society which do not 
rccognise castes in the conventional sense 
known to Hindu society. How is one going to 
decide whether Muslims, Christians or Jain, or 
even Lingayats are socially backward or not?
The test of castes would be inapplicable to those 
groups."

I, therefore, hold that 'class' under Article 16(4) 
cannot be read as 'caste'. I further hold that castes cannot 
be adopted as collectivities for the purpose of 
identifying the "backward class" under Article 16(4), I 
entirely agree with the reasoning and conclusions 
reached by R.M. Sahai, J. to the effect that occupation 
(plus income or otherwise) or any other secular 
collectivity can be the basis for the identification of
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" b a c k ’̂ 'ard classes". C aste-collectivity  is 
unconstitutional and as such not permitted.

B

Th€expression "any backward class of citizens" in 
Article 16(4) of the Constitution as understood till- date 
means 'socially and educationally backward class'. In 
Janki Pnsad parimoo & Ors. etc. etc. Vs. State c f Jammu & 
Kashmir{1973) 3 SCR 236 PalekarJ observed as under

"Article 15(4) speaks about "socially and 
educationally backward classes of citizens". 
While Article 16(4) speaks only of "any back
ward class of citizens". However, it is now set
tled that the expression "backward class of 
citizen" in Article 16(4) means the same thing 
a s  the expression "any socially and education
ally backward classes of citizens" in Article 
15(4)".
Mr. N.A. Palkiwala contended that the above 

quoted assumption by Palekar, J was without any basis 
and wholly unjustified. According to him it was not 
settle>d by any judgment of this Court that the two 
expressions in Articles 15(4) and 16(4) mean the same 
thing. Far from being "settled", no judgment of this 
Court had even suggested prior to 1973 that the 
expressions in the two Articles meant the same thing. 
He further contended that unfortunately, in subsequent 
cases it was not pointed out to this Court that the 
assumption of Palekar, J was not correct and the wrong 
assumption of the learned Judge passed as correct. 
According to him an erroneous assumption, even by a 
Judge of this Court, cannot and does not make the law. 
This Court inM.K. Balaji &Ors. Vs. State o f My sore (1963) 
Supp. 1 SCR 439 spealdng through Gajendra Gadkar, J 
observed as under :-

"Therefore, what is true in regard to Art. 15(4) is 
equally true in regard to Art. 16(4). There can be no 
doubt that the Constitution-makers assumed, as they 
were entitled to, that while making adequate 
reservation under Art. 16 (4), care would be taken not to 
provide for unreasonable, excessive or extravagant 
reservation, for that would, by eliminating general 
competition in a laige field and by creating wide-spread 
d issa tisfaction amongst the employees, materially affect 
efficiency. Therefore, like the special provision 
improperly made under Art. 15(4), reservation made 
under Art. 16(4) beyond the permissible and legitimate 
limits would be liable to be challenged as a fraud on the 
Constitution. In this connection it is necessary to 
emphasise that Art. 15(4) is an enabling provision; it 
does not impose an obligation, but merely leaves it to 
the discretion of the appropriate government to take 
suitable action, if necessary."

Although in Balaji's case this Court observed "what 
is true in regard to Article 15(4) is equally true in regard

to 16(4)" but this was entirely in different context. In the 
said case reservations made in the educational 
institutions under Article 15(4) were challenged on the 
ground that the same were void being violative of 
Articles 15(1) and 29(2) of the Constitution. In the above 
quoted observations this Court indicated that the 
reservations made under Article 16(4) can also be 
challenged on the same or similar grounds as the 
reservations under Article 15(4) of the Constitution of 
India. This Court did not examine the question as to 
whether the expression "backward class of citizens" in 
Article 16(4) means the same thing as the expression 
"any socially and educationally backward classes of 
citizens" under Article 15(4).

Articles 340 and 16(4) w ere in the original 
Constitution. Article 15(4) was inserted a year later by 
the Constitution First Amendment Act, 1951. Article 340 
refers to "socially and educationally backward classes". 
The Framers of the Constitution did not, however, use 
the expression "socially and educationally backward" 
in Article 16(4). The definition of 'backward classes'.as 
socially and educationally backward in Article 340, may 
have given rise to the assumption that it was not' 
necessary to re-define the expression 'backward class' 
in Article 16(4). Be that as it may the fact remains that 
there is no reasoned judgment of this Court holding that 
the two expressions mean the same thing.

The same Constituent Assembly, which drafted the 
original Constitution, drafted Article 15(4) and brought 
it into the Constitution by way of Constitution First 
Amendment Act, 1951. Article 340 defining 'backward 
classes' was already in the original constitution but in 
spite of that the Constituent, Assembly defined the 
'backward classes' for the purposes of Article 15(4) as 
"socially  and educationally backw ard". It was, 
therefore, not the intention of the Framers of the 
Constitution to follow the definition given in Article 
340, wherever the expression 'backward class' occurs 
in the Constitution. On the other hand it is plausible to 
assume that wherever the Framer of the Constitution 
wanted the 'backward classes' to be defined as "socially 
and educationally backward". They did so, leaving 
Article 16(4) to be interpreted in its context.

Articles 340 and 15(4) are part of the same 
Constitutional-Scheme. Socially and educationally 
backward classes may be identified by a commission 
appointed under Article 340 and the said commission- 
after investigation may make recommendations, 
including the sanctioning of grants, for the uplift of the 
backward classes. Article 15(4) makes it possible to 
implement the recommendations of the commission 
and for that purpose permits protective discrimination 
by the State. Since there is identity of purpose between 
the two Articles the 'backward class' in the context'of 
these Articles has been defined identically. But thatis 
not true of Article 15(4) and 16(4), When these two
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Articles of Constitution in juxtaposition-enacted in 
conseĉ ûtive years- use markedly different phraseology, 
well erstablished canons of interpretation dictate that 
such Hf'tanings should be assigned to the words as are 
indica ted by the difference in phraseology. Article 16(4) 
has different purpose than Article 15(4). The subject 
matter of Article 16(4) is the service under the State. It is 
a special provision enabling the State to make any 
provision for the reservation of appointments or posts 
in favour of the backward section of any class of citizens 
which/ in the opinion of the State, is not adequately 
represented in the services under the State. The 
expression "backward" in the context of Article 16(4) is 
entirely different than the expression "socially and 
educationally backward class" in Article 15(4). Under 
Article 16(4) the backward class has to be culled-out 
from amongst the classes which are not adequately 
represented in the State Services. Any species of 
backvw ârdness is relevant in the context of Article 16(4). 
By contrast, any special provisions to be made under 
Article 15(4)-e.g. grants out of the public exchequer can 
only be made for "socially and educationally backward 
classes". What is to be identified under Article 16(4) is 
not the "backward class" but a "class of citizens" which 
is inadequately represented in the State-services. On the 
other hand it is the "backward class" which is to be 
identified under Article 15(4). W^en the two classes to 
be identified in the two articles are different the question 
of giving them the same meaning does not arise.

Constituent Assembly Debates Volume 7 
(1948-1949) pages 684 to 702 contains the speeches of 
stalwarts like R.M. Nalavade. Dr. Dharma Prakash, 
Chandrika Ram, V.I. Muniswamy Pillai, T. Channiah, 
Santanu Kumar Das, H.J. Khandakar, Mohd. Ismail 
Sahib, Hukum Singh, K.M. Munshi, T.T. 
Krishnamachari, H.V. Kamant and Dr. B.R. Ambedkar 
on the draft Article 10(3) [corresponding to Article 
16(4)]. In a nut-shell the discussion projected the 
following view-points

(1) The original draft Article 10(3) did not contain 
the word 'backw ard'. The original Article only 
contained the expression "any class of citizens". The 
word "backw ard" was inserted by the Drafting 
Committee at a later stage.

(2) The opinion of the members of the Constituent 
Assembly was that the word "backward" is vague, has 
not been defined and is liable to different 
interpretations. It was even suggested that ultimately 
the Supreme Court would interpret the same. Mr. T.T. 
Krishnamachari even stated in lighter-tone that the 
loose drafting of the chapter on fundamental rights 
would be a paradise for the lawyers.

(3) Not a single member including Dr. Ambedkar 
gave even a suggestion that "backward class" in the 
said Article meant "socially  and educationally  
biackward".

(4) The purpose of Article 10(3) according to Dr. 
Ambedkar was that "there must at the same time be a 
provision made for the entry of certain communities
which have so far been outside the Administration..........
that there shall be reservations in favour of certain 
communities which have not so far had a proper 
"look-in" so to say into the Administration".

(5) According to Dr. Ambedkar the said Article was 
enacted to safe guard two things namely the principle 
of equality of opportunity and to make provision for the 
entry of certain communities which have so far been 
outside the Administration. Dr. Ambedkar further 
stated

"Unless you use some such qualifying phrase 
as "backward" the exception made in favour of 
reservation will ultimately eat up the rule al
together. Nothing of the rule will remain. That 
I think, if I may say so, is the justification why 
the Drafting Committee undertook on its own 
shoulders the responsibility of introducing the 
word "backward" which, I admit, did not 
originally find a place in the fundamental rights 
in the way in which it was passed by this 
Assembly".
The reading of the Constituent Assembly Debates 

makes it clear that the only object of enacting Article 
16(4) was to give representation to the classes of citizens 
who are inadequately represented in the services of the 
State. The word "backward" was inserted later on only 
to reduce the number of such classes who are 
inadequately represented in the services of the State. 
The intention of the Framers of the Constitution, 
gathered from the Constituent Assembly Debates, 
leaves no manner of doubt that the two "classes" to be 
identified in the two articles are different and as such 
the expressions used in the two articles cannot mean the 
same. Article 16(4) enables the State to make 
reservations for any backward section of a class which 
is inadequately represented in the services of the State. 
Almost every member who spoke on the draft Article 
10(3) in the Constituent Assembly complained that the 
word "backward" in the said Article was vague and 
required to be defined but in spite of tha t Dr. Ambedkar 
in his final reply did not say that the word "backward" 
meant "socially and educationally backward", rather he 
gave the explanation, quoted above which supports the 
reasoning that the word "backward" was inserted in 
Article 16(4) to identify the backward section of any 
class of citizens which is not adequately represented in 
the State-Services and for no other purpose.

I, therefore, hold that the expression "backward 
class of citizens" under Article 16(4) does not mean the 
same thing as the expression "an y  socially and 
educationally backward classes of citizens" in Article 
15(4). The judgments of this Court wherein it is assumed 
that the two expressions in Articles 15(4) and 16(4) mean
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the sam« thing do not lay down correct law and are 
overrul^<J to such extent.

O ver a period of four decades this Court under a 
mistake r» view read the expression "any backward class 
of citizens" in Article 16(4) to mean the same as 
"backward classes of citizens" in Article 15(4). Having 
held tha t the two Articles operate in different fields, the 
crucial question which falls for consideration is what is 
meant t>y the expression. "Any backward class of
citizens....... not adequately represented in the services
under the State" in Article 16(4).

A layman's look at Article 16(4) gathers the 
impression that the reservation under the said Article is 
permissible for the backward classes of citizens who are 
not adequately represented in the services under the 
State. But on closer scrutiny and examination it is clear 
that the reservations under Article 16(4) are provided 
for classes o f  citizens which are np  ̂ adequately  
represented in the State Services. The original draft 
article 10(3) [corresponding to Article 16(4)] was as 
under:

"10(3) Nothing in this article shall prevent the 
State from making any provision for the reser
vation of appointments or posts in favour of 
any class of citizer\s who, in the opinion of the 
State, are not adequately represented in the ser
vices under the Slate."

Reading the original draft Article 10(3) leaves no 
manner of doubt that the manifest intention of the 
Framers of the Constitution was to provide reservation 
for those classes of citizens who are not adequately 
represented in the State services. It is common 
knowledge that during the British regime the State 
services were packed from amongst the persons who 
were on the right side of the regime. Mass of the Indian 
people who were active in the freedom struggle were 
kept out of State services. Article 16(4) was enacted with 
the sole purpose of giving representation to the classes 
of citizens who are not adequately represented therein. 
The sine qua non for providing reservation is the 
inadequate representation of the class concerned in the 
State services.

The word "backward" was inserted in the draft 
Article 10(3) by the Drafting Committee before the draft 
was finalised. The insertion of the word "backward" at 
a laterstage did not change the intention with which the 
original draft Article 10(3) was brought into existence. 
Fortunately, for the people of this country, there are 
lengthy deliberations in the Constituent Assembly 
Debates which show the purpose and the object of 
adding the word "backward" in the draft Article 10(3). 
Dr. Ambedkar in his speech before the Constituent 
Assembly gave the object and purpose of enacting

original draft Articlc 10(3) and also gave elaborate 
reasons for inserting the word "backv^^ard" in the said 
Article. The said speech is reproduced, hereunder:

"Then we have quite a massive opinion which 
insists that, although theoretically it is good to 
have the principle that there shall be equality of 
opportunity, there must at the same time be a 
provision made for the entry of certain com
munities which have so far been outside the 
administration. As I said, the Drafting Commit
tee had to produce a formula which would 
reconcile these three points of view, firstly, that 

' there shall be equality of opportunity, secondly 
that there shall be reservations in favour of 
certain communities which have not so far had 
a ^'roper look-in' so to say into the administra
tion. If honourable Members will bear these 
facts in mind-the three principles, we had to 
reconcile,-they will see that no better formula 
could be produced than the one that is em
bodied in sub-clause (3) of article 10 of the 
Constitution; they will find that the view of 
those who believe and hold that there shall be 
equality of opportunity, has been embodied in 
sub-clause (1) of Article 10. It is a generic prin-' 
ciple. At the same time, as I said, we had to 
reconcile this formula with the demand made 
by certain communities that the administration 
which has now-for historical reasons-been 
controlled by one community or a few com
munities, that situation should disappear and 
that the others also must have an opportunity 
of getting into the public services. Supposing, 
for instance, we were to concede in full the 
demand of those communities who have not 
been so far employed in the public services to 
the fullest extent, what would really happen is, 
we shall be completely destroying the firslt 
proposition upon which we are all agreed, 
namely, that there shall be an equality of oppor
tunity. Let me give an illustration. Supposing, 
for instance, reservations were made for a com
munity or a collection of communities, the total 
of which came to something like 70 per cent of 
the total posts under the State and only 30 per 
c6nt are retained as the unreserved. Could 
anybody say that the reservation of 30 per cent 
as open to general competition would be satis-' 
factory from the point of view of giving effect 
to the first principle, namely, that there shall be 
equality of opportunity? It cannot be in my 
judgment. Therefore the seats to be reserved, if 

' the reservation is to be consistent with sub
clause (1) of Article 10, must be confined to a 
minority of seats. It is then only that the first 
principle could find its place in the constitution
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and effective in operation. If honourable Mem
ber^ Understand this position that we have to 
safeguard two things, namely, the principle of 
equality of opportunity and at the same time 
satisfy the demand of communities which have 
not had so far representation in the State, then,
1 art  ̂sure they will agree that unless you use 
sonr ê such qualifying phrase as "backward" 
the ̂ exception made in favour of reservation will 
ultimately eat up the rule altogether. Nothing 
of the rule will remain. That I think, if I may say 
so, is the justification why the Drafting Com
mittee undertook on its own shoulders the 
responsibility of introducing the word 
"backward" which, I admit, did not originally 
find a place in the fundamental right in the way 
in which it was passed by this Assembly." 
(Constituent Assembly Debates, Vol. 7,1948-49 
pages 701-702).

Dr. A mbedkar stated incleartermsthatdraft Article 
10(3) now Article 16(4) was brought in by the framers of 
the Constitution to provide "reservations in favour of 
certain communities which have not so far had a 
'proper look-in' so to say into the administration." He 
nowhere stated that the reservations were meant for 
backward classes. According to him, the Article was 
enacted with the object of provid ing reservation to those 
classes of citizens who are not adequately represented 
in the State-Services. Dr. Ambedkar further elaborated 
the point when he stated "the administration which has 
now-for historical reasons-been controlled by one 
community or a few communities, that situation should 
disappear and that the others also must have an 
opportunity of getting into the public services": Dr. 
Ambedkar was not referring to backward or 
non-backward communities, he was only referring to 
the communities which were dominating the public 
services and those which were not permitted to enter the 
said services. While making it clear that the reservations 
are meant for whose classes of citizens who are 
inadequately represented in the State-Services, Dr. 
Ambedkar visualised that conceding in full the demand 
of such communities, reserving majority of the seats for 
them and leaving minority of the seats unreserved, 
would render the guarantee under Article 16(1) 
nugatory. He illustrated the point by giving figures and 
stated that a safeguard was to be provided so that 
m ajority of the ap p oin tm en ts/p osts in the 
State-services are not consumed in the process of 
reservation. It was for that purpose, according to Dr. 
Ambedkar, the expression "backward" was inserted in 
the draft Article 10(3). The object of adding the word 
"backw ard" was only to reduce the number of 
claimants for the reserve posts. Instead of the whole 
class having inadequate representation in the 
State-services only the backward section of that class is

made eligible for the reserve posts. In a nutshell, the 
reservation under Article 16(4) is not meant for 
backward classes but for backward sections of the 
classes which are not adequately represented in the 
State-services. There may be a class which is 
inadequately represented in the State-services and it 
may be backward as a whole, like the Scheduled Castes 
and the Scheduled Tribes. Such a class as a whole is 
eligible for the reserve posts.

"Not adequately represented in the services under 
the State" is the only test for the identification of a class 
under Article 16(4). Thereafter the 'Backward class' has 
to be culled-out from out of the classes which satisfy the 
test of inadequacy.

Under the Constitution the "backward class" which 
has been identified for preferential treatment is the 
"socially and educationally backw^ard" class. The 
constitutiohal-scheme is explicit. Articles 340 and 15(4) 
make it clear that wherever the Constitution intended 
to provide special compensatory treatment for the 
"backward classes" they have been defined as 'socially 
and educationally backward'. Article 16(4) is not in line 
with Articles 340 and 15(4). Article 16(4) does not 
provide job-reservations for the backwrard classes. That 
is why the expression "socially and educationally 
backward" has not been used therein. The classes of 
citizens to be identified under Article 16(4) are those 
who are not adequately represented in the services 
under the State.

Exam ine it from another angle. If the 
job-reservations under Article 16(4) are meant for "any 
backward class" then the expression "...not adequately 
represented..." has to be read in relation to the said class. 
Can it be done ? Is it possible to classify the backward 
classes into those who are adequately represented in the 
State-services and those who are not ? Can a class which 
is adequately represented in the State-services be 
considered backward ? Negative is the answer to all 
these questions. A class w hich is adequately 
represented in the State-services cannot be considered a 
backward class. A class may not be backward even if it 
has inadequate representation in the State-services but 
once it secures adequate representation in the 
State-services it no longer remains backward. It is not 
possible to read the expression "not adequately 
represented" in Article 16(4) in relation to "any 
backward class". If you do so then the said expression 
is rendered redundant. To make every word of Article 
16(4) meaningful and workable the said expression can 
only be read in relation to "class of citizens".

Yet another way to examine. Scheduled castes and 
scheduled tribes are a 'class' by themselves and the 
Constitution permits protective discrimination to 
compensate them. Reservation of seats in the House of 
People and the Legislative Assemblies have been 
provided for them. Article 335 is special provision for
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taking into consideration their claims in tiie 
appoir^ttnents to State-services! Had there been an 
intention to provide job-reservations in favour of 
w e a k e r  sections of society or for the 'socially and 
educationally backvy ârd classes' then scheduled caste 
and sc::heduled tribes would have been the first to be 
provided for by specific mention in Article 16(4). It is 
idle to say that the expression 'backward class of 
citizens' would include them. Article 15(4) uses the 
expression "...any special provision for advancement of 
any socially and educationally backward classes of 
citizens or for the scheduled castes and the scheduled 
tribes". Similarly Article 46 provides "The State shall 
prom ote...weaker section of the people, and, in 
particular, of the scheduled castes and scheduled 
tribes-..", thus where ever in the Constitution special 
protection has been provided for socially and 
educationally backward classes the scheduled castes 
and scheduled tribes have been specifically mentioned 
along with. Article 16(4) does not give protection to 
either of the two, it only provides for those who are 
inadequately represented in the State services. If the 
'scheciuled caste and scheduled tribes' and "socially 
and educationally backward classes" qualify the test of 
inadequacy they are eligible for th6 reserved seats under 
Article 16(4). The scheduled castes and scheduled tribes 
being the weakest of the weak per-se satisfy the test.

The condition precedent for a class to get benefit 
under Article 16(4) is not its backwardness but its 
inadequacy in State-services. Once inadequacy is 
established and the classes on that test are identified 
then the backward sections of those classes become 
eligible to the benefit of reservation. Classes, which are 
inadequately represented, can be identified by 
occupation, economic criterion, family income or from 
political sufferers, border areas, backward areas, 
communities kept out of State-services by the British or 
by any other method which the State may adopt. Once 
a class which is inadequately represented, is identified 
it is only the backward section of that class which is 
eligible for job reservations. Backward section can be 
culled-out by adopting a means test, or on the basis of 
social, ed uca tional or economic backwa rd ness. Once the 
classes are identified there can be no difficulty for the 
State to find out the backward-parts of those classes.

Mandal has identified 52% population of this 
country as backward. 22% ha ve already been identified 
as Scheduled Castes and Scheduled Tribes. In a country 
with a population of 850 million people-74% of which 
is backward-job reservation can hardly be the source of 
reducing social and economic disparities in the society. 
Even the Mandal Report has characterised the job 
reservations as "Palliatives". The Framers of the 
Constitution-with secularism, egalitarianism, integrity 
and unity as their avowed objects-could not have 
permitted horizontal division of the country into

backward and non-backward for the sake of 
job-reservations.

I, therefore, hold that Article 16(4) permits 
reservation of appointments/posts in favour of classes 
of citizens which in the opinion of the State are not 
adequately represented in the services in the services 
under the State. Once such classes are identified then 
the reserve posts are offered to the backward sections of 
those classes.

Before parting with the subject I may say that the 
successive Governments, whether in the States or at the 
Centre, have been re-miss in the discharge of their 
obligations, under the Constitution, towards the poor 
and backward people of the country. Job-reservations 
as a dole, has been the vote-catching platter. Neither the 
job-reservations nor the reservation of seats in the 
educational institutions are of material help. Unless 
illiteracy and poverty are removed, the backward 
classes cannot be benefited by the reservations alone. 
Affirmative-Action Programme on war footing is 
needed to uplift the backwards. Liberal grants and 
subsidised schemes under Article 340 read with Articles 
15(4) and 46 are needed to remove illiteracy and 
poverty. Housing, sanitation and other necessities of life 
are to be provided. Illiteracy is the root cause of 
backwardness. "Free and compulsory education" is 
nowhere within reach even 45 years after the 
independence. The legislations enabling free education 
are only on paper. A poor father, whose child is earning 
and contributing towards the family income, may not 
send the child to school even if the education is free. The 
State may consider compensating the father for the loss 
in income due to child's stopping work for going to 
school. It is not for this Court to suggest what the 
Government should do, we only say that the State has 
not done what it is required to do under the 
Constitution. Job-reservation is not the answer to the 
problem. Prof. Andre Beteille in his book (supra) has 
summed up the issue in the follovying words :

"What has gone wrong with our thinking on the 
backward classes is that we have allowed the 
problem to be reduced lai^ely to that of job 
reservation. The problems of the backward 
classes are too varied, too large and too acute to 
be solved by job reservation alone. The point is 
not that job reservation has contributed so little 
to the solution of these problems but, rather, 
that it has diverted attention from the masses of 
Harijansand Adivasis who are too poor and too 
lowly even to be candidates for the jobs that are 
reserved in their names. Job reservation can 
attend only to the problems of middle class 
Harijans and Adivasis : the overwhelming 
majority of Adivasis and Harijans, like the 
majority of the Indian people, are outside t his 
class and will remain outside it for the next
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several generations. Today, job reservation is less 
a way cf solving age-old problems than one of 
buying l>eace for the moment. It v/ould be foolish 
to blam^'only the government for wanting to buy 
peace i  iia country in which everyone wants to buy 
peace. It would be foolish also to recommend an 
intransigent attitude to a government which has 
neither h e  will to impose its power nor the imagi- 
natiori to think of alternatives. But unless it is able 
to offer something better to the backward classes 
than it done so far, reservation will continue to 
bedevil it.... In assessing any scheme of reserva
tions today, we have to keep in mind the distinc
tion between those schemes that are directed 
towards advancing social and economic equality, 
and those that are directed towards advancing 
sociail and economic equality, and those that are 
directed towards maintaining a balance of power. 
Reservations for the Scheduled Castes and Sched
uled Tribes are, for all their limitations, directed 
basically to wards the goal of greater equality over
all. Reservations for the Other Backward Classes 
and for religious minorities, whatever advantages 
they may have, are directed basically towards a 
balance of p)ower. The former are in tune which 
the spirit of the Constitution; the latter must lead 
sooner or later to what Justice Gajendragadkar 
has called a "fraud on the Constitution/"

D
The next question for consideration is whether 

Article 16(4) provides reservation of appointments or 
posts at the stage of initia 1 entry to Government services 
or even in the process of promotion. As at present the 
question is not res-integra. A Constitution-Bench of this 
Court, in The General Manager, Southern Railway vs 
Rangachari (1962) 2 SCR 586 by a majority of three to two, 
has held that promotion to a selection post is covered by 
Article 16(4) of the Constitution of India. Rangachari's 
case has been followed by this Court in State o f Punjab 
vs Hiralal & Ors. (1971) 3 S.C,.R. 267f and Akhil 
Bharatitya Soshit Karamchari Sangh (Railway) vs Union o f  
India & Ors. (1981) 2 S.C.R. 185. This Court has also 
referred to Rangachari's case in various other judgments. 
The reasoning of the majority in Rangachari's case has, 
however, been followed in the subsequent judgments of 
this Court without adding any further reason. Mr, 
Venugopaland Ms. Shyamla Pappu, learned counsel for 
the petitioners have contended that majority judgment 
in Rangachari's case does not lay-down correct law.

The point in dispute in Rangachari's case was "is 
promotion to a selection post which is included in 
Article 16(1) and (2) covered by Article 16(4) or is it 
not 7" The majority in Rangachari's case interpreted 
Articles 16(1), 16(2) and 16(4) as under:

(l)The matters relating to employment must 
include all matters in relation to employment both prior

and subsequent to the appointm ent which are 
incidental to the employment and form part of the terms 
and cond itions of such employment. Thus promotion to 
selection posts is included both under Article 16(1) and 
(2).

(2) Article 16(4) does not cover the entire field 
covered by Article 16(1) and (2). Some of the matters 
relating to employment in respect of which equality of 
opportunity has been guaranteed by Article 16(1) and
(2) do not fall within the mischief of Article 16(4). For 
instance the conditions of service relating to 
employment such as salary, increment, gratuity, 
pension and the age of supernuation are matters 
relating to employment and as such they do not form 
the subject matter of Article 16(4).

(3)Both "appointments" and "posts" to which the 
operative part of Article 16(4) refers to and inTespect of 
which the power to make reservation has been 
conferred on the State must necessarily be 
appointments and posts in the service. The word 
"posts" in Article 6(4) cannot mean ex-cadre posts in the 
context.

(4)The condition precedent for the exercise of the 
powers conferred by Article 16(4) is the inadequate 
representation of any backward class in the State 
services. The inadequacy may be numerical or 
qualitative. In the context the expression "adequately 
represented" imports considerations of "size" as well 
as "v a lu e s" , numbers as well as the nature of 
appointments held and so it involves not merely the 
numerical test but also the qualitative one. It would not 
be reasonable to hold that the inadequacy of 
representation can and must be cured only by reserving 
a proportionately higher percentage of appointments at 
the initial stage. In a given case the State may well take 
the views that a certain percentage of selection posts 
should also be reserved.

(5)The word "posts" under Article 16(4) includes 
selection posts and as such reservation can be made not 
only in regard to appointments which are initial 
appointments but also in regard to selection posts which 
may be filled by promotion thereafter.

The first three findings of the majority in 
Rangachari's case reproduced above are 
unexceptionable, however, findings 4 and 5, with 
utmost respect, do not flow from the plain language of 
Article 16(4) of the Constitution of India.

There is no doubt that the backward classes should 
not only have adequate representation in the lowest 
cadres of services but they should also aspire to secure 
adequate representation in the higher services as well. 
Article 16(4) permits reservation for backward classes 
by way of direct recruitment to any of the cadres in the 
State services. Reservation can be made in direct 
recruitment to any cadre or service from Class-IV to
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Class-1 Of the State services. The majority in Rangachari's 
case read in Article 16(4), what is not there, to 
support the element of qualitative representation.

The reservation permissible under Article 16(4) can 
only be "in favour of any backward class of citizens" 
and not for individuals. Article 16(1) guarantees a right 
to an individual citizen whereas Article 16(4) permits 
protective discrimination in favour of a class. It is, 
therefore, mandatory that the opportunity to compete 
for the reserve posts has to be given to a class and not to 
the individuals. When direct recruitment to a service.js 
made the 'backward class' as a whole is given an 
opportunity to be considered for the reserve posts. 
Every member of the said class has a right to compete. 
But that is not true of the process of promotion. The 
backward class as a collectivity is nowhere in the 
picture; only the individuals, who have already entered 
the service against reserve-posts, are considered. In the 
higher echelons of State services-cadre strength being 
small—there may be very few or even a single 'backward 
class' candidate to be considered for promotion to the 
reserve post. An individual citizen's right guaranteed 
under Article 16(1) can only be curtailed by providing 
reservations fora 'l?ackward class and not fdrbackward 
individuals. The promotion posts are not offered to the 
backward class. Only the individuals are benefited. The 
object, context and the plain language of Article 16(4) 
make it clear that the job-reservation can be done only 
in the direct recruitment and not when the higher posts 
are filled by way of promotion.

Examine from another angle. Article 16(4) provides 
for reservation of appointments or posts. Promotion is 
an incident of service which comes after appointment. 
'Appointment' simpliciter means initial appointment to 
a service. Even the majority in Rangachari's case did not 
dispute this proposition of law. But interpreting the 
word "posts" to include selection posts it has been held 
that reservation can be made in the initial appointments 
as well as in regard to selection posts to be filled 
thereafter. With respect, it is not possible to construe the 
word " p o s ts "  in the manner the judgm ent in 
Rangachari's case has done. The expression "reservation 
of...posts in favour of any backward class of citizens" 
only means that the posts in any cadre or service can be 
reserved by the State Government. It is not possible to 
read in these lines the permissibility of reservation even 
in the process of prom otion. This is the only 
interpretation which can be given in the context and also 
in conformity with the service jurisprudence.

It has been rightly held in Rangachari's case that 
Article 16 (4) does not cover the entire field covered by 
Article 16(1) and (2). The conditions of service which are 
matters relating to employment are protected by the 
doctrine of equality of opportunity and do not from the 
subjcct matter of Article 16(4). It is settled proposition 
of law that right to promotion is a condition of service.

Once a person is appointed he is governed by the 
conditior\s of service applicable thereto. Appointment 
and conditions of service are two separate incidents of 
service. Conditions of service exclusively come within 
the expression "matters relating to employment" and 
are covered by Article 16(1) and not by 16(4). When all 
other conditions of service fall out-side the purview of 
Article 16(4) and are exclusively covered by Article 16(1) 
then where is the justification to bring promotion within 
Article 16(4) by giving strained-m eaning to the 
expression 'posts'. The only conclusion by reading 
Articles 16(1), 16(2) and 16(4) which can be drawn is that 
all conditions of service including promotion are 
protected under Articles 16(1) and (2). Article 16(4) 
makes a departure only to the extent that it permits the 
State Government to make any provision for the 
reservation of appointments or posts at the initial stage 
of appointment and not in the process of promotion.

Constitution of India aims at equality of status and 
opportunity for all citizens including those who are 
socially, economically and educationally backward. If 
members of backward classes can maintain minimum 
necessary requirement of administrative efficiency not 
only representation but also preference in the shape of 
reservation may be given to them to achieve the goal of 
equality enshrined under the Constitution. Article 16(4) 
is a special provision for reservation of appointments 
and posts for them in Government services to secure 
their adequate representation. The entry of backward 
class candidates to the State services through an easier 
ladder is, therefore, within the concept of equality. 
When two persons one belonging to the backward class 
and another to the general category enter the same 
service through their respective channels then they are 
brought at par in the cadre of the service. A backward 
class entrant cannot be given less privileges because he 
has entered through easier-ladder and similarly a 
general class candidates cannot claim better rights 
because he has come through a tougher-ladder. After 
entering the service through their respective sources 
they are placed on equal footing and thereafter there 
cannot be any discrim ination in the m atter of 
promotion. Both must be treated equally in the matters 
of employment after they have been recruited to the 
service. Any further reservation for the backward class 
candidate in the process of promotion is not protected 
by Article 16(4) and would be violative of Article 16(l)i

Although there is no factual material before us but 
it would not be hypothetical to assume that the 
reservation in promotion-based on roster points-can 
lead to various anomalies such as the person getting the 
benefit of the reservation may jump over the heads of 
several of his seniors not only in his basic cadre but even 
in the higher cadres to which he is promoted out of turn. 
Even otherwise when once a member of the backward 
class has entered service via reserve post it would not
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be fair tO keep on providing him easier ladders to climb 
tlie high^ffungs of the State services in preference to the 
general ^^tegory. Instead of reserving the higher posts 
for in-se*^ice members of the backward class the same 
should tK‘ filled by direct recruitment so that those 
members of backward class who are not in the State 
services iiiay get an opportunity to enter the same.

For the reasons indicated above I hold that the 
interpretation given by the majority in Rangachari's case 
to Article 16(4), to the effect that it permits reservations 
in the process of promotion, is not permissible and as 
such cannot be sustained, Rangachari'scase to that extent 
is over ruled . I hold that Article 16(4) permits 
reservation of appointments or posts iri favour of any 
backward class of citizens only at the4nitial stage of 
entry into the State services. Article 16(4) doies not 
permit reservation either to the selection posts or in any 
other manner in the process of promotion.

E & F

Article 16(1) provides equality of opportunity for all 
citizens in matters relating to State services. Equals have 
to be treated equally whereas the unequals ought not to 
be treated equally. For effective implementation of the 
right guaranteed under Article 16(1) classification is 
permissible. Such classification has to be reasonable 
having regard to the object of the right. Article 16(4) is 
another facet of Article 16(1). It exclusively provides for 
reservation which is one of the forms of classification. 
Article 16(4) being a special provision regarding 
reservation it completely takes away such classification 
from the purview of Article 16(1). Thus the State power 
to provide job reservations is wholly exhausted under 
Article 16(4). No reservation of any kind is permissible 
under Article 16(1). Article 16(4) completely overrides 
Article 16(1) in the matter of job reservations.

Article 16(4) thus exclusively deals with reservation 
and it cannot be invoked for any other form of 
classification. Article 16(1), however, permits protective 
discrimination, short of reservation, in the matters 
relating to employment in the Stateservices. On these 
issues I entirely agree and adopt the reasoning and the 
conclusions reached by R.M. Sahai, J. and hold as 
under:

1. Article 16(1) and 16(4) operate in the same field.

2. Article 16(4) is exhaustive of the State-power to 
provide reservations in State Services.

3. Protective discrimination, short of reservations, 
which satisfy the tests of reasonableness, is permitted 
under Article 16(1).

G

I have carefully read the reasoning and the 
conclusions reached by R.M. Sahai, J. on this issue. 
Agreeing with him I hold as held:

(0 that the reservations under Article 16(4) 
must remain below 50% and under no cir
cumstance be permitted to go beyond 50%. Any 
reservation beyond 50% is constitutionally in
valid.

(it) It is for the State to adopt the methodology 
of providing reservations below 50%. The State 
may provide the said reservation in respect of 
the substantive vacancies arising in a year or in 
the cadre or service. It would be permissible to 
carry forward the reserve vacancies of one year 
to the next year. It is reiterated that the vacan
cies reserved in a year including those which 
are carried forward shall not exceed 50%. .

(«/) No reservation of any kind can be made for 
any class or category whether backward or non
backward under Article 16(1).

H

The protective discrimination in the shape of job 
reservations has to be programmed in such a manner 
that the most deserving section of the backward class is 
benefited. Means-test ensures such a result. The process 
of identifying backward class can not be perfected to the 
extent that every member of the said class is equally 
backward. There are bound to be disparities in the class 
itself. Some of the members of the class may have 
individually crossed the barriers of backwardness but 
while identifying the class they may have come within 
the collectivity. It is often seen that comparatively rich 
persons in the backward class-though they may not 
have acquired any higher level of education-are able to 
move in the society without being discriminated 
socially. The members of the backward class are 
differentiated into superior and inferior. The' 
discrimination which was practiced on them by the 
superior class is in turn practiced by the affluent 
members of the backward class on the poorer members 
of the said class. The benefits of special privileges like 
job-reservations are mostly chewed up by the richer or 
more affluent sections of the backwai^ classes and the 
poorer and the really backward sections among them 
keep on getting poorer and more backward. It is only at 
the lowest level of the backward class where the 
standards of deprivation  and the extent of 
backwardness may be uniformed. The jobs are so very 
few in comparison to the population of the backward 
classes that it is difficult to give them adequate 
representation in the State services. It is, therefore, 
necessary that the benefit of the reservation must reach 
the poor and the weakest section of the backward class. 
Economic ceiling to cut off the backward class for the 
purpose of jobreservations is necessary to benefit the 
needy-sections of the class. I therefore, hold that means 
test is imperative to skim-off the affluent sections of the 
backward classes.
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Wh^Kier a group of citizens living below poverty 
line or ur\der povertyconditions can be considered 
backward class under Article 16(4)? In other v^ords can 
a class o f  citizens be identified as backwa rd solely on the 
basis o f  economic criterion? Emphatic yes, is my 
answer.

Pov'erty is the culprit-cause of all kinds of 
backwat'dness. A poor man has no money. He lacks 
ordinary means of subsistence. Indigence keeps him 
away from education. Poverty breeds backwardness all 
around the class into which it strikes. It invariably 
results in social, econom ic and educational 
backv/ardness. It is difficult to perceive on what 
reasoning one can say that a class of citizens living 
under poverty conditions is not a backward class under 
Article 16(4). The main reason advanced in this respect 
is that social backwardness being the mandatory 
criterion for the identification of backward class under 
Article 16(4), poverty alone cannot be the basis for 
backwardness in relation to Article 16(4). The other 
reason advanced is that in this country except for a small 
percentage of the population, the people are generally 
poor. The argument is that reservation for all is 
reservation for none. It is necessary to examine the two 
reasons on the anvil of logic.

This Court, over a period of four decades, has been 
interpreting the expression "backward class" in Article 
16(4)" to mean "socially and educationally backward" on 
the mistaken assumption that the expression "any 
backward class of citizens" in Article 16(4) means the 
same thing as "socially and educationally backward 
classes' in Article 15(4).

Based on elaborate reasoning I have held in part B 
of this judgment that the expression "any backward 
class of citizens" in Article 16(4) cannot be confined to 
"Socially and educationally backward classes". The 
concept of "any backward class of citizens" in Article 
16(4) is much wider than the "backward classes" defined 
under Article 15(4). It is not correct to say that social 
backwardness is an essential characteristic of the 
'backward class' under Article 16(4). The object of 
Article 16(4), as held by me in part C of this judgment, 
is to provide job-reservatior\s for the backward sections 
of those classes of citiz;ens which are not adequately 
represented in the State-services. In the context of 
Article 16(4) the economic criterion is essentially 
relevant. On the interpretation of Article 16(4) as 
given by me in parts B and C of this judgment, social 
backwardness is not the sine qua non for being a 
"backward class" under Article 16(4).

Even if it is assumed that a backward class under 
Article 16(4) means socially backward, any class of 
citizens living belong poverty line would amply qualify 
to be a 'backward class'. Poverty has a direct nexus to

I social backwardness. It is an essential and dominant 
characteristic of poverty. A rich belonging to backward 
caste-depending upon his disposition-may be or may 
not be socially backward, but a poor Brahmin struggling 
for his livelihood invariably suffers from social 
backwardness. The reality of presentday life is that the 
economic standards confer social status on individuals. 
A poor person, howsoever honest, has no social status 
around him whereas a rich smuggler moves in a high 
society. No statistics can hide the fact that there are 
millions of people, who belong to the socalled elite 
castes, are as poor and often a great deal poorer than a 
very large proportion of the backward classes. It is a 
fallacy to think that a person, ‘ though earning 
thousands of rupees or holding higher posts is still 
backward simply because he happens to belong to a 
particular caste or community whereas millions of 
people living below poverty line are forward because 
they were bom in some other caste, or communities. 
Poverty never discriminates, it chooses its victims from 
all religions, castes and creeds. The pavement dwellers 
and the slum dwellers, belonging to d ifferent castes and 
religions, have a common thread of poverty around 
them. Are they not the backward classes envisaged 
under Article 16(4)? Poverty binds them together as a 
class. Classes of citizens living in chronic-cramping 
poverty are per se socially backward. Poverty runs into 
generations. It may be a result of the social or economic 
inequality of the past. During the British regime several 
communities who fought the Britishers and those who 
actively participated in the freedom struggle, were 
deliberately kept below the poverty line. There are vast 
areas in India, like Kalahandi in Orissa, which are 
perennially poverty striken. By and large poverty in this 
country is a historical factor. Looked from any angle it 
is not possible to hold that the citizens of India who are 
living under poverty conditions or below poverty line 
are not socially backward. It would be doing violence to 
the object purpose and the language of Article 16(4) to 
say that the poor of the country are not eligible for 
jo^reservations under the said Article.

Simply because the bulk of the population of this 
country is poor and there may be a large number of 
claimants for the reserved jobs that is no ground to deny 
the poor their right under Article 16(4). Thi  ̂reasoning 
will apply to the other backward classes with much 
more force. Mandal has identified 52% of the population 
as backward. Apart from that 22% are scheduled castes 
and scheduled tribes. Those who are canvassing 
reservations for 74% of the so called backward classes 
have no basis whatsoever to say that 40% poor of the 
country be denied the benefit of jobreservations. The 
poor can be classified on the basis of income, 
occupation, conditions of living such as slum dwellers, 
pavement dwellers etc. and priorities worked out. They 
can be operationally defined, categorised ,
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subcat^gorised and thereafter the backward sections 
can be identified for the purposes of Article 16(4). It is 
high tin^e that we leave the dogmatic approach of 
making reservation in public services on the basis of 
caste a symbol of social backwardness. We must 
adopt a practical measure to confining it only to low 
income groups of people having unremunerative 
occupgitions whose talents and abilities are subdued 
under the weight of poverty. I, therefore, hold that a 
backward class for the purposes of Article 16(4) can be 
identified solely on the basis of economic criteria.

J
This question has been examined by Brother Judges 

and they have held that the reservations can be 
provided by the Parliament, State Legislatures, 
statutory rules as well as by way of Executive 
Instructions issued by the Central Government and the 
State Governments from time to time. The Executive 
Instructions can be issued only when there are no 
statu tory  provisions on the subject. Executive  
Instructions can also be issued to supplement the 
sta tutory provisions when those provisions are silent on 
the subject of reservations. These propositions of la w a re 
unexceptionable and I reiteratethe same. I, however, 
make it clear that any Executive Instruction [issued 
under Articles 16(4), 73 or 162] providing reservations, 
which goes contrary to statutory provisions or the rules 
under Article 309 or any other statutory rules, shall not 
be operative to the extent it is contrary to the statutory 
provisions/rules.

K
Legal aspects arising out of Article 16(4) have been 

discussed and decided. Finally we have to examine the 
process of identification of the backward classes and test 
the same at the anvil of Article 16(4) as interpreted by 
us. Mandal Commission was set up on January 1,1979 
under Article 340 to identify the classes for the purpose 
of Article 16(4). The Commission identified 3743 
backward castes and submitted its report on December 
31,1980. No action was taken on the Mandal Report by 
the successive Governments for a decade. The Mandal 
report was finally lifted from the Morgue by the 
government of the day which accepted the report and 
issued Memorandum dated August 13,1990 providing 
reservations for 3743 backward castes identified by the 
M andal Commission. Later on the successor 
government amended the reservation - policy by the 
Memorandum dated September 25, 1991. These 
Memoranda have been reproduced in the judgements 
proposed by brother Judges. Both the Memoranda are 
based on the Mandal Report. The reservations 
provided under the two Memoranda are to be extended 
to 3743 castes identified by the Mandal Commission. It 
is therefore, necessary to find out whether the backward 
classes to which reservations under the Memoranda are 
being extended, have been constitutionally and validly

identified. I do not agree with the theory - apparently 
without logic - that the Memoranda can be adjudicated 
de-hors Mandal Report. Elaborate arguments were 
addressed before us challenging the validity of Mandal 
Report by M /s Palkhiwala, Venugopal, Shyamala 
Pappu and other learned counsel appearing for the 
petitioners. Agreeing with the learned counsel, I hold 
that the identification of 3743  castes as the 
'beneficiary-class' for job reservations under Article 
16(4), is wholly unconstitutional; invalid and cannot be 
acted upon. My reasons for holding so are as under

(i) The term of reference require the Commission "to 
determine the criteria for defining the socially and 
educationally backward classes". Assume that Mandal 
has done so. The reference and the Mandal 
Commission's investigation is based on the legal fallacy 
that the expression "backward class of citizens" means 
the same thing as "socially and educationally backward 
classes of citizens" in article 15(4). That-is why the 
Commission was asked to identify socially and 
educationally backward classes. We have held two 
expressions in Article 16(4) and 15(4) do not mean the 
same thing. The classes to be identified under article 
16(4) cannot be confined only to social and educational 
backwardness. The definition therein is much wider 
and is not limited as under Article 15(4). It is thus, 
evident that the identification of the "backward classes" 
under Article 16(4) cannot be based only on the criteria 
of social and educational backwardness. Other classes 
which could have been identified on the basis of 
occupation, economic standards, environments, 
backward area residence, etc. etc. have been left out of 
consideration. The identification done by Mandal is 
thus violative of Article 16(4) and as such cannot be 
sustained.

(ii) It has been held by me that the backward classes 
for the purpose of Article 16(4) are the backward 
sections of the classes who are inadequa tely represented 
in the State-services. Admittedly, this exercise was not 
done. Mandal identified the castes on the criteria of 
social and educational backwardness.

(iii) The Terms of Reference further required the 
Commission "to examine the desirability or otherwise 
of making provision for the reservation of
appointments or tests......in pubic services". This most
vital part of the Terms of Reference was wholly ignored 
by the Com m ission. Before making its
recommendations the Commission was bound, by the 
Terms of Reference, to determine the desirability or 
otherwise of such reservations. The Commission did 
not at all investigate this essential part of the Terms of 
Reference.

(iv) Mandal has not done any survey to find out as 
to whether 3743 castes which accroding to him are the 
backward classes, under article 16(4), had inadequate 
representation in the State services. There is no
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materii^l on the record to show that 3743 castes 
identified by Mandal are not adequately represented in 
the Stat^ Services. The condiition of inadequacy is a 
condiition precedent under Article 16(4) of the 
Constitution. This having not been established, the 
identific^ation of the so called "backward classes" is 
wholly unconstitutional and inoperative.

(v) JPara 2.7 of the report indicates that the list of 
backward castes was prepared from the following 
sources;-

1. Socio-educational field survey;
2. Census report of 1961;
3. Personal knowledge gained through extensiive 

touring and from the evidence;and
4. Lists of other backward classes notified by 

various State Governments.
The so called "socio-educational field survey", was 

an eye-wash. Only two villages and one urban block in 
each d istrict of the country was taken into 
consideration. According to the petitioners only .06% 
of the total villages in the country were surveyed. Mr. 
Venugopal relied on a chart showing the sources from 
which the list of castes was prepared by the Mandal 
Commission. The contents of chart were not disputed 
before us by the Union of India. Mr. Venugopal pointed 
out that out of 3743 castes only 406 were subjected to the 
socio-eductional field survey. To be precise the chart 
shows that only 10.85% castes were subjected to survey 
and the remaining castes were picked up from other 
sources. The Commission set up for the purposes of 
identifying backward classes is under an obligation to 
conduct comprehensiive survey. A backward class, 
identified on the sole test of caste and that also with only 
10.85% socio-educational survey, cannot be 
constitutionally valid under Article 16(4).

Lar^e number of castes were picked up by the 
Mandal Commission from the state lists. It was 
illustrated before us that out of 260 castes identified 
from the Union Terriotory of Pondichery only 14 were 
subjected to socio-educatiional survey. One was 
identiified on personal assessment of the Commission 
and the remaining 245 castes were picked up from the 
State list. These facts are not denied by the Union of 
India in the affidavit filed in writ petititon 930/90. 
Similarly large number of castes were taken from the 
lists of other backward classes operating in the States. 
It was wholly illegal for the Commission to adopt the 
Statelists without any investigation and survey. It is not 
disputed that no Commission was ever set-up in 
Pondicherry to identify the backward classes. There is 
nothing in the Mandal Report to show that the State lists 
which were adopted were prepared as a result of any 
survey, investigation or scrutiny.^ Mandal Report in 
paras 2.63 and 2.64 specfically states that Haryana, 
Himachal Pradesh, Assam, Pondicherry, Rajasthan,

Orissa, Meghalaya and Delhi have notified lists of Other 
Backward Classes without their being any enquiry into 
their conditions. In para 2.65 it is mentioned that 
Andaman and N icobar, A runachal Pradesh, 
Chandigarh, Dadra and Nagar Haveli, Goa, Daman and 
Diu, Lakshadweep, Madhya Pradesh, Manipur, 
Mizoram, Nagaland, Sikkim, Tripura and West Bengal 
have never prepared a list of OBC's. If the State lists 
were to be declared as Other Backward Classes by the 
Central Government then no Commission under Article 
340 was required - an Administrator could do the job. 
When 90% of the Castes selected were not subjected to 
the socio-educational survey it is impermissible to treat 
the said castes as backward classes.

1961 census was also taken as a source for preparing 
the list of backward castes. There is nothing on the 
record to show as to why Mandal relied on 1961 census 
when the 1971 census was avaiilable. A statement filed 
by Mr.Venugopal after examining the government 
records shows that the castes were picked up from the 
Kaka Kalekar Commission Report. In para 1.13 Mandal 
condemns Kaka Kalekar's Report, even otherwise the 
said report was rejected by the Government of India in 
1955 but still Mandal adopts castes from the said Report.

It is thus, obvious that hardly any investigation was 
done by the Mandal Commission to find out the 
backward classes for the purposes of Article 16(4). A 
collection of so called backward castes by a clerical-act 
based on drawing-room investigation cannot be the 
backward classes envisaged under article 16(4). If the 
castes enlisted by Mandal are permitted to avail the 
benefit of job-reservations, thereby depriving half the 
country's population of its right under Article 16(1) the 
result would be nothing but a fraud on the Constitution.

(vi) The Mandal report virtually re-writes Article 
16(4) by substituting caste for class. The caste has been 
made the sole and exclusive test for determining the 
backward classes. Every other test-economic or 
non-economic has been wholly rejected . Para 1.21 of 
Mandal report states "the substitution of caste by 
economic tests will amount to ignoring the genesis of 
social backwardness in the Indian society". Paras 11.5 
and 11.25 of the Mandal report indicate that the caste 
was taken as a collectivity for the purposes of 
socio-educational survey. The "indicators" for 
determining social and educational backwardness were 
also applied to the castes alone. Every single piece of 
evidence and other material adverted to by the 
Commission was only for the purpose of determining 
whether a caste was backward. There was no 
investigation at all to find out whether a member or 
family in the caste was backward. The "indicators" 
invoked to determine backwardness were invariably 
applied to the castes and not to the individuals. What 
emerges is that in the first instance only a caste was 
taken as a collectivity. Thereafter no individual or a
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farriily cf  ̂<hat caste was subjected to the "indicators". 
Only th^ castes were tested through the "indicators" and 
thfe result obtained. Thus the Caste has been made the 
sole, paramount, overriding and decisive factor. The 
methodc?logy based on caste alone is unconstitutional 
as it viql-att's Articles 16(2) and 16(4) of the Gonstitution 
of India.

(vii) The Mandal report invents cdstes even for 
h0n-ikirtd^  ̂ th e  bWessibh with castei^ the
4 ^ ife  toiiijp>p>ly yardM^k ito all ihdiahs
i^pelliedl the tommissiori to identify bickWard classes 
amohĝ ^Hon-Ĥ  ̂ also by 'the exciiisive test of caste 
(peii'as l2 .il  to 12.18) regardless of th(̂  fact that caste is 
anathema to Christanity, Islam arid Sikhisitl. There are 
yarious pther denominations and religions in the 
countryJikeBuddhist> Jains; Aiya Samajis> Lingyatis etc. 
Who do hot belieye in casteism. The net-result is that 
almost '25% of the population was not taken into 
consideration jby ithe Mandal Commission. Th6 
apiprpaclijw^ ariti-jsecularahd against the^basic features 
of the Cohstitution.

e Mkridal Cotnmis&ibn has estimated the 
pdpuiiatipri of bther backward classes in the country as 

- say the least the exercise to reach the figure of 
52% is wholly imaginary i It is in the realin of conjecture. 
The'conclusion arrived at in para 12.22 ofi the Mandal 
Rep6rt to the effect that backward classes constitute 
nearly 52% of-the Indian pbpulatieih is; based bn: 1931 
census. : It is ̂ whplly arbitra ry to count ithe pbpulation of 
backward classes ;in the country on the basisvof census 
which took place fifty yearis before the; report was 
submiftedi; In .prder to reach the .cpndusion Pf 52% 
Martdal has added up the popuiation of scheduled 
castesy ;^cheduled tribes, nonrHindu communities 
:(Mu,sliiT\s,..C Buddhists, Jains) ^nd the
Ipifiyajrd Jf^ndu .casfeŝ  and cpmmunitlejs (Birahamans, 
Rajjjufe  ̂ Jais/ Vashy^-jBaniya e Kayastha,
ptiter caste7 r̂oM|3?) which make
56.30% pi tKe tptarpopujlat.l^  ̂ Mahdal has assum 
that tile ^ i d ^ 4  pp^jatW ^ q( (lOD minus
56.30% ei îyajien^  ̂ cpnsi^s,;bif. backward
ciasses. it IS diKfcult tp imagine HpW 
accept .SHich ’̂ ^ and :Whpll^ arbitrary
^alcuiaiupps., It is pity ihdt iialf cif the cpif^htry is being
depriyed tjKeir ri^hf 16(1)
on the ̂ s ’li pi the cejns  ̂ exhurhedlFHp̂ ^̂  old
grave and'tfi|ec^ logic
and fair-pla^ Mandal further assumed errondpusly, 
tha t i^la tivie^opulatio^  ̂ of yanpus cbmmunities
at the time ofMandi^l j-epprt was the same as at the time 
ô  1931 census. It î  absurd to think that there was no 
change in their population growth during the long 
period of 50 years, it is pertinent to observe that India of 
1931 copiprised pf present India, Pakistan, Bangladesh,

Burma, and Sri Lanka and as such it would be wholly 
erroneous to relate the caste-based population situation 
of 1931 to that of 1980.

(ix) According to Mandal Commission's own 
showing the materials before the Commission were 
woefully inadequate. Essential data was non-existeht. 
"Hardly any State wais able to give the desired 
infbimation';' (para 9.4). As regards representation of 
OBG ŝ in goverrunent services, the informa tion received 
by the Commission was "too sketchy and scrappy for 
any meaningful infej^nce which ipay be valid for the 
country as a whole*' (para 9,14). "No State Government 
could furnish figures regarding the level of litei'acy and 
education amongst othef backward class" (para 9.30). 
No lists of OBC's (is maintained by the central 
Government, nor tl^eir particulars are separately 
complied in Government Offices" (para 9.47)

Based on the.reaspning  ̂ tii<? conclusions reached 
jbŷ t̂ e in pajt;as ' A' tp -K'; pf the judgement, I order and 
direct.as under:-j v : r-;

(i) The identificatibn of 3743 castes as a "backv ; 
ward class" by MandalCbmmissibn is cbnstitu- 
tiOnally invalid and cannot be acted upon.^i *. !
(̂ii) Office Memorandum dated A ii^ st 13,1990 
issued by the Go^/erriment of Iridia is uncbn- 

' ^^itutibrial nbri-e#i^iid as Siich taniriot be ^n  ̂ ^
' ' ■  ■'vj; i,;--

,, (ill) Pair  ̂2;(i) of th  ̂Offic  ̂MeMbrandum dat^d 
Sepieinber 25,19^1 ^dOpt$ the nK âns test, the  
adoption bf m^ahs test b^ the GbVernmenf bf 
fhdla 'in pnnciple is upheld, Since para 2(i) is 
applicable tp the 3743 castes identified by the 
Mandal Comrfiis^ibn thfe said paira shall hot 
bf)efate till the Ume^'backwai^ classes'' for the 
purposes of Articre 16(4) are identified by the

i Gbvernment of India in accordarice with the 
law laid-down in this judgement;
‘(iv) !Para 2(ii) Of the Office Membrandum dated 

' ^epteihbei' 25 /1^ 1  is iiphcfld. Since this pata 'is ' 
integral p M  6f tĥ ^̂  dated'
AU^Ukt l3 ;i9 9 0 ‘aWd'Sej t̂embe  ̂25,1991, itcaTi- 
ribtVp'erate i I, however, hold
tha t  the Gbverh Indi  ̂can make r^ser-
Vattbns  ̂sblely ̂ iksed brî  e^bnbmiic criterion by ' 
a^sepdrat  ̂ord^l ^
The writ petition aiii'd â  ̂ cbnnected matters ar,e 

disposed of in the above term's witK rip order as to costsj
^........Sd/...,..... ....J
(KULDIP SINGH)

New Delhi. .. ,j , . ■ . .
-̂--------------  November 16,1992.



IN THE SUPREME COURT OF INDIA 
CIVIL ORIGINAL JURISDICTION

Writ Petition (Civil) No. 930 of 1990 

With

WM0hIqs>9,7/$h94S/9O/966/90,965/90,9 ^ $ m ,954/90,971/90,972^^^^^ 1079/90, 1106/90,1158/90,
1071/90,1 W m ,  ib77/&i), i i:i9 /k ,im /9 0 ^  m m o ,  1 m /io ,  11 W ^ O ,iM /90,1148/90, i m / 9 0 ,974/90A 114/89,9S7/90, 
1061/90,1C64/90,1101/90,1115/90,1116/96,1117/90,1123/90,11^/90, m 6/90 , m 0 / m  i;l4i/90,1307/90, T.C (C) Nos,
2 :? /m ,M -^ m ,M r^ m o ,U rm im ,M /9 0 im i, ,w.p. ( q  nos. lo s i /H  343/91, 1362/9̂ , 1094/ h ,  i m m ,  1128/90, 23/91,
3/91, a  W.P. (C) No. n /92 , Tll/92, 261/92.

Indra Sawhriey Etc. Etc. 

Versus

JJaion pi India & Drs. Etc. Etd'

.... Petitioners

..... Respondents

JUDGMENT

y^tandes 'in civil' posts and 
sfe tli  ̂ of lh'|i|[^ha 1) be
r^jgrved for SEBC.

s ( ii^ ia fq i^ ^ a id  rgs^i^^tiori' ftiall,  ̂ to
vacancies to be filled by direct reGruitriien^,..,.
(iii) Candidates belonging to SEBC recruited on 
the basis‘pf m*ent in an opfen competition on the 
same standard prescribed fof the general 
candidates shall ttpt be adjusted against the 
reis îvaition qudtk of
(iy) TheSiEBG w6:ald comprise the first phWsfe 
the castes and communities which are comrilon 
to both the list in the report of the Mandal 
Comi^ssion and the State Gloverhrtients' liste. 
A lis't^oi ûcî ' taiste/cbmmunities is being 
issufed Separately.

The; amended GfficeV.M dated 25th
Septe^bejv 1991 proyidje;%jj-

2(i) VVithin the 27% of the yacanc?ies in civil 
p<̂ ŝ; ari(d sei^ices jiander the Government of 
India reserved for^BBCs/ P ^  shall be
giyen, to (|2apdidaJ^^.^  
sectieir\S pf the sufBcient number
of such candidates; ajee îibt available, unfilled 
yacan-Cies shall be M  the other SEBC 
candiiiates.
(ii) of the Va ĉanGies in civile posts and 
services under the Gpvei^mentbflnidia shall be 
reserved for other e'donomically backward 
sections of the people who are not covered by 
any pf the existing st^emes Of reserv^itionr

(iiji) jrHe criteria f̂or determining the poqrer 
se^tio^ 5f the S M o  or th^ other economically 
ba^kivard sections of the people Who are not 
covei^ed by any of the existing schemes of 
resehfatioM are being issued separately.

The reservation postulated in these orders fpr the

the economically backward sections of the people in the 
Central Government services to the extent of 27% and 
10% respectively is in addition to the reservation 
already made for the Scheduled Castes and the,. 
Scheduled Tribes to the extent of 22.5%,
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Thes^ Orders are made pursuant to the Report 
submitted by the Backward Classes Commission 
appointeci V  the President of India under Article 340 of 
the Constitution. This Report is generally known by the 
nanrie of tfieChairman of the Commission, the Late B.P. 
Mandal. The petitioners submit that the Report leading 
to the impiJgned Government Orders is not based on 
any scientific or objective study of backwardness in the 
cpuhtiy/ and arty attempt to malce rese^ation on the 
basis q i  IhS diiia Siipplifed RepdH ittalidhail,
UnJbHSilHiHbHal aftd mvalld. They say that the Report 
is cbhcdved in caste prejudices ahd motivated by caste 
hatred. The Report does not address itself to a proper 
identification of true backwardness for the redressal of 
which the Constitution permits reservation by quota for 
the backyvard classes of citizens to the exclusion of all 
other persons. On the other hand, the sole criterion on 
the basis of which backwardness is purportedly 
identifieci is caste and nothing but caste. Any order 
resujtingJn.res,ervation or other affirmative action on 
the basis oi the wrong conclusions drawn by the 
Cornmission is bojjnd to be the very antithesis of 
equality.

The respondents, supporting the impugned 
Gdvei-nftnient orders) contend that' the Constitution 
guarantees liberity, equality and fraternity for all classies 
of pebpie irVspectiye of their religion, community, 
caste ocGupation> residence or the like. Every citizen is 
entitled to equai' large
sectio^ df d^t cduhtr^'men 'haV̂  ̂ been discHminated 
against:'oh accou0 of their birith. As a resiilt of such 
inequity;:they have been steeped in poverty, ignorance 
arid squ^driTo ailc^iatej their rniseiy and ekya them 
to ppsMGnS eqi^ality vy ith the more fdr tuna te, a f fluent 
ana enft̂  ̂ df our cdufitryMen, the
Founding jf âthers of the Constitution made special 
prdvisipiis for their uplift. These provisions are meant 
to protect vthe truly back of this country,
namely/ members of the Scheduled, Castes arid the 
Scheduled ;T ii^  and other bacl^ard classes. They 
contend that the Mandal Report is; a scientihc and 
serious stu4y rationally addressed to the problem of 
backwar<iness by identifying it where it is mdst acutely 
felt and Ipudiy present, n '̂meiy, arndngst the Idwest df 
the Idwiy citizens of tliis country. Those are the 
members o f me lo w cas tes as tradltidhally recognised 
and identified by the State and Central Governments. 
The various classes of people belonging to such castes 
are identified as socially, educationally and 
economicailly backward and it is in respect of those 
people that the Government have rhade the impugned 
reservatipns.

The 'ihdicatbts' or 'criteria' adopted in the Mandal 
Report ate broadly grouped as sociial, educational and 
economic on the basis of castes/classes. The

commission has identified classes with castes and 
backwardness with particular castes. Castes which are 
socially, educationally and economically backward are 
characterised as backward classes entitled to the benefit 
of reservation. Persons are grouped on the basis of caste 
either because they are members of it by reason of their 
being Hindus or because they were members of it in the 
past prior to their conversion to other religions. 
Identification of backwardness is thus made with 
referehce td the present or past caste affiliatibhs of the 
people, th e  Report saysj-

"12.4. In fact, caste being the Iwslc unit of social 
organisation of Hindu Society, castcs are the only 
readily and clearly 'recognizable and persistent 
collectivities'

"12.6. . . . the Commission has also applied some 
other tests like stigmas of low occupation, criminality, 
nomads, beggary and untouchability to identify social 
backwairdness. Inadeqviite representation in public 
services was taken as another important test".

In regard to non-Hindus, the Report says:-

"12.11 There is nodbubt that social and educational 
backwardness among non-Hindu communities is more 
or less of the same order as among Hindu communities. 
Though caste system is peculiar to Hindu society yet, in 
actual practice, it also pervades the non-Hindu- 
comrriuhities in India in varying degrees . . .  . even after 
conversion, the ex-Hindus carried with them their 
deeply iingrained ideas of social hierarchy and 
stratificjitipn , . . . " .  ,

"12.14. . . .even after conversion the lower castes 
cortVeiJts were continued to be treated as Harijans by all 
sections of the society

"12 .18 . . , .the Commissipn has evolved the 
following- rough and ready criteria for identifying 
non-Hindu OBCs:-

(i) All Untouchables cortvert^  to any non-Mindu 
religion; and

(ii) Such occupational communities which are 
known by the name of their traditional hereditary 
occupation and whose Hindu counterparts have been 
included in the list of Hindu OBCs. (Examples: Dhobi, 
Teli, Dheemar, Nai, Gujar, Kumhar, Lohar, Darji, 
Badhai, etc.)".

The Report has thus treated all persons who belong, 
or who had once belonged, to what had been regarded 
as untouchable or other traditionally backward castes 
or com m unities or who belong to certain low 
occupations as socially, educationally and economically 
backward.
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The Particulars of the Mandal Report and other 
material relied on by the Government in making the 
irfipiugfied orders do not directly arise for our 
coMlder'^tion at this juncture as this Bench has been 
co'nstitu to examine the concept of equality of 
opplii’tiinity in matters of public employm^ntv as 
ensJiHhe^ ^n Article 16 and other provisions of the 
Constitii tions/ ' and settle the,legal position relating to 
reservatlofi' and thus lay dowi>,the guidelines by which 
the valid it/ and the reasonableness of Government 
Oi-ders o n  reservation can be tested in appropriate cases.

The Gpncept of Reservation:

The fMndamental question is, what is the raison 
d'^ti^^oiif jiM^i^ati an4 wjhî t are its limits. Thie 
Co|«fitu tiq n ^ ^ ^ ts the Stateio â^  ̂ affirmative
a c t ^  a $ J (jj^ m s  necessary,to up̂  baekvy^rcj 
cl̂ jCsf!̂  pif Q^'lqu^lity >vith the rest of;
our courit.^ classes of citjz^ns have
been in tlie past den access tp 'G oye^W  
on accoii# of to pompi^te^^ctiyelyja
open S(̂ le(0Jtiô *̂̂ ô̂  ,o .̂-merits. |t, is, thereforc,
open fg to resprye a 'cert
se9ts’(n^3|c0s oQeaming and̂ p̂̂  ̂ se^jces in fayour 
of tlie ^j^eduleC& Tribes and
other backvY^rd classy 49. ̂  exclusio ;P̂ thers,
irri^I^iCt^ qjf ■ ni^its.>^hg impugned government 
or4ejrg:ha.yem94e i«serya,ti^^b^^^
Government services exclusively for l^ackward classes 
of candidates. : ; ^

, xReferrijogI to the concept of equality of opportunity 
in public employment) as embodied in Article 10 of the 
draft;C0nstitutiGn>vwhich fittaIly;emei^ed as Article 16 
of the Consti^tion/and the conflicting claims of various 
com m u n ities > for representiation iin -  public  
adminis|ratiQn, Dn Ambedkar emphatically declared 
that reservatipn should b e;confined to 'a minority of 
seats', lest the yery concept of equality should be 
destroyed. In view of its great importance, the full text 
of his Sj^eech delivered irt the Cotistitiii^ht Assembly on 
the-pbirt^ this |Udghtent.'ButT^^^  ̂ now
read a feW passa'ges from it. Dr. AMbedksfr stati^d:

. ,i firstj^fthat there shall be: equality of 
opportunity^ secondly that thew  sMll be 
rc!sei^ati0ns;iin favour of certain/coitilthim 
which have not sP far had a 'prdp^MdPMn^ so ■ 
tosay irttp the administration.. . . .  Supppsing, 
for instance, we were to concede in >fUll the 
demand of thpse communities who have not 
been so fap employed in the public services to 
the fullestextent, what would really happen is,
.we shall be completely destroying the first 
proposition upon which we are all Agreed, 

v.vnamely, that there shall be an equality of 
opportunity, . . . . Therefore, the seats‘ to be

reserved, if the reservation is to be consistent 
with sub-clause (1) of Article 10, must be confined 
to a minority of seats. It is then only that the first 
principle could find its place in thie Constitution
and effective in operation.............we have to
safeguard two things, namely, the principle of 
equality of opportunity and at the same time 
satisfy the demand of communities which have 
not had sP far representation in the State*. . .  
Constituent Assembly Debates, Col. 7, pp. 701-702 
(1948-49),

(emphasis supplied)

These words em body the raison  d 'etre 6£ 
reservatlpn and its limitationsi Reservation is one of the 
mî easures adopted by the Constitution to remedy th  ̂
continuing evil effects of prior inequities stejmhting' 
from discriminatory practices against various classes of 
pePple which have resulted in their social, educational 
and economic backwardness, Reservation is meant tp be 
addressed to thq present social, educational and 
economic backwardness cause by purposeful societal 
discrimination. To attack the continuing ill effects and 
perpetuation of such injustice, the Constitution permits 
and empowers the State to adopt corrective devices 
even when they have discriminatory and exclusioifiaiy 
effects. Any such measure, in so far as one group iŝ  
preferred to the Exclusion of another, rhust necessarily 
be nafrowly tailored to the achievem ent of the 
fuhdamental constitutional goal.

What the Constitution permits the adoption of' 
suitable and appropriate remedial measures to cprrect 
the continuing evil effects oi prior discrimihatioin. 
Over-inclusiveness in such measures by unduly 
widening the net of reservation to unjustifiably protect; 
the ill deserved at the expense of the others would result 
in invidiPus discrim inatipn offending the 
Cdnstitutiohal objective. Benign classification for 
affirmative action by reseryatipn must stay strictly 
within the narrowbounds of rerriedial iactions. Any such 
programme must be consistent With the fundamental 
objective of equality. Classes of pepple saddled with 
disabilities rooted in histofy of purposeful unequal 
treatment and consequently relegated to social, 
educational, econornic and political powerlessnesS 
particularly qualify to demand the extraordinary and 
special protection of reservation.

Reservation is meant to remedy the handicap of 
prior discrimination impeding the access of classes of 
people to public administration. It is for the iState tP 
determine whether the evil effects of inequities 
stemming from prior discrimination against classes of; 
people have resulted in their being reduced to positions 
of backwardness and consequent under representation
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in public ac^niinistration. Reservation is a remedy or a 
cure for the ill effects of historical discrimination.

While affirmative action program m es by 
preferential treatment short of reservation in favour of 
disadvantaged classes of citizens may be justified as 
benign redressal measures based on valid classification, 
the hidfe i>ositlve affirm ative action adopting  

bt  other 'set ftsldê  n\eadUt«s dr 
iii !̂ V<0liirdf cks^es of citiz^iis td the

eKcIusldn o (  pthers must be nairowly tailored and 
strictly aiddtessed to the problem which is sought to be 
remedied by the Constitution. Any such action by the 
S tate  m u s t  necessarily be subjected to periodic 
adm inistrative review by specially constituted  
authoriideŝ  ̂ so as to guarantee that such policies and 
aetipns are, applied correctly and strictly to p^^nnitted 
wn^t^utioh^

, ReseWation is not a end in itself. It is a means to 
achieve equality. The policy of reservation adopted to 
achieve that end must, Iherefore, be consistent with the 
Objective in view. ;Reservation must not outlast its 
constitutional object and must not allow a vested 
inteJ êst to dpvelop and perpetuate itself. There will be 
no need for reservation or preferential treatment once 
eqiiality is achieved. Achievement and preservation of 
eqtiality fpjc all classes of people, irrespective of their 
birt%cireed^aith ô  ̂ is one of the noble ends
to"which tjhe Cprtstitution is dedicated. Every  
rese^atioh founded on benign discriminationy and 
justifiably adopy^ to achieve the constitutional 
mandate of cqyaÛ ^̂  must necessarily be a transient 
passage to that er̂ d;̂  temporary in concept, limited 
in duration, conditional in application and specific in 
object. Rese^va t̂ion must contain within itself the seeds 
qf ijts term ination. Any attem pt to perpetuate  
fp̂ ejtyation.̂ â̂  upset the constitutional mandate of 
e£|a]ity is d^siru^tiye of liberty and fraternity and all 
tfe basiC; in the Cohstitution. A
balance ,ha^ be maintained between the competing 
values an4 theHval claims and interests so as to achieve 
equality arid freedom for all.

• a The makers of the Constitution werefully conscious 
of^he unfoi^unate .p^itipn of the Scheduled Castes and 
the &heduled Tribes, to  them equality, liberty and 
fraternity a b  but ja dream ; an ideal guaranteed by the 
law, but far too distant to reach; far too illusory to touch. 
These backward people and others in like positions of 
helplessness are  the favoured children of the 
Constitution, It is for them that ameliorative and 
remedial measures are adopted to achieve the end of 
equality. To permit those who are not intended to be so 
specially protected to compete for reservatioij is to 
dilute the protection and defeat the very constitutional 
aim.'/ . . .

The victims of prior injustice are the special 
favourites of the laws. Their plight is a shameful scar on 
the national conscience. It is a constitutional command 
that prompt measures are adopted by the State for the 
promotion of these unfortunate classes of people 
specially to positions of comparative enlightenment, 
culture, knowledge, influence, affluence and prestige so 
as to place them on levels oiF equality with the more 
fd̂ tut̂ ate df dui* countrymeii.

Reservation must one day become unnecessary and 
a relic of an unfortunate past. Every such action must be 
a transient self-liquidating programme. That is the hoj?e 
and dream cherished by the Constitution Makers and 
that is the end to which the State has td address itself in 
making special‘provisions for the chosen classes of 
pedpil(e for sjpecial constitutional protection, so that 
"p erson s will be regarded as persons, and 
discrimination of the type We address today will be an 
ugly feature of history that is instructive but that is 
behind us '̂ ;  .Pif jUsticfei T. M arshall, Regents df the 
Univ^stiy o f California Vs. Alan Bakke. 438 US 265, 57 L 
Ed. 2d 750. See also H. Earl VuUilabe vS. Philip M. 
Klutztiick,i4& US 448,65 L Ed. 2d 9Q2; M etro Bro^casting, 
Inc. vs.Vederdl CommUnic^  ̂ Commission, 5  ̂I.W. 5053 
(Decided on 27.6.1990); Oliver Brown vs. Board of 
Educaiion o f Topeka, 347 US 483, 98 L Ed., 2d 873; City of 
Richmond vs. J.A. Croson Co., 488 US ̂ 9 ;  Wendy Wygdnt 
\s.]dcksdH Board o f Education/ 4 76 lJS 2 6 7 ,9 0 L B d .2d 260.

Reservation under the Constitution:

The Constitution seeks to secure to all its citizens 
Justice, Liberty; Equality and Fraternity* These are the 
basic pillars on which the grand concept of India as a 
Sovisreign Socialist Secular Democratic Republic rests. 
This Splendor that is Ihdia rests on these magnificent 
concepts, each of which, supporting the other  ̂upholds 
the dignity and freedom of the individual and secures 
the integrity and unity of the nation.

Equality is one of the magnificent cornerstcmes of 
Ind ian democracy: Smt. Indira Nehru Gandhi vs. Shri Raj 
Narain. (1976) 2 SCR 347,659; Minerva Mills Ud. & Ors. 
vs. Union of India & Ors., (1981) 1 SCR 206, 241; Waman 
Rao & Ors. Ms. Union o f India & Ors., (1981) 2 SCR 1,19. 
Articles 14,15 and 16 embody facets of the many-sided 
grandfeur of equality : The General Mdndger, Southern 
Rdiiivay vs. kaHgdchari, (1962) 2 SCR 586, 597 ; State o f 
Kerala &Anr. vs. N.M. Thdmas & Ors., (1976) 1 SCR 906, 
956. Article 14 prohibits the State from denying to any 
person within the territory of India equality before the 
law or the equal protection of the laws* All persons in 
like circumstainces must be treated equally. Equality is 
between equals. It is parity of treatment under parity of 
conditions. The Constitution permits valid classification 
founded on an intelligible differentia distinguishing 
persons or things grouped together from others left out
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of the group. And such differentia must have a rational 
relatic>|it9 the object sought to be achieved by the law : 
State ( î Kerala & Anr. vs. N.M. Thomas & Ors., (1976) 1 
SGR 9^6. See also Shri Ram Krishna Dalmia vs. Shri Justice
S.R t^ndolkar& Ors., (1959) SCR 279,

Any State action distinguishing classes of persons 
is liable to be condem ned as invidious and 
uncofistitutional unless justified cis a benign  
classification rationally addressed to the legitimate aim 
of qualitative and relative equality by means of 
affirmative action prpgramm^es of protective measures 
with 4  view to uplifting identified ^is^dyanta 
groups. All such measures must bear a reasonable 
propo rtipn be tween their d im a nd the nieans  ̂ad op ted 
a^d niust te '̂rninate on accomplishm^ t^eir object. 
Any l^gitimfite affirmative action; rationally and 
reasoridbly administered is an aid to the attainment of 
equality.

^  In this words of Judge Tanka of International Court 
of Justice : ; v T

".:̂ îThe piintiple is that what-is fequakiis to bê " 
treated equally and whit is different is to be 
treated differently, namely p'rbf^ortionat^ly to 
the factual difference. This is What was

jusHtiadisHibutiva''.

nqtlpeah the absolute equality, riamely equal 
treatfnehf of mfen with6ut regard to individual, 
eont|ete circumstances, but it means the 
relatiy^ equality, namely the principle to treat 
equdiy whatare equal and unequally what are 
ui
' ' . . . . t o  ¥reat Unequal mattjeris differently  
according to thieir inequality is not only 
permitted but required
South Wesi Africa (Second Phase), ICJ Rep.
p. 6, 3P5-6

While Articlie 14 prohit?its the State from denying 
equality,to,any person. Articles 15 ^nd 16.are specially 
concerned with citizens. Article 15(1) prohibits the State

of i^Iigion, race# f:ast̂ > sex> place pfW or any of them. 
Clause (4) of Article 15 provides that despite the 
prohibition contained in Article 29(2) against denial of

maintained or aided by the State on grounds only of 
religion, race, caste, language or any of them, the State 
is nevertheless free to make 'any special provision for 
the advancement of any socially and educationally 
backward classes of citizens or for the Scheduled Castes 
and the Scheduled Tribes'.

These provisions of Article 15 have been construed 
by this Court in a number of decisions. It is no longer in 
doubt that, in order to receive, the protection of clause
(4), the classes of people in favour of whom special 
provisions are made should necessarily be both socially 
and educationally backward (and not either socially or 
educationally backward) or should have been notified 
by the President as the Scheduled Castes or the 
Scheduled Tribes in terms of Article 341 or 342. M.R. 
Balaji & Ors. vs. State of Mysore, 1963 Supp. (1) SCR 439.

Tribes to whom the special provisions, once notified by 
the President under Articles 341 and 342, undoubtedly 
apply, the other 'backward classes' of citizens to whom 
the special provisions can be extended afe not merely 
backward but are socially and ed u catlb h a^  so 
backward as to comparable to the Scheduled Castes and 
the Scheduled Tribes. As stated by this Court ih M.R.  ̂
Balaji & Ors. vs. State o f Mysore, (1963) Supp. 1 SCR 439 
at 458

"...the Backward Classes for whose 
im provem ent special provision -  is 
contemplated by art. 15(4) are in the matter of ■ 
their backwardness comparable to Scheduled> 
Castes and Scheduled Tribes".

See also KumariK.S. Jayasree& A nr.ys. S.tate'hf Kerala 
& Anr., (1977) 1 SCR 1944, m  JanaJci Prasad P^fmoo &  
Ors. vs. State of Jammu & Kashmir &. Ors., (1973) 3 SCR 
236, 252; State o f Uttar PrcfdeshysrPra^ip. Tandon. & Ors.,
(1975) 2 SCR 761, 766 ; State c f  Ker^a & Anr. vs.; N.M. 
Thomas & Ors., (1976) 1 SCR 906, 997 ; $tate o f Andhra 
Pradesh & Anr. vs. P.Sagar,X196S) 3.SCR 59^ 660 
Vasanth Kumar & Anr. vs. State o f Kjarnataka, (1985)]5uppl.
1 SCR 352, 376.  ̂ ^

on draft 10 (Article 16), several members belonging to 
the Scheduled Castes or the Scheduled tr i l ls  expressed 
serious apprehension that the expression 'backward' 
was not precise and large sections of pebple vyho did not 
belong to the Scheduled Castes Or the Scheduled tribes 
are likely to claim the benefit of reservation at the 
expenses of the truly backward classes of people, they  
sought clarification that the expression 'backward'

Tribes. (See B. Shiva Rao, The Framing o f  India's 
Constitution-A Study, (196S) pp. 198-199). K.M; MuhsKi, 
in his reply to this criticism, pointed o u t:

" .... What we want to secure by this clause are.
two things. In the fundamental right in the first- 
clause we want to achievethe highest efficiency 
in the services of the State-highest efficiency: 
which would enable the services to. function 
effectively and promptly. At the same time, in 
view of the conditions in our country prevailing;
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in several provinces, we want to see that 
backward classes, classes who are really backioard, 
should be given scope in the State services; for 
it is realised that State services give a status and 
an oyrpotunity to serve the country, and this 
oppoftiinity should be extended to every 
comfnunity, even among the backward people. 
That being so, we have to find out some generic 
term and the word 'backward class' was the 
best possible terin. When it is read with article 
301 it is perfectly clear that the word 'backward'

^Ighifii^ that of people does not matter 
wh&ttterybu call them untouchables, belonging 
t6 jfkis comihunity or that, a class of pq^le who 
ar^ '^bh'<^a7‘d that

" the lser^ I see no rcasoh why ahy ^
'mem\7er s^ be appreJienBiye of regard to 
^te#c>rd'fe^c^

a (empb^sis^-is.supplied)
. Constituent Assembly Debates, Vol. 7, (1948-49), 
p. 697

Dr. Arribedkar> in his general reply to the debate on 
the point^^tated thus:

If honourable Member^understand this 
position that we have to safeguard two things, 
tiamely, the p îtici-ple of equality o f opportunity 
■and at-thiS same time satisfy the demand of 
GoffiMijnities Which have n6 t had so far 
riepfesentation in the state, then, l am sure they ‘ 
w;fll agree tl)at unless you use some such 
qualif^ihg phrase as 'backward' the excdptioH 
made'in favour o f reservation will ultimately eat up 
ithe^Me altogether. Nothing of the rule will 
remain..."

(eittijhasis «upiplied)

Ganstttue,nt;Assenibl^ Debates, VoL 7, (1948-49),

 ̂ The President of India issued the Constitiition 
(Schedule^ Castes) Order, 1950 relating to the states, 
and. the Constitution (Scheduled Castes) Union 
Territories Order, l^STrelating to the Union Territories.
Para {2) of the 1950 Order speaks of 'casteS/ raic$s or 
tribes v^hich are to be deemed Scheduled Castes in the 
filmtories of the States mentioned in the Order'\ Para 
(3) of the Order (as amended by Act 108 of 1976 w.e.f.
27.7.1977) provides "notw ithstanding anything 
contained in para (2), no person professing, a religion 
different^rQm'the Hindu, the Sikh or the Buddhist 
reiigii3uar̂ $iiall of the
Scheiduled ( W a s t e s ' MMuai of Election Law, Vol. I

i 6 rd 6  to i’fie Unioti Tei‘filof|<JS, however, regards only persons profisssihg Hindu or Sikh religion as mefhbers
o f  th^Scheduled GtJsic/ and does not include thbse professing Buddhist or any othe'r religion.

The 1950 Order of the President (as amended) 
shows that in the territories of the states mentioned in 
the Order no person who is not a Hindu or a Sikh or a 
Buddhist can be regarded as a member of the Scheduled 
Castes. Article 15(4) speaks of 'socially  and 
educationally backward classes of citizens' and 'the 
Scheduled Castes and the Scheduled Tribes' while 
Article 16(4) speaks only of 'any backward class of 
citizens'. The 'backward class' mentioned in Article 
16(4) is a synonym for the classes mentioned in Article 
15(4); M.R. Balaji (supra); Janki Pra&ad Parimoo & Ors. 
(supra). Th^se two provi^ibns read With the President's 
0rder^c»fl950 (as amended in 1976) show that the benefit 
of - Article 15(4) and Article 16(4) extends to the 
Scheduled Castes (which expression is confined tothbse 
professing the Hindu, the Sikh or the Buddhist religion) 
and the Scheduled Tnbe as wdl as thebackW a^ classes 
of citizens who must necessarily be such backward 
classes of citizens who would have, but for their not 
professing the Hindu, the Sikh or the Buddhist religion, 
qualified to be notified as members of the Scheduled 
castes. This means, all those depressed classes of citizens 
who suffered the odium and isolation of untouchability 
prior to their conversion to other religions and whose 
backwardness continued despite their conversioncOme 
within the expression 'backward classes of citizens' in 
Articles 15(4) and 16(4). Untouchability is a humiliiating 
and sharheful malady caused by deeprrooted; prejudice 
which does not disappear with the change of faith. To 
say that it does would imply that faith is the ultimate 
cause of untouchability. This is of course, not true. If 
backwardiness caused by historical discrimination and 
its consequential disadvantages are the reasons for 
reseryatjon, the Constitution mandates that all 
backward cjasses of citizens, v^ho are the victims of the 
continuing ill effects of prior discriminatign, whatever 
be their faith or religion, or whether or not they profess 
any religion, receive the same benefits which are 
accorded to the Scheduled Casteis and the &heduled 
Tribes. Backward class is composed of persons whose 
backwardness is in degree and nature ccnrtparable to 
that of the scheduled Castes and the Scheduled Tribes, 
whatever be their religion. There can be no doubt about 
ttie identity of the scheduled Castes and the Scheduled 
Tribes. Norcan there be any doubt about the identity of 
backward classes other than the Scheduled Castes aind 
the Scheduled Tribes, if this identifying characteristic, 
bearing the stamp of prior discrimination and its 
continuing ill effects  ̂is borne in mind.M.K. Bdlaji&Ors. 
vs. State of Mysore, (1963) Supp. 1 SCR 439, 458; State of 
Uttar Pradesh vs. Pradip Tandon & Ors. (1975) 2 SCR 761, 
766 ; fanki Prasad Parimoo & Ors. Vs. State o f Jammu & 
Kashmir & Ors: (1973) 3 SCR 236, 252.
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VVhu is sought to be idenlified is not easte/religion 

and like, but isocial and educational backwardness, 
generally menifested by disabilities such as illiteracy, 
humiliating isolation, poverty, physical and mental 
degen^i'ation, incurable diseases, etc. Living in abject 
poverty and squalor, engaged in demeaning  
occup^tbns to keep body and soul together, and benefit 
of sanituion, medical aid and other facilities; these 
unforttinate classes of citizens bearing the badges of 
historical discrimination and naked ’ exploitation are 
generally traceaible in the midst bf the lowest of the low 
classes euphemisticaliy described as Harijans and in fact 
treated  a$ untouchablesv To dehy them the

reason
of chd^ge  ̂of filth o r  religion is to ehdaihger the very 
concept of secularism  and the raison d 'etre of 
reservation;

Nq class of qitizens can be clasisified as backward 
solely by reason of religion  ̂ r ĉe> caste, i^x, 4 escen 
place of birth, residence or any of tlieift, But any one or 
all pt, these, factors mentioned in articlei J5(l) or Article

factors identifying classes of dtizerfe who are socially 
a nd e|i uca tic^nally backwiard v Wha t significant, is tha t 
suchijidetiti^icatipn should not: fee mad^  ̂ solely >vith 
reterenjqf^ t̂o ?the :cnte4a spec! in Article fe (l) or 
Aj^ticle.:16(2), but with^ the sqcM  and
educ|tibjj^lvb^ o i  classes p i  citizens.
Ref̂ ririi!»g;jtp̂ ^̂ ^̂ t̂  Wjords ''socially and educationally 
backward classes <6f citizens'' appearing in Article J  5(4), 
this tlpiirt s ta^  o f W iar Pradesh vs. Pradip

jft975) 2 SCR̂

''the exptessw  ̂'classes pf citizensMndicajtes a 
hbj ĵg^nepiis sectto df the p^ple wHo are 
grouped together because of cerUin likeliness 
an  ̂Cpmnioh traits and who are identifiable by 
some common attributes. The homogeneity of 
the class of citizens is social and educational 
backvyâ itelsis. Neither câ te nor r̂ ligjion nor 
plate of %th the l̂iiil t̂  ̂dement off
cpmmoft attHbu î t̂o rh

It may> hpwever^ be true that bajckwardness is 
associated speciaUy with people pf a pairticular i^ligi 
or race orcaste brjplace of birth or any other
category mentioned in Article 15(1) or Aftide 16(2). In 
thatevertt, any one or more of such criteria, along with 
other relevant factors, may be taken into consideration 
to reach the conclusion as to social and educational 
backwardness. Hard and primitive living conditions in 
remote and inaecessible ^reas, where the inhabitants 
have neither the means of livelihood nor facilities for 
education/ health service or other civic amenities/ are 
some such relevant c r i t e H a . Prasad Parimoo & 'Qrs. 
vs. State o f JammU & Kashmir & Ors., (1973) 3 SCR i36.

259; State o f Andhra Pradesh &Anr. vs. P. Sagar, (1968) 3 
SCR 595, 600.

The city slum dwellers, the inhabitants of the 
pavements, afflicted and disfigured in many cases by 
diseases like leprosy, caught in the vicious grip of 
grinding penury, and making a meagre living by 
begging besides the tpwering mansions of affiuence, 
transcend all bairieirs of religion, caste, race, etc. in their 
degradation, suffering and hurpiiiation. They are the 
living monument of backwardness and a shameful 
reminder of our national indifjference, a cruel betrayal 
Qf what the preamble to the Constitution proclaims. No 
matter what caste pt̂  religion they may claim/ their 
present plight of animal like existence, living on cmmbs 
picked from garbage cans or coins flung from moving 
care-a cpmmon painful sight in Our metropPUshCrttitles 
them to every kind of affirmative action to redeem 
themselves from the ineqUifies pf past and cpntii^uihg 
discrimination. Rehabilitatipn and tesettlementoftJii^e 
unfortunate victims of societal indifference and 
Governmental neglect and appropriate and Urgent 
measures for State ^ided health care, educaUon and 
special technical training for their progeny with a view 
to their employment in public services are the priittaty 
responsibijity of a \yelfare State. These are the classes of 
people spedally chosen by the law for prompt and 
effective affirmative acition/ not by reason of the^; paste 
or religion>- but solely byfreason of their baickwii,r4 n^s 
in tracing which any relevant criterion is a useful;tpbj>

In identifying backwardness, caste, rel|i|flpn/ 
res'idence etc. are of course rfeleViaht factors, but hone of 
thetti is a dominant or rhuchless ah indispensable fadOr. 
What is of ultimate relevance is the socij^l and 
educational backwardness of a class of citizens, 
whatever be their caste, religion, etc.

Identification of the backward classes for the 
purpose of reservation must be with reference to t^ ir

continuing ill effects of prior discrim ination or 
exploitation; and hOt\soldy with referente to4ny on  ̂
or more of the prohibited criteria mentioned in Artidfe 
15(1) ojp Article 16(2), a|thOUgh any one or more of such 
criteria may have be^n the ultimate cause of such 
d iscriminaition or exploitation and the resultant poveirty 
and backwardness. |Vs Stated by this Court in ife. 
Chitralekha &Anr. vs. State df Mysore & Ors., (1964) 6 SCR 
368 at 388:

"... the expression 'classes' is not synomous
with castes.......caste may have some relevance,
but it cannot be either the sole or the dominant 
criterion for ascertaining the class to which he 
or they belong".

What is sought to be identified for the purpose of 
A rticle 15(4) or Article 16(4) is a socially and
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educationUly backward class of citizens. A class means 
'a homogeneous section of the people grouped together 
because of certain likeliness or common traits, and who 
are ideritifiable by some common attributes^ Triloki 
Nath & A^r. vs. State of Jammu & Kashmir &Ors., (1969)
1 SCR 103, 105. They must be a class of people held 
together by the common link of backwardness and 
consequential disabilities. What binds them together is 
their social and educational backwardness, and not any 
one of the prohibited factors like religion, race or caste. 
What clnains them, what incapacitates them, what 
distinguishes them, what qualifies them for favoured 
treatihent of the law is their backwardhiBss: theii'badges 
of poverty, disease, misery, ignorance and humiliation. 
It'is conceivable that the fentife caste is d backward class. 
Ih that evG'ht, they form a class of pfebple for the special 
protection of Articles 15(4) and 16(4), hot by reason of 
theircastey which is merely incidental, but by reason of 
thdr  ̂Social and educational backwardness which is 
identified td be the result of prior o r continuing 
discrim ihation ^rid its ill effects and which is 
cbrhparable to that of the Scheduled Geistes and the 
Scheduled Tribes. It is also conceivable that a class of 
people niay be identified as backward Without regard 
to thfeir caste, pirovided backwardness of the nature and 
degree- nnentloned above binds them as a class; M.R. 
Baluji {s\iptd) at pp. 458,474; Minor P. Rajendran VsrState 
ofMMrtis&Ors:(1968)2SCK 786-; State of Andhra, Pradesh 
&'*Anr, vs, P( Sagar. (1968) 3 SCR 595; A. Peeriakaruppan. 
eh : vS i State o f Tamil Nadu & Ors., (1971) 2 SCR^430; State 
of‘Andhra Pradesh & Ch'S. vs.U..S.V. Balram Eta, (1972) 3 
SCR 247/..280, 285 Triloki Nath & A,nr.ys, Stcde ojja^mmu 
& Kashmir & Or?. (1969) 1 SCR 103; State o f Uttar Pradesh 
ys'. PradipTandon & Ors., (1975) 2 SCR 7*61 ;Kumari K.S. 
]ayasree &Anr, vs. Stcite o f Kerala &Anr.,(1977) 1 SCR 194 
: Akhil Bhartiya Soshit Karamchari Sdngh (Kailway) vs. 
Union o f India & Ors., (1981) 2 SCR 185; R. Chitralekha & 
Anr; vs; S tate o f Mysore & Ors., (1964) 6 SCR 368 :

HistpricaUy, backwardness has been the curse of 
'^people rhost of whom are characterised as the 
Scheduled Castes arid the Scheduled Tribes. These are 
X\ot castes as such, but classes of people composed of 
castes; races or tribes or tribal communities or parts or 
groups thereof and classified as such by means of 
presidential notifications owing to their extreme

■■|nd 3^2)\ State o f Kerala & Arir. v̂Sf. N.M. Thomas & Ors.,
(1976) i SCR 906, 932 ; Akhil Bhartiya Soshit Karamchari 
Sangh (Railway) vs. Union of lndia^& Ors., (1981) 2 SCR 
185, 234. There are many other persons falling outside 
these groups, but comparable to them in their 
backwardness.

Any identification made for the purpose of Article 
15 or Article 16 solely with reference to caste or religion, 
and without regard’ to the real issue of backwardness.

will be an impermissible classification resulting in 
invidious reverse discrim ination. The fact that 
identification of backwardness may involve a reference 
to religion, race, caste, occupation, place of residence or 
the like in respect of classes of people does not mean that 
any one of these factors is the sole or the dominant or 
the indispensable criterion. Backwardness may/be the 
result of a combination of two or more of these factors. 
Persons of a particular place or occupation may have 
been enslaved as bonded labourers, or otherwise held 
in serfdom and exploited and discriminated against, 
and may have over a period of time degenerated to such 
social educational backwardness as to qualify for the 
special protection of the Constitution. No matter to 
what caste or community or religion they belonged or 
frorn what place they came, their: present plight 
stemming from prior inequities and continuing over a 
period of time and thus placing them in a state of total

reservation.

Historically, backwardness, as stated above, has 
been most acute at the lowest leyiels of pur society and 
it has been invariably identified with low castes and 
demeaning occupations; But if, as a matter bf fact, 
clashes of citizens of higher castes have Suffered 
continuously by reason of discrim ination or 
exploitation by persons having authority and power 
over them, and have consequently been reduced to 
poverty, ignorance and isolation resulting in social and 
educational backwardness, whatever be the caste bf the 
exploiters or of the victims, the constitutional protectibn 
has to be extended to such classes bf victims. They must 
be helped put of their present plight resulting from prior 
or continuing discrimination or exploitation. Proof of 
their backwardness is not ih their caste or religion, but 
in their poverty, ignorance and consequential 
disabilities.

It is generally a combination of factors such as low 
birth and derneaning occupation, or lack of any 
occupation, that has historicali^, subjected classes of 
people to invidious discriminaUoh and humiliating 
isolation and consequential poverty and social and 
educational backwardness. These are questions of fact 
which must be ascertained before the qualifying 
backwardness is identified. To disregard any one of 
these factors, particularly the most compelling reality of 
Indian life originating in low castes and demeaning 
occupations generally associated with them, such as 
that of scavenger, sweeper, fisherman, dhobi, barber 
and the like and resulting in abject poverty, is to ignore 
the relevant criteria in identifying jbackwardness 
warranting reservation. What is sought to be identified 
for the purpose of reservation is not caste or religion, but 
poverty and backwardness caused by historical 
discrimination and its continuing evil effects. Caste may
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be a gi#i<te in this search, just as occupation or residence 
may \ guide> but wh^t is sought to be identified is 
none backwardness stemming from historical 
discrit^ination. If caste is more often than not a guide in 
the seia for backwiardness and if the lowest of the low 
castes Mas for historical reasons become the indicium of 
backwardness of the kind attracting reservation, caste 
in the 3»bsence of any better guide is a factor-to be. taken 
into account along with other factprs such as poverty, 
illiteracy, physical ^^nd inental disabilities <and other 
d iseas^s caused by^malnutrition/^nihygienic conditions 
and the like. V ^at the constitution prplfibits is not^aste 
or nori-discriminatory and inpffensiye and
practices based on castes; or aihelipratiye mea^sures to 
upijft tibe dpwntipdden poverty stricjcen, of
Jpw c^s|ei  ̂ ; w h^t it-^riahi^iB  ex<cl:Usipnary 
disciiipination based̂  ̂ c a f e  or any ptber
criteripjn enunierated in Article 15(ll) or Article 16(2). 
Any prve Pr all pf such criteria alpng with  ̂any pther 
relevant p^itenph/ si4ch a?, ppyerty, illiteracy, disease, 
etc. ma^  b e  legitimaieiy M?e4 to identify backwardness 
for the îMî iose

Tp contend that ca^te,, at^d caste alpne,' is the 
criteciQii' fpi^tiifl^ntjificlii^  ̂ cy^iBackWa(rdness is to 
4 i^rega i?d; t h e = . 
At the same time, td ignbrê ^̂ c a factor in
identifying ibackw'ardness, for the purpose of 
reservation is :t6 shut one's eyes to the realities and 
ignore the cause of injustice-from which lat^e sections 
of people in this country have for geheratipnsjsuffered 
and stilLsuffer, nam^ely> naked exploitaH and 
discriminatipn by those in ppsitiphs of pPwer and 
affluence. TJhie realities of life in India militate against 
total exelusipn pf consideration based on caste or total 
concentratipn pn caste in identifying backwardness 
caused %  past inequities.

The ponstitutit)h is neithei* caSte-blind nor 
caste^prefiidicied nor caste-overcharged/but fully alive 
to caste as one of the relevant criteria to be reckoned in 
the process pf identification of backvyard classes of 
citizens. India is riot a nation of castes but 6f people with 
roots in d lv e ^ h t cj|stê  ̂ What th  ̂Constitution seeks to 
Identify is riot the Wckwâ ^̂  ̂ taste, Bi|t thfe backward 
class of dtizens vynb rt\ay in many cases be partly or in 
some caseis predoriiinaritly or even solely identified 
with pcirticular isastes. See Mmc^ Rajendranws. State o f 
M adraiM O rs. (1 9 6 ^ 2 S ( ^ ^

The question is not whether the Constitution is 
caste-blind or caste-prejudiced ; the questjpn really is 
who are the backward classes of citizens intended to be 
protected by reservation under Article 15 or Article 16. 
If reservation is limited solely to the Sciheduled Castes 
and the Scheduled Tribes and other comparably 
backward classes of citizens, as it must be under the 
Constitution, then the Harijans, the Girijans, the 
Adivasis, the Dalits, and pther like backward classes of

citizens, once known as the "untouchables" or the 
"outcastes" or the "diepressed classes" by rgason of their 
"low" birth and "demeaning"' occupation, or any other 
class of citizens afflicted by like degree of degeneration 
and deprivation caused by prior and continuing 
discrimination, exploitation, neglect, poverty, disease, 
isolation, bondage and humiliation, whatever be their 
caste, religion or place of origin, will alone qualify fpr 
reservation. Call theni a class or a caste pr a race pr a 
tribe or whatever npinenelature is appropriate, they are 
the only legitinriately intended beneficiaries, of 
reservation. Their roots of origin in the lowest of the Ipw 
segments of spciety ; thetir affiliatipn with what is 
traiditionally regarded as demeaning occupations; their 
humiliating and inesjcapable segri^ation and chronic 
isplatipn from the rest of the ppp,ula^on; their spcial an^ 
eduCaripnal deprivation and helplessness ; their 
abysmal ppverty and (Jegeinerating backvyard ness ;  all 
this and more most huni|iia!dngiy branded them in i^e 
past as "outcastes" or "unjpuchables" or "depressed 
classes" or whatever'ptlier npm^nc pne might 
jascribe to describe the^ is theii- present pliglit pf 
cpjritinuing poverty and backwardness stemming frpm 
identified historical discrimination/^ whatever be the 
religion pr faith th^y presently prpfess, that the 
Cpnstitution entitled them to the special protection of 
reservation. The fact that the search to identify 
backwardness for the purpose ojf reservation will 
invariably lead pne to these so called outcastes or the 
Ipvyestpf the low castes or untouchables does not vitiate 
identification so Ipng as vyhat is sought to be identified 
is not caste but backwardness, /k

Poverty by itself is not the test of backwardness, for 
if it were so, most people in this country would be in a 
position to claim i^Servation  ̂Janki Prasad Parimoo and 
Ors. State of JammH attd Kash^^^ Qrs- (1973) 3 SCR 
236, 285. Reservation fpr.all would be reservatipn l(pr 
none, and that would be an ideal condition if affluence, 
and not poverty, wa& its basis. But unfprtunately the 
vast majority of pur people are not blesses by affluence 
but afflicted by poyerty,. Poverty is a disgrace to any 
natipn and thei resultant backwardness is a shame. But

vŝ hp are backw ard because of identified prior 
victimisation and̂  the cpnsequ^ntia} poverty. Poverty 
inyariably results In social and educational 
backwardness. In all sucJK cases the question tp be asked, 
fpr the purpose pf reservation, is whiether such ppverty 
is the result of identified historical or continuing 
discrim ination. No m atter w-hat Caused the 
discrimination and exploitatipn ; the question is, did 
such inequality and injustice result in poverty and 
backwardness.

It is possible that poverty to which classes of citizens 
are reduced making them socially and educatiPnally
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backwar^d is the ultimate result of prior discrimination 
and conti nuing exploitation on account of their religion, 
race, caste, sex, descent, place of birth or residence. 
Identifi^^ation of their social and educational 
backwardness with reference to their poverty is valid, if 
the ultimo tQ cause of poverty is prior discrimination and 
its continuing evil effects, al^it, by reason of their 
rdigion, race, caste etc. Members of religious minorities 
or loW cartes or persons converted from amongst tribals 
or harijaris to other rdigions, but stiil suffering from the 
stigma of their origin, or persons of paifticular areas or 
occupatiohs subjected to discrimihaition rooted in 
religious or caste prejudices and the like or to economic 
exploitation, forced labouiv isoci^l isbjatioh or other 
vi(itimisation mky fihd theiti^elves linking deeply into 
inescapableahd abysmal povierty, disease, bohdajge and 
heiplessiiess. 'Thfe cla of citizens who are deplbrably
poor autbmaticaliy becOfirie ’sbciaily backWaid'. M.R. 
Bdiajimd Ors. Vs^State o f Mysore, ’(i%  SCR 439
at 46C). In all these cases, if classes of victims afflicted by 
poverty and diseiâ l̂  are identified ^ s  socially and 
edufcatiorially ba^ckWard, as irt tĤ  case Of the iScheduled 
Castes arid the Stheduled Trifes, by reason of past 
societal or Governm ental or any othel* kind of 
dikcriniination or exploitation, they qualify for 
reservation. See/anfc/ Prasad Paritnoo ahd Ors. vs. State o f 
Jhmmu andXashmir and Ors. {1973)'3 SCR 236, 299.

Poverty reduces a man toa state of helpilessness and 
ignorance. The poor' have ho socialstatus. They have no 
access to learning. Over the years they invariably 
become socially and ed ucationally backward. They may 
have no place in society and no education to improve 
theiip conditions. For them, emjployment in services on 
the basis of merits is a far cry. All these persons, along 
with other disadvantaged groups of citizens, are the 
favourites of the law for affiitnative action without 
recourse to reservation. What is required for the further 
step of reservation is proof of prior discrimination 
resultihg ih poverty arid social and educational 
backwardness. It is hot every class of poverty stricken 
persOiis that is chc)sen for reservatilbh, but only thoSe 
whose poverty and the resultant backvyardhess ar  ̂
traceable to prior discrimirtatiori, and whose 
backward ness, fut’thermore, is compafable to that of the 
Scheduled Castes arid the'Scheduled Tribes.This is a fair 
and equitable adjustmertt of tohstitiitional values 
Without placing arty undue burden oh particular classes 
of citizens. State of Uttar Pradesh vs. Pradip Tandoh and 
Ors. (1975) 2 SCR 761; Statue o f Kerala and Anr. vs. N.M. 
Thomas and Ors., (1976) 1 SCR 906,960,997; Kumari K.S. 
Jayasree and Anr. vs. State o f Kerala and Anr. (1977) 1 SCR 
194 ; K.C. Vasanth Kumar vs. ^tate o f Karnataka, (1985) 
Supp. 1 SCR 352, 399, 400.

Article 16 deals with equality of opportunity in 
m atters of public em ploym ent. The kind of

backwardness which is required to attract the special 
provisions protecting the backward classes of Citizens 
under Article 16 in respect of public employment is 
identical to the social and educational backwardness 
mentioned in Article 15(4). M.R. Balaji and Ors. vs. State 
o f Mysore, (1963) Supp. 1 SCR, 439, 474 ; Janki Prasad 
Parimoo and Ors. vs. St^e ofjamtnu and Kashmir and Ors. 
(1973) 3 SCR 236. These two Articles are facets of 
equality specially guaranteed to citizens, while Artide 
14 prohibits the State from denying to any person 
equality before the law or the equal protection of the 
laws. State o f Kerala and Anr, vS. N.M. Thomas and Ors.
(1976) 1 SCR 906,956. Clause (1) of Article 16 guarantees 
equality of opportUttity for ail ciHzeris in matters of 
employment oir appointrheht to any office under the 
State. The vei*y conCept of equality implies recbui^e to 
valid classification for preferences ih favoUr 6( the 
disadvantaged classes bf citizeris to improve their 
cdhditions so as to enable them to raise themiselveS to 
positions of equality With the morfe fortunate classes of 
citiizehs. Clause (2) prohibits discrimination against any 
citizen in respect of any public emplbyment 'On grounds 
only of religion, race, caste, sex, descefit, place of birth, 
residence or any of them'. Article 16 thus guarantees 
equality of opporturuty and prohibits discrimination of 
any kind solely on any one or more of the grounds 
mentioned in clause (2). Nevertheless, clause (4) of this 
Article provides that it is open to the State to make'any 
provisibn for the reservation of appbintments Or posts 
in favoui*of any backward class of citize^ns, which, in the 
opinion of the State, is not adequately represented ih the 
services under the State'. It is an enabling prbvisiorf 
conferring a discretionary power On the State : an 
ameliorative harmonisatibn of cbriflicting norths to 
stretch to the utmost extent the frontiers of equality; an 
emphatic assertion of equality between equals and 
inequality between unequals so as to achieve the 
maximum degree of qualitative ar\d relative equality by 
means of affirmative action even to the point of 
reservation. It is in the nature of an exception or a 
proviso to the general rule of equality : The General 
Manager, Southern RailwayySiRang^h}:^i, (1962) 2 SCR 
586, 599 ; M.R. Balaji (supra) at p, A73 ; State o f Andhra 
Pradesh and Anr. vs. P. Sagar, (1968) 3 SCR 595; State of 
Kerala and Anr. vs. N.M. Thomas and Qrs. (1976) 1 SCR 
906; Akhil Bhartiya Soshit Karamchari Sangh {Railway) vs. 
Union of India and Ors., (1981) 2 SCR 185; TrilokiNath and 
Anr. vs. State o f Jammu and Kashmir and Ors., (1969)1 SCR 
103, 104 ; C.A. Rajendran vs. Union o f India ahd Ors., 
(1968) 1 SCR 721, 730,733; State o f Punjab vs. Hiralal and 
Ors., (1971) 3 SCR 267,272, T. Devadasan vs. The Union of 
India and Am., (1964) 4 SCR 680. Dr. Ambedkar called it 
an exception ; see Constituent Assembly Debates, Vol. 7 
(1948-49) p. 702 (quoted above).

The twin conditions to warrant reservation under 
Article 16(4) are : backwardness of the chosen classes of
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citizens â id their inadequate representation in the 
public services. The backwardness of the classes of 
citizens f̂ ^Cntioned in Article 16(4) is, as stated earlier, 
of the sanie degree and kind of social and educational 
backwar'dness as postulated in Article 15(4). Article 
16(4) is rt^eant for the protection of the Scheduled Castes 
arfd the Scheduled Tribes and other comparably 
backward classes of citizens who are the unfortunate 
victims of continuing ill effects of identified prior 
discrimiJiation.

Whĉ t̂her the conditions postulated for reservation 
are satis^iedror not ijs a matter oh which the State has to 
form an opjnign. But the opinion of'the State must be 
founded on reason. The satisfaction on the basis of 
which an  opiĵ iĵ nrhas been formed by the State must be 
rationally Supported by an objective consideration. The 
State must take?mtp .account all relevant matters and 
eschew froni itsimi^d all irrelevant matte«|/ and make a 
proper assessment of itĥ  competing clairns of classes of 
citizens and evduate 4heir respective backwardness 
before it' comes to the concjiusion that particular classes 
of citizens are so backward and so inadequately 
represented in the public services as to be worthy of 
spetial pifotectioh by means of resetyatiohvT’his must be 
an objective ev^uatiori of the Goiiipeting .claims for 
reservation. Ahy s\ich conclusion must be subject to 
periodic adrhihistrative review by a permaheht body of 
experts with a view to adjustihent and readjustment of 
the State actiori i with the changing
circumstanGes t)f the; befieficiaries of such action. The 
conClusiori thus peribdically arrived at by such 
adtniriistrative;reviewing body must necessarily pass 
the test of judicial t'eyiew whenever challenged. A 
Peeritikdtu]^ani^^b. vs. State ofTamil Nadu and Ors., (1971)
2 SCR 430.;iSjo^atfer whether such orders are regarded 
as legisla tive 6r executive or which ever nomenclature 
one may ascribe td it, the test for judicial review laid 
down in Shri Sitaram Sugar Company Ltd. and An^; Etc. 
vs. llhidn o f India and Ors., (1990) 1 SCR 909 must 
necessarily govern consideration Of such questions. 
After an exhaiistive review of authorities on the point, 
a Cottstitutiort Bendi of̂ ^̂^̂ Court stated :

"The true position, therefore, is that any act of 
the rei)bsit6iy bif power, Whether legislative or 
adrriijfiistrative Or quasi-judicial, is open to 
challenge if it is in tonflict> with the 
Constitution o r the governing Act or the 
general principles of the law of the land or it is 
so arbitrary or unreasonable that ho fair 
minded authority could ever have made it", p.
946.

See also the principle discussed in Supreme Court 
Employees' Welfare Association vs. Union of India and Anr. 
(1989)4SCC187.

Identification of backw ardness is an ever 
continuing process of inclusion and exclusion. Classes 
of citizens entitled to the constitutional protection of 
reservation must be constantly and periodically 
identified for their inclusion and for the exclusior\ of 
those who do not qualify. To allow the undeserved to 
benefit by reservation is to deny protection to those who 
are meant to be protected. As stated by this Court in A. 
Peeriakaruppanetc. vs. State o f Tamil Nadu and Ors. (1971)
2 SCR 430 at 444:

"... But all the same the Government should not 
proceed on the basis that once a class is 
considered as a backward class it shoyld 
continue to be backwiaI'd claiss for all times. Such 
an approach woyld defeat the,yepy purpose of 
the reservation because once a class reaches a 
stage of progress vyhich some |npdern writers 
call as taike off stage then Competition is 
necessary for yi î r̂ futiarie progress. The 
Governnient should always keep under review 
the ques tion of reservation of seats and only the 
classes which ai;e really socially  and 
educationally backward, should be allowed to 
have the benefit of resetvatipn. Re'servation of , 
seats should not be a]lpy^ed to become a vested 
interest.....V It mvi t̂ l?e, remenabered thait the 
Gpvemment's decision in this ri^gard is open to 

JudiGial review."

Any affirmative action must be supported by a valid 
classificatiDn and must have a rational nexus with the 
object pf redressing baekwardness. It is much more so 
where such program rnes totally exclude from 
consideration persons outside the chosen classes 
without regard tO merits because of the set aside quotas. 
It does not matter whether clause (4) of Article 16, like 
clause (4) of Article 15, is seen as a proviso or an 
exception or, in the' words of Mathew, J;, a legislative 
device to emphasise the 'extent to which equality of 
opportunity could be carried, viz., even up to the point 
of rnaking resei^^ation'. State o f K^fala and Anr. vs. N.M. 
Thomas and O s. (1976) 1 SCR 906, 956. N.M. Thotfias 
apart, this Court has generally treated claUse (4) as an 
exception or a proviso to the general rule of equality 
enshrined in Article Rangaehari (bupr^) > M;K‘.
Bfl/fljV (supra) at p. 473; P. Sugar, (supra.) ', Akhil Bharliya 
Soshit Karamchari Sangh (Railway) {supm) } Triloki Ndth 
(supra) ; C.A. Rajendran (supra) ; Hiralal, (supra) ; T. 
Devandasan (su pra)  ; Dr. Ambedkar called it an 
exception ; see Constituent Assembly Debates, Vol. 7 
(1948-49) p. 702 (quoted above). Call it what one will-an 
exception or proviso or what-and semantics apart, 
reservation by reason of its exclusion of the generality 
of candidates competing solely on merits must be 
narrowly tailored and strictly construed so as to be 
consistent with the fundamental constitutional
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pbjectiv^s, Clause (4), seen in whatever colour, is a very 
powerfu*l and potent w^eapon which causes lasting ill 
effects damage unless justly and appropriately 
used. It is not a remedy for all kinks of disadvantages 
and disal>ilities and for all classes,of pepple. It is a special 
and povverful weapon to wield which with less than the 
very special care and caution and otherwise than in the 
most exceptional situations, peculiar to extreme cases of 
backwardness, that the Constitutipn envisages is to give 
rise to invidious reverse discrirnination exceeding the 
strict bc>ut\ds o f  Article 16(4) and to create hateful 
caste-prejudices and divisions between classes of

Articles 15(4) and 16(4) refer tp the same classes of 
backward dtizferis. But they dp riot tisfê  ̂ to identical 
rem edies. While Articlie 15(4) sp ^ k s of special 
prpvisiofi^ for the aidvSncemerit of backward classes, 
ArHcje 16(4) expressly perm i^ tĥ  ̂ State to make 
reseirVati  ̂ appointinents or ppsfe in public services 
in favour of siich cla$s6s. It is ti^b tji^t bd}h are enabling 
prd v̂isid'ns allowing the State to ^^Ppt siichi affirmative 
action prograrhmes as are necessary including 
reservation of seats or posts. ?ut, unlike Article 16(4), 
Article 15(4) is not so worded as to s^^gest that it is 
exclysionary in character. The 'special provision' 
contemplated in, Article 13(4) is an emphatic reference 
to the affirmative action which the State may adopt to 
improve the cdhditions of the disadvantaged members 
of the backward classes of citizens. Significantly, Article 
15(4);does not specifically speak o  ̂reservation, but it 
has been generally understood to intiu^e that power. 
M.R. Balajiand Ors. vs. State o/Mysore/(19§3) Supp. SCR 
439. While the State may adopt all sjî H affirmative 
action jprogrammes as it deems necessary for all 
disadyantaged persons, any special provision  
amounting to res'eH^ation and consequent exclusion 
from conside^atibn of all the otfvere in respect of the 
reserved qupta in iriatters falling oUt$ide Article 16(4) 
must be subjected to even grcater sti^tiny than in the 
case of thofe;faliing under it.

The concept of equality is not inconsistent with 
reservation in public services because the Constitution 
specially says so, but in vievy- of its exclusion of others 
irrespective of merits/ it can be resorted to only where 
warranted by CGmpelling State interests postulated in 
Article 16. The State must be satisfied that in order to 
achieve equality in given cases, reservation is 
unavoidable by reason of the nature and degree of 
backwardness. Reservation must be narrowly tailored 
to that end, and subjected to strict scrutiny.

Affirmative action to redress the conditions of 
backward elasises of eiti:^ns may be adopted either by a 
programme of preferential treatment extending certain 
special ad vantages, to them Pr t>y reservation of quotas 
in their favour to the total exclusion of everybody

outside the favoured groups. The validity of both these 
measures depends on classification founded on 
intelligible differentia having rational and substantial 
nexus with the object sought to be achieved, i.e., the 
redressai of backwardness. And such differentiation or 
classification for special preference must not be unduly 
unfair to the persons left out of the favoured groups.

While preferential treatment without reservation 
merely aids the backward classes of citizens to compete 
more effectively with the more meritorious and forward 
class of citizens, the more drastic measure of reservation 
totally excludes all classes of people falling outside the 
backward classes of citizens from competing in the 
reserved quota of seats or posts. No matter what 
qualifications they possess and how superior are their 
merits> these persons not belonging to the preferred 
groups are prevented from competing with those of the 
preferred groups in respect of the reserved seats or 
posts, while candidates belonging to the preferred 
groups are Entitled to compete for any seat or post, 
whether in the general ca tegory or in the reserved quota.

Preference without reservation may be adopted in 
favour of the chosen classes of citizens by prescribing 
for them a longer period for passing a test or by 
aw arding additional marks or granting other 
advantages like relaxation to age or other minimum 
requirements. (See the preferential treatment in State of 
Kerala and Anr. vs. N.M. Thomas and Ors., (1976) 1 SCR 
906). Furthermore, it would be within the discretion of 
the State to provide financial assistance to such persons 
by way of grant, scholarships, fee concessions etc. Such 
preferences or advantages are like temporary crutches 
for additional support to enable the memlwrs of the 
backward and other disadvantaged classes to march 
forward and compete with the rest of the people. These 
preferences are extended to them because of their 
inability Otherwise to compete effectively in open 
selections on the basis of merits for apppintment to posts 
in public services and the like or for selection to 
academic courses. Such preferences can be extended to 
all disadvantaged classes of citizens, whether or not 
they are victims of prior discrimination. What qualifies 
persons for preference is b îckweird ness pr disadvantage 
of any kind which the State has a responsibility to 
ameliorate. The blind and the deaf, the dumb and the 
maimed, and other handicapped persons qualify for 
preference. So do all other classes of citizens who are at 
a comparative disadvantage for whatever reason, and 
whether or not they are victims of prior discrimination. 
All these persons may be beneficiaries of preference 
short of reservation. Any such'preference, although 
discriminatory on its face, may be justified as a benign 
classification for affirmative action warranted by a 
compelling state interest.
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In ad^i*ion to such preferpnces, quotas may be 
provided exclusively reserving posts in public services 
or seats ir» academic institutions for backward people 
entitled ta such protection. Reservation is intended to 
redress backwardness of a higher degree. Reservation 
prima faci^ is the very antithesis of a free and open 
selection. It is a discriminatory exclusion of the 
disfavore(i classes of meritorious candidates : M.R. 
Bal(yl (siipr^l li is not; d case 6  ̂ merely providing an

backvyam closes arid piJier disadyantage is
not even a h9n<;i|cap̂ to disadvantaged gipups. It is not 
even a handicap to the forv/ard classes, so
as to attaih a tnjeaŝ  ̂ of qualitative or relative equality 
betwee^ tlie t^p group̂  ̂ e)<cludes
from consideration all those persons faliing outside the 
specially favoured groups, irrespective of merits and 
qualifications^ is much more positive and drastic a 
diseriminationrTalbeit to achieve thie same end of 
qualitative equdlity-^ut unless Strictly and narrowly 
tailored to a coinpening constitutional ma’ndate, it is 
unlikely to qualify a$ a benign discriminattiidn;:!^ in 
the case of other affirmative action pi'ogrammes, 
backwardness by it^lf is not sufficient, to warrant 
resei^ationv iVyhat4!qu for reservation is
backwardri^ss;'which is the result of identified past 
discriminaition and which is comparable to that of the 
Scheduled Castes and the Scheduled Tribes.
Re^ervattBn is a i'iri^bdial action si)(^cialiy addressed to 
thie ill e^fects^teiTtmi^ hiî t6̂ ic^ Hi^riitvination. 
To ;ig:^bi*e thiB v̂  betW^e# affirriiati^e
attioh Sh^^t ijf res^^^tibn by a
pr^d5efei^infe4 <5upta as a remedy ifor past inequities is 
to igh'dfe the s|^eeitl bh  ̂ of the donsiittitional
grant Of ’ addriEf^sed to the
coristitutiorta l̂y r̂eilogm^^  ̂ backwardness.

Tlie object of tlie ipecial protection guaranteed by 
Articled 15(4) artid ifep) is promotion of the backward 
class. Only tho§^ci^^^ of citizen^ of
uplifting thems^i^s ih'drder to join the niailrtstream of 
up\vat*d:mol3iUtyin society are intended to bê^
The w.ealthy and the powerful, however socially  ̂and 
adjucationally baekward they maybe by reaspn of their 
ignorance, do not require to be protected/ for thiey have 
the necessary strength to lift themselves out of 
backwa^hessif^he rich and the powerful ar^ not the 
special favourite^ of the Goi^titution. Backward they 
may be socially and educationally, but that is a; shame 
which they have th e 'steam  to remove and the 
Constitution does not extend to them the, special 
protection of reservation. It is not sufficient that the 
persons meant to be protected are backward merely by 
reason Of illiteracy, ignorance, and social backwardness. 
If they haVe, inspite of such handicaps, the necessary 
financial strength tP raise themselves, the Constitution 
does not extend to them the protection of reservation.

The chosen classes of persons for whom reservation is 
meant are those who are totally unable to join the 
mainstream of upward mobility because of their utter 
helplessness arising from social and educational 
backwardness and aggravated by economic disability.

Any State action resulting in reservation must, 
therefore, be so tailored as to weed out and exclude all 
persons who have attained a ceHaih pfedetermined 
econortilc level; Only persons falling below that level 
mtist qualify for reservation. This economic level Has pf 
course to be varied from timje to time in accordance with 
the changing value of money. See the Government 
Order upheld by this Court in KMman' K S , Jayasree and 
Anr. vs. SM? of Kerala and Anr. (1971) 1 SCR 194.

The directive principle contained in Artide 46 
em phasises the overriding responsibility arid 
compelling interest of the State to promotev'th& 
educational and economic interests of the weaker 
sections Of the people; *andy in particular of the 
Scheduled Castes and the Scheduled Tribes. They have 
to ibe protected from social injustice and all forms Of 
exploitation. This principle must necessarily guide the 
construction of Articles 15 and 16. All affirmative action 
p"rogran\mes must be inspired by that principle and 
addibessed tP that end. Whether such actiPn should be 
in the nature of preferences or by recourse to reservation 
is a iniafte  ̂on whicĥ  ̂ by ah objective
eval^^tiOn of the d%ree and nature OiT batkwardhes^ 
and With re^ehce to othei" coriBtitutiOnal principles, 
come to a cbhblii^ion.

The State has a vital interest to uphold the efficiency 
of administration. To ignore efficiency is to fail the 
nation. Any step taken by the State in considering the 
claims of rhembers of the Scheduled Castes aiid the 
Scheduled Tribes for appointment to public services 
andippsts mukt be consistent with the maintenance of 
efficiency of administratipn. This principlie, as stated in 
Article 335, m ust necessarily guide all affirmative action 
programmes for backward and other disadvantaged 
classes'of peoplean matters of appointment to public 
service and posts. Likewise, efficiency being a 
compelling State interest, it must strictly guide 
affirinative action in matters o f admission to academic 
institutions, and more so in specialised institutions of 
higher learning, for in the final analysis efficiency of 
public administration is govescned by the quality of 
education and the skill of the scholars. To weaken 
efficiency is to injure the nation. Any reservation made 
without due regard to the command of Article 335 is 
invidious and impermissible. The Ceneral Manager, 
Southei n Railway vs. Rangachari. (1962) 2 SCR 586; Akhil 
Bhartiya Soshit Karamchari Sangh (Railway) vs. Union of 
India and Ors., (1981) 2 SCR 185.
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Dr. Air»b(!cijsar was unequivocal when he declared 
that reservation must be confined to a minority of the 
available p̂ ŝts, lest it should destroy the very concept 
of equality md thus undermine democracy. Any 
excessive reservation or any unnecessarily prolonged 
reser\^ation Vill result in invidious discrimination. 
What exactly is the total percentage of reservation at a 
giyen time is 4 matter for the State to decide, dependent 
on the need Qf the time, But in no case shall reservation 
oyepitep the st^ct boMnd o(  minority pf s^ats or 
posk Of outUst the reason for i t  It must remjain well 
below 50% o(avaiiat)le seats or posts. iBvery reservation 
must be m a ^  with a view to its early termination on the 
succ;ess^j accpmplishment of ite qi^ect.,

It has bee^tontend that f^seivatibn can be made 
not only at the time of initial appointment to a service, 
but also i a t  the tiine of promotion to a higher post. 
Although -this > point does not dii^ctly arise from the 
impugned prd0rs> It is top vital an aspect of the concept 
of reseryation under Article 16(4) to be overlooked, and 
it requires); theriBfpî e, to bĵ  dealt With, albeit briefly, and 
particularly in deference to the submissions at the bar. 
This important question must be considered with 
reference,: to. the py^rriding principle of fairness and 
efficiency d/adminlsttation.

To ibe oyerlpoked at the time of promotion in favour 
of a person who, jsjumpr in seiy ice and having np cl^im 
to superipr menits is. tO; cause frustration and passipnate 
prejudice, hPŜ ilijty an will npt oniy în the.jiiind of
the pyerlppk̂ Ŝ canc;̂ ^̂  ̂ b,u|[ ialso in the niinds pf the
generality of employees. Any such discrimination is 
unfair and it causes dissatisfaction, indiscipline and 
inefficiency.

Article 335 that "In the making of
appointments to services and posts in connection with 
the affairs of the Unipn or of a State" the clalms-of the 
members oi the Scheduled Castes and the Scheduled 
Tribes mu^t bĝ  considered 'consistently^ with the 
maintenance ol^eMciencyiOf administration'. If that is 
the constitutiPnalKm an4ate with regard to ithe 
Scheduled Castes and, the Scheduled Tribes  ̂ the same 
principle must necessarily hold good in /]pespeeb of all 
backward classes of citizens. The requirement of 
efficiency is an overriding mandate pf the 
Constitution.An inefficient administration betrays the 
present as well as the future of the nation.

'Reseryation of appointments or posts' mentioned 
in Article 16(4) is with reference tp appointments 'in 
favour of any. backward class of citizens which, in the 
opinion of the State, is not adequately represented in the 
seryices under the State'. The condition precedent to 
ma^ng any such reservation is the satisfaction of the 
State as to the inadequate representation of any 
backward class of citizens in the services under the

State. In respect of any such class, it is open to the State 
to make 'any provision for the reservation  of 
appointments or posts'.

An appointment is necessarily to a post, but every 
appointment need not necessarily be to a post in a 
service. An appointment to an ex-cadre post is as much 
an appointment to a post as it is in the case of a cadre 
post. The words 'appointihents or posts' used in the 
alternative, and in respect of whiirh reservation can be 
made, indicate that the appoihttrtent coritemplated in 
Article 16(4) is not rtedessarily cohAned to posts in the 
services, but ciah be made to any post whether or not 
borne on the cadre of a service. Inadequate 
representation pf any backward classi of citizens enables 
the State to ihake jjiPvisions fj6r the reservation of 
appomtmehts or posts';

The word 'post' is often used in the Constitution in 
the wider sense for various purposes (see for example. 
Articles 309, 310 (1) and 335). It is in that sense that the 
words 'appointments or posts' in Article 16(4) should be 
under^toOd/The reasoninjg to the contrary inT/ie Generfl/ 
Managery Southern Railway vs. Ratigachari, (1962) 2 SCR 
586 was partly influenced by certain concessions made 
by the respondents' counsel as to the nature of the post 
contemplated in Article 16(4) and the applicability of 
reservation to selection posts.

The object of; reservation is to rnaintain numerical 
and quaiitat]iy.e or relative e.quaUty by ensuring 
sufficient rê ^̂^̂  ̂ ifpr aiil classes of citizens. In
whichever; service a bac|:warcl class of citizens is 
inadequatejLy represented, i,t i? open to the State tp,create 
sufficient number of posts for direct appointments. No 
matter whether the appointmentis made to a cadre post 
or an ex^^adre post, the .State action is beyond reprpach 
so long as the constitutional objective of numerical and 
qualit̂ âtive equality of opportunity is maintained by 
making direct appointme a| the appropriate leyels 
whenever inadequate representatipn of any backward 
class in the services is noticed by the State.

The initial appoinfmefnts may be made at various 
levels or grades Of the hierarchy in the service. There is 
no warrant in Article 16(4) to conclude from the 
expression 'reservation of appointments or posts' that 
reservation extends not merely to the initial 
appointment) but to every stage of promotion. Once 
appointed in a service, any further discrimination in 
matters relating to conditions of service, such as salary, 
increments, promotions, retirement benefits, etc. is 
constitutionally impermissible, it being the very 
negation of equality, feirness and justice.

To construe the expression 'post' so as to make 
reservation applicable at. the stage of a promotion by 
selection or otherwise is to unduly and unfairly 
discriminate against persons who are already in the
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service a fid are senior and no less meritorious in 
compariscPH to the reserved candidates. Proniqtion by 
selection/ though based on merits, is ultimately 
governed seniority, for the concerned rules generally
provide tf̂ at, where merits are equal, officers, will be 
ranked according to their seniority. In the case of 
promotior^by seniority subject to fitness, merits are not 
entirely disregarded, for even a senior officer can be 
overlooked in favour of a junior officer, if the former is 
found 4 b ! unfit for promotion. In all promptions/
whether b y  selection or otherwise, merits and seniority 
are both sigtiificantly relevant and reservation of such 
poste in disVegai^ of th^e two elements Will insult in 
invidious diicnnfiinatioh.

In that a itieinber pf a backwaiM
clas^ is ap|^in||^d/rese aire ĵttra
at the lta;ge plf hiS  ̂ app'oin:tmerif r̂|d )rt
s u ^ ^ e riy j^  Fjiii^^jp^mPtW 
comi^^n ^ ^ s  aill employees pf the
resp ective gra(H ^  the coiitrai’y in
dedSiP]^, sttdh
vsy Rah^MhWf, (1962) 2 SCR 5 ^ ; State o f  Punj^  vs. 
H i f a i d ^ t $ i  (1971) 3 SCR 26:^

(Rdilzvqyjvs. Union oflndia^& Ors. (1981)
2 SCR 1$5, IS hot Widitanted by the language of the 
Cpnstitiitibn.

y rh e  iCon t̂itujtion not permit any citizen to be 
treated unfairly or unequally. To maintain iJiumerical. 
and qualitative: equality and thus ensure adequately 
effective representation Of the backward classes in the 
sei^yi^es,; it is;ppen fp the State to make d i^ ct  
apppinti^ents at ;Y ârjipi .̂teyels or grades of the,seryice, 
andlfnal^ a p j^ P ^ t^ . prpyisxpn^ jfpr ^§ei;va^pn- in 
respect ots|ua|i”init^ . Once appointed to

[di ^Qst, any by rj^sei^atfpn in
rcgard/tp am  in^jding
imp^i^i^ii:)i^;A^ d^yi^ipn from tfes gpl^tx wle of 
ju^tife apd is ujgicpnsî  i

Reservation is the extreitie limit to which the 
doctrinejpf affirmative action can be extended. Beypnd 
the stnct confines of claiuse (4) pf Article 16, reseiyation 
in public enapi^^Ment has no warrant in the law for it 
then becPnies tjiê  equality. While
rese#aU6h i| for appointment to Kigher
posts by prPmptiPii |ro^ posts, any other
legitimate affimatiye a'̂  in favpur of disadyantage
classes of citizens by "means of valid classification is 
perfectly in accordance with the mandate of Article 
16(l). It is within the discretion of the State to extend to 
all disadvantaged groups, including any backward 
class of candidates, preferences or concessions such as 
longer fjeriod oiF itiinimum time to pass qualifying,tests 
etc. [see N.M. THomas (supra)].

Reservation affords backward classes of citizens a 
golden opportunity to serve the nation and thus gain 
security, status, comparative affluence and influence in 
decision making process. But it is wrong to see it as a 
mere weapon to capture power, as suggested at the bar. 
In a democracy, real power lies in the ballot and it is 
exercised by the majority. Any attempt to project the 
concept of resen^ation under clause (4) as a weapon of 
aggrandisement to gain power will result in the creation 
of a^ineanirtgless myth and a dangerous illusion which 
williiiltimately distort the constitutional values.

It is possible that large segmenite of population 
enjoying well, entrenched political advantages by 
reason of numerical strength may claim "backward , 
class" Stet^s, when/ on coiT.ectpnncipies, they may not 
qualify to be so regarded.; If, such clainis were to be 
CQnceded on ex^aneous consideration, motivated by, 
pressures of ex and without due regard to t̂ ,e-
nahire and degree of backwardness, the very evil pf 
discriniination:^which is sought to be remedied by the 
ConstituUpn would be in danger-pf being perpetuated 
in the reverse at the expense of merit and efficiency and 
contrary tp the interests pf the truly backward classes of. 
citizen? whpi are th^< constitjutionally intended 
beneficiaries of reservation. In the words of Krishna 
Iyer,J.:

, ^^..J^ Jendjimmprtal^ reservation policy is
to d^efeatitSi raiM dHre to ppliltici^e this prpvisipn for̂  ̂
comi^un^ai support and Party end? isj, to subvert the
solemn u n d e rtf^

AWiil Bhurdtiya Soshit Karamehari Sdngh(Railway) vs. 
Union of India & Ors. (1981) 2 SCR 185 at 203.

The sooner the need for resfervatiort is brought to an 
end, the better it would be for the nHtiPn as a whole. Thie 
sooner we redressed all disabilities and wiped out all 
traci^ of historical disci'iininatiip'n and stPpped 
identifying cl^sseis of citizens by the stereotyped^ 
sti^ma Hsied artd %rt6mihiOus label of backwardness, the 
strong^; healthier and better united vŝ e would have 
emergfed as a nation founded on divierse bustomis/ 
practices, religions and languages but knitted together

tradition.

GENERAL OBSERVATIONS

It j| wrong and unwise to see affirmative action 
merely as a penance or an atonenrient for the sins of past 
discrimination. It is not retributive justice on wrong 
doers. It iscorrective and remedial justice to compensate 
the victirns pf prior injustice. It is not merely focussed 
on repiSration for past inequities. It is a forward looking 
balancing act of reformative social engineering; an 
architecture of a better future of harmonious 
rela tionship amongst all classes of citizens; an equitable
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redistribut^oti of community resources with a view to 
the greatest happiness of the greatest number of people.

It is true that an important aspect of State interest in 
initiating; affirmative action is to correct or remedy the 
evil e ffe c t of inequities stemming from prior 
discrimination, but the focus in any such action must be 
on the vicJtims and not on the wrong doers. The 
constitutional mandate is to rescue the victims of prior 
discfiMinatiort and not to punish the wrong doers. The

allov/ing its ill effects to continue or by taking 
retributive fiction as retaliation upon the wrong doers. 
The task of riatidh building: is not to open up the wounds 
of the past/ but to allbw them to heal by itegativing its 
ill Effects ar»d off injustice s tem it. Any
present or coritihuing discrimination is, of course, 
rerKediabl^ oi- putiii$iiat)ie under the Jaw. Removal of 
ine£|Ultiê  is thfe^aisoh d'etre of any affirinative action.

DiscnrtilW in any form hurts as therfe is an

classfes o f p ^ p  upon whom the inevitable 
coh^e^Uehc^s of ariy sUch action niust Necessarily fall.

is constitutionally imperinissible.

Reservation of posts or seats for the benefit of some 
and to thiS; (exclusion 6f o ihherently urijust and
unfair uiileii  ̂s t r i c t l y w i t h i n  reasonable limits.

people and conferring a special benefit upon the chosen 
classes is to redeem the latter from their backwardness.

. Reseryatiori should be avoided except in extreme 
casesrpfi backwardness resulting from prior 
disfiriminatiqn as In the case of the Scheduled Castes 
an%|I)e:'Scheduled other classes of persons
in CQ înpa^ble In all other, cases, preferential
treatrnentsjbprt of reservation ca n be.adop^ 
actlqn, though |n spme respects discriininatpry, is 
permissible on the basis of a legitimate cljassification 
ratipnally related to the attainment of equality in all its 
aspects.

Any attempt to view affirmative action as merely 
retributive or to unduly over-em phasise its 
com pensatory aspect and widen the scope of 
reservation beyond minority of posts or seats is to 
practice excessive a rid invidious reverse discrimination. 
To project particular castes as legitimate claimants for 
such compensatory discrimination, without due regard 
to the nature arid degree of their backwardness, is to 
invite the public wrath of stigmatising prejudice against 
them, thereby promoting caste hatred and separatism. 
Any such stereotyped and stigmatised approach to this 
soul, searching sociological problem is to distort the 
fairness of the political and constitutional process of

adjustment and readjustment amongst classes of people 
in our country.

Affirmative action is not merely qompensatory 
justice, which it is, but it is also distributive justice 
seeking to ensure that community resources are more 
equitably and justly shared among all classes of citizens. 
Furthermore, from the point of view of social utility, 
affirmative action promotes maximum well-being ior 
the society as a whole and strengthen forces of national 
integration and general economic prosperity.

Any benign affirmiaUve action with a view to 
equality amongst classes of citizens is a constitutionally 
permitted programme, but the weapon of reservation 
must be carefully and sparingly used in order that, 
wHiie the victim s of past discrim ination are 
apprbpnately compensated, the generality of persons 
striving to pragress on their own merits dp not become 
victims of exces^ invidious reverse
discrim lhation. Affirmative^ action m ust find 
justification in the removal of disadvantages and not in 
their irripositipn. See Tn)^, American Constitutional Lav), 
2n(dl edh. (1988ypp. 1521-1554; Kathleen M. Sullivan, sms 
o f D i^imination: Last Terrh's Affirmative Action Cases, 
Harvafd Law Review, Vol. 100, p. 78 (1986-87); Nlarc 
Galanter/ Competing Equalities, (1984); Myrl L. Duncan, 
The Future o f Affirmative Action: A Jurisprudential/Legal 
Critique. Harvard Civil Rights Civil Liberties Law 
Review, Vol. 17,1982/ p. 503; The Rights of Peoples, Edited 
by James Crawford> Oxford (1988);

■ SUMMARY .

(1) It is open to the Si&te tb adopt valid classificatibh
and
of citizeris whoslB comparatiye backwardness the State 
has a mandate to redres^ by affirmative action 
programmes. Any sUch programme must be strictly 
tailored to Ih(3c0nstitutibriai requirem^ that rio citizen 
shall be excluded from beiniĝ  ̂considered on the basis of 
merits for any public employment except to the extent 
that a valid reservation has been made in favour of 
backward classes of citizens.

(2) The Constitution prohibits discrimination on 
grounds only of religions, race, caste,sex, descent, place 
of birth, residence Of any of them. Any discrimination 
solely on any one or more of these prohibited grounds 
will result in invidious reverse discrimiriation which is 
impermissible. None of these grounds is the sole or the 
dominant or the indispensable criterion to identify 
backwardness which qualifies for reservation. But each 
of them iS/ In conjunction with factors such as poverty, 
illiteracy, demeaning occupation, malnutrition, 
physical and intellectual deform ity and like 
disadvantages, a relevant criterion tp identify socially 
and educationally backward classes of citizens for 
whom reservation is intended
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aren
State.

(4)*DitlKS'itHKISS4'<s6fd«iteHS\))'H6ate5iSrany4'Aa 
ed u carfo & | !p S acW ® ¥fr^ (aaW ^  
backivaW ^sl

16,

Seheduled

m m 0  i # a 4 «
e(fects?as to b« comp,a^}gjtoJtjjg^fjK(|umC^^^^^ 
the Scheduled Tilths. In the case ot the

for reseiĤ aiiion/ thq ̂ Wirdert is on 
these dassfesiVay^b^^ Stibjeetedto'^ tie 
i n ̂ 'I'He^psr^ tet^aH&yiik/i^rMaded otb:‘€tt̂ ^̂ 
h e l p l e s s n e s s / i r n d /  
edjuicjatiorial bacikvv'ar as in the ease ^

m e  oiriiajns. tne Acnvasis, tne i:;ants o r  oirrer nxe 

referred to ih the past as the ''untouchafeles''

(S^^M^inbers of the Scheduled Castes or the 
Scll^ami^ T4̂ 'bSg§'dd‘i\ot lose the benefits of reservation 
and other affirmative action programmes intended for 
backward classes merely by reason of their conversion 
from the Hindu or the Sikh or the Buddist religion to 
any other religion/ and all such persons shall Continue 
to be accorded all such benefits until auch time as they 
ceasc to be backward.

(6) Mentifi,(;gfjpp^.^|,bp,;^^^^^ 
purpose of reservation with reference to historical

shbyia '̂BW^ f̂ftiltyci "fro^6̂ K^h^df^^JM^tidhJ<

do1f(| §8
b ack w ard  b’e^^aOi-feli^vlnri:
coRgMgmt^^i

(TJ'Qhfcfe'̂  ̂tl4«s-6f 

thS  ̂iTOt?i *̂f ŝf tfe
tb excttide^ii those persGhs ini^^td^ss ireaehih^%(b&^j

in qucstlbh î  bortie on the cadre oif the service.

9fi(ilQ) ®ius^r^secvajt|op;i%istric^§rii^?tfi^ 
coji‘sMtutiortaM}5<infehd.e î;b0a f̂ki^^^  ̂
thfer<̂ fiw1M ^pi^^y/ihe; sn&̂ mefî ij:t0

reseh?0{{ibirt;.foM:ih^rei will Ithe^ jbdi «Aif fipiej^t: 
withCh |h6i5Q%'ilimit,iar'ail c a ^  belie>ngi% 
backî aiid<?classe«;fi’sKpii0pei:lyj.detei!piiin̂  ̂
prSncipi^i ̂ 'In^ t̂hae «iv6ntjti q^iie^tiona fSW.qb{« .̂ ticaisl:  ̂
re^gitxrioiw M lgbiw o^e vfa^ r^ iy  ̂  a cfl djefljiiqca fwJl 
co^mip^^la  ̂ m addening <ru^h)fp;jf{1ba?k>Maj^6?MI?il . 
vanish!'

i ( f f i | v j m c i a i c :^ a T n M i s m  
affirmative a\ 
seats or posts, 
constitMied Permanent A u thorit^i>1A2LlttJab!i?iK^^

‘es* 9 6 !3 M if i5 ^ i ,* M lf j% # a § R f y (% s la lk te ‘*-

nd& o£ cojn^titutioMpjiiacimes

(12) Whenfev^r and w herever poverty khd 
backwardness are identified, it is the constitutional 
responsibility of the State to initiate economic and other 
measures to ameliorate the conditions of the people
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residing iri those regions. But economic backwardness 
without m<3ie does not justify reservation.

(13)jro v erty  demands affirmative action. Its
eradicatioAis a constitutional mandate. The immediate 
target to vvhich every affirmative action programme 
contemplated by Article 15 or Article 16 is addressed is 
poverty c^iusing bacfevyardness. But it is only such 
poverty ^liich is the continuing ill-elffect of identified 
prior resulting in backwardness
comparabl!? to that of the Scheduied Casties or the 
Scheduled tribes, that justifies reservation.

(14) While reservation is a remedy for historical 
di^criminaitiori and its continuing ill effects/ other 
affirmatiyie action programnies are intended to redress 
discrimination of all kinds, whether current or 
histotical-

(15) Any legitimate affif’iri^tive actibn itYiist ^  
supported bf̂ y a valid class!ficatioii based on an 
ihteiliigible difer̂ ntU diyinguislim̂ ^
ijhos;^ tjt)e pjrqjteQtiyjQ measwr^^ipm t ^  
of citizens from iucJli rheas ures, and siich
d ifeejfXtia iriust bieat; a reasonable nexus wil^ the qbjecjt 
sought to be achieved, namely, the aimelibratidn oif-tHe 
backwardrifess of the chosen classes of citizens, which 
impliesa reasonable proportion between the aim of the 
atttiqriand thfeineanseniployed fotitsacGonlplishmeht> 
and i ts diseontihuaride upori the acGomplishment of the 
object. ■ • ■ •'

(16) Tn the final analysis, poverty which is the 
uitinlate result df inequities and which is the immediate 
cause and effect of backwardness has \o be eradicated 
not metj^ly by reservation as aforesaid, but by free 
med ical aid; free elementary education  ̂scholarships for 
higher education and other financial support, free 
housing; self - employment and settlement schemes, 
effective irnplementation of land reforins, strict and 
impartial operation of the law-enforcing machinery, 
induBtrdlisatioh> construction of roads^ bMdg|es, 
culverts, canals, markets, introduction of transport free 
supply of water, electricity and other ameiipi'ative 
measures particularly in areas densely popuiated by 
backward classes q(citizens.

CONCLUSIONS:

A. The validity of the impugned Governmienit
Orders providing for reservation 6 f posts
depends on cohVineing prOof of proper

reference to the continuing ill effects of 
historical discrimination resulting in social and 
educational backwardness comparable to that 
of the Scheduled Castes or the Scheduled 
Tribes, and inadequate representation of such 
classes of citizens in theservices under the Staite> 
butssubject tosthe overriding condition that all 
t̂jiose persons whose n\eans have exceeded a 
preidetern^ined econoniic level shall be denied 
reservation. Amongst the aforennentioned 
backward classes of citizens correctly identified 
to be qualified for reservation, preference may 
be legitimately extended to the comparatively 
pporer or more disadvantaged sections.

B. Reservation of seate or posts solely on the basis 
of Jecpnoifniq backwardness, i.e^ without regard to"‘ 
evidence of historical discrimination, ̂ s aforesaid, Bnds 
no jUstificatibn in the Constitution.

C. Reservation of seats or posts for backward cia&es 
of citizens/ihcluding those fofthe Scheduled Castes and: 
the ^heduled tribes, must reWain well below 50% of 
the tpta 1 seats or posts.

D. Reservation is confined to initial appointment to 
a post and has no application to promotion.

E. It is open to the State to adopt any valid
affirmative action programme, othe^’wise than by 
reservation,; for amelioration of the disabilities of all 
disadvantaged persons, including backward clasises of 
citizens. , _

Neither the impugned orders of the Government of 
Ihdia (O.M.: No. 36012/31/90-Estt (SCI) dated 13th 
August, 1990 and O.M. No. 36012/31/90-Estt (SCT) 
dated 25th September, 1991) nor the material relied 
upon by it nor the affidavits filed in support of the said 
orders disclose proper application of m in d  by the 
concerned authorities to the principles stated above for 
valid identification of the backward classes of citizens 
qualified for reservation in terms of Article 16 of the 
Constitution of India. The impugned orders are, 
therefore, unsustainable. The respohdent-Government 
is accpi‘dirigly directed to reconsider the question of 
reservation contemplated by Article 16(4) in the light of 
the aforesaid principles and pass appropriate.orders.

recourse to relevant criteria, such as poverty, 
illiteracy, d isease, linhygienic living cdnd itions, 
low caste and consequential isolation, and in 
accordance with correct principles, i.e., with

...... ...Sd/.................. J.
( T. K. THOMMEN.)

New Delhi, 
November 16,1992.
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ORpER

under Artifclfe 16 6̂ ( the Cdifetitutic f̂v gI India. Ifi tihe 
eircumsU*h’tes ,̂ we dTreet the  ̂Union of'India io  
re-fe^MfK^^the ot i d ^ i
baek#1si|d "cl̂ ŝ es- of dfi:^ris^4ii aj t̂bpdllfie  ̂M  
principles'and directives contained in ôiii* respective 
judgineMfe airtd pa for
res0i^aHc)n iihdeir Aki61ie

The^atiove cases a m  d isposied of accord ingly;.̂  There 
shaJl no or^jer a$ itQ cpsjts.

...j.

(KUJIDIP^SINGH)
..........r?..’......J.

w m m m

NoVeitibfer IB, 1992.

a n n e x u r e

DRi AMBEDKAR'S SPEECH IN  THE

C O N STIT U EN T A SSEM B LY  ON 30.11.1948

Now, Sir, to come to the other question which has 
been agitating the members of this House, viz., the use 
of the word "backward" in clause (3) of article 10, I

should like to be^in by m aking som e g;enera| 
observations so t îat m^mbei^ ir  ̂ in a poSiJibn to 
understand the exact import, the significance and the 
n e ce s s iffo r  using the wbrd "backw ard" in this 
particul^ielj^^. If ii\embere ̂ ere  to tty and exchange 
the|r yie^s on this subject they will find that there are 
three pomte of view whiph it is necessary for iis to 
recohciie if we are to prodiice a workable proppsition 
which wili be accepted by 1̂1. Of the three pointe ojf 
view, (the first is th^t there shall be equality of 
oppofiunity for all ci^zens. It is desire of many 
membe^ of this Hqus^ that every individual iyho is 
qualified for a particular pbst should l^  free to apjply fot* 
that po§t, to sit for examinations and to have his 
qualifications tested so as to det(^rmine whether he is fit 
for the post or not and that there bught to be no 
limitatibns, there ought tb be no iundrance in the 
operation of this principie of equality bf opportunity.

Another view mostly shared by a section of the 
House is that, if this principle is to be operative — and it 
ought to be operative in theijr judgment to its fullest 
ext^nti— there oijgHt tq be i)^;re!seryat|ons of any sort 
for any d^ss or cpnruriunity at^jl, that all citizens, if they 
are quali^ed; should be placed on the same footing of 
equalityso far as the public seriyices are,pncerned. That 
is the second point of view we i;\av̂ . Then wehavequite 
a massive opinlpn which ^insists that, althpugh 
theoretically it is good to hay(? the principle that there 
shall be equality of opportunity, there must at the same 
time be a provision made for the entry of certain 
communities which have so| for been outside the 
administration. As I said, the EVafting Conrunittee had 
to produce a formula which would reconcile these three 
points of view, firstly, that there shall be equality of 
opportunity, secondly that there shall be reservations in
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favour of certain communities which have not so far had 
a 'proper look-in' so to say in|o 
honourable Members w ill^ ar th^e lacts in miriid — me 

i ihre6 principles, we had to reconcile,—tlj^y v̂ i|̂ §ee*l̂ ati 
hb better formula could be produced than the one that 

: is enibodied in sub-clause (3) of article 10 of the

g^nje tiine;:^B,
I said, we'li^d to reconcile this formula with the demand 
made by certain commufdties that the administration 
w hich haA fo r.easohs — been
coK tM ^tf^^ W e  community or a few cOmmurtiBesv 

: that situ^Uoiv should disappear and that the othfeis also 
'̂imust^M’̂ ^ ^ p o r ^  of getting intpv^^jpu^Uc 
services; SUj^bsi^^^  ̂for instance, we were tp cottpjede ift 
full the demand of those communities who have not 
been so fai* eiftplpyed in the public services to the fullest 
extent; ivha^ happen is^ ^ e  ^hallfce

I raeediham ^yjtlfaftfe

fo ^

th^ poi i p  the firef: pnndrfe,

sul

un<J^SQk’«nm W T nM fc^iaS «'iy*gip& kem ty^

the wiay in which it was passed by this Assembly. But I 
tliankitOhotirabletMi  ̂ realise that the Drafting
Comimltee wftic^has l^enndiculed on more than one 
g^9iuitdjf0iv]0md|Licing sometimes a loose draft, 
sometimes something which is not appropriate and so 

might have opened itself to further attack that they

i\ftMhl^v ĵtisr isA^i^ffid w j t i y ^ 6 rd̂ (
iobî ipl<]tv̂ afd.!'';has:

With regard to the minorities, there is a special 
refei^ce^o th ^ 4^ Article 296, where it has been laid 
aov^ii-maf some provision will be made with regard to 
the^minorities. Of course, we did not lay dowii any 
I^gp^iig4 rjfeil?i^^»ite clear from the section itself>byt 
We have riot altogether omitted the minorities iftbm 
•Qn&ideriation. iSomebody asked me: "W hat is a 
jitkwafd community''? Well, I think any one who

“ ■■ .........................to

in (J)is^ca]̂ gQ||y #>«g% .P,V '»t^riPf i

come^tf tfie roritfufe
or the State Government hiis acted in a rieasonablcf and 
prudent n#?)i#ri'Mri^^B&'ibhh'apft^^hai!i;a^k 
reasonable man and who is a >pi!Uderit«!iafti.?tnrhe66<;afê  
matters of litigation" . Of course, they are matters of 
litigtftioW;’ ' ^  honourable Friend, Mr.

understand that the words 
"reiisonabie persons and prudent persons" have been 
us^d and if he will reffer only to the
Tr^sf&r of Prope Act, he,Will find that in very many 
casfi!|^& |/^^ ('  ̂ reasonable peirson and a prudent 
pe^Oh haViEf vefy well been defined and the court Will 
not find any difficulty in defining it. I hope, 
that the amendments which I have a<?^t§4 ,.ĵ |||i|^f 
accepted by the House.

a s s e m b ly  d e b a t e s ,  v o l .  7
ri948-49).I»P. 701-702.


